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A Latent Growth Analysis of Hierarchical Complexity and
Perspectival Skills in Adulthood
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Clinton J. Fuhs

ABSTRACT
Problem: A range of developmental models have been applied in research on leader
development. Such applications often advocate “whole” person approaches to
leader growth. They seek to expand social, cognitive, and behavioral capacities, and
often reference perspective taking. Many of these approaches define developmental
levels in terms of specific content, ideas, and domain-specific capacities. In some
models, people are said to be at a given level because they demonstrate a certain
kind of perspective taking, and they are also expected to demonstrate that kind of
perspective taking because they are at a given level. This circularity largely prevents
the investigation of how different capacities change together (or not) over time.
Purpose: Using an approach that avoids this kind of circularity it was possible to
examine perspectival skills and developmental level independently. I tested three
hypotheses about the relationship between change in developmental level and
change in perspective taking, seeking, and coordination. It was predicted that these
constructs would exhibit patterns of synchronous and asynchronous change, with
the former being most prominent.
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Method: The sample consisted of 598 civil leaders who completed a developmental
assessment called the Lectical™ Decision Making Assessment (LMDA) up to 4
times over a 9-month leadership development program. The LDMAs yielded
separate scores for Lectical level—a domain-general index of hierarchical
complexity—and perspective taking, seeking, and coordination. Perspective taking
and seeking scores were disaggregated into component scores for salience,
accessibility, and sophistication. Ten scores were analyzed with Latent growth
modeling techniques. Four types of models were fit to these data: (a) Univariate
latent growth curve models, (b) multivariate parallel process models, (c) univariate
latent difference scores models, and (d) bivariate latent difference scores models.
Results: All hypotheses were partially confirmed. Change trajectories for most
scores were non linear, characterized by dips and spurts. The rate of change in
perspective scores was not related to rate of change for Lectical score or initial
Lectical score. Initial Lectical score was positively related to initial perspective
scores. Lectical score was a leading indicator of subsequent change in seeking and
seeking salience. Lectical change positively impacted seeking change, whereas
Lectical score positively impacted seeking salience change.
Conclusions: The relationship between change in these constructs is more complex
than typically portrayed. Evidence suggests that these variables change more
independently of each other than claimed in earlier research. Patterns of
asynchronous change were three times more common than synchronous change,
and Lectical score predicted change in only some aspects of perspectival capacity.
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Implications for theory, method, and pedagogy, along with study limitations and
avenues for future research are discussed.
Key Words: Adult development, leader development, cognitive development,
structural development, skill theory, Lectical Assessment System, Lectical level,
hierarchical complexity, perspective taking, perspective seeking, perspective
coordination, latent growth modeling, latent growth curve modeling, latent difference
score models.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Problem and Purpose
The increasing complexity of leadership demands in the 21st-century has
justified innumerable calls for expanding the leadership capacity of individuals and
institutions. This comprehensive need for more and better leaders cuts across
domains and sectors. Many of the solutions advocated by experts have a common
goal. Engage social, cognitive, and behavioral dimensions to develop the “whole”
leader (McCauley, Drath, Palus, O'Connor, & Barker, 2006). Approaches include
expanding moral capacity through authentic leadership (May, Chan, Hodges, &
Avolio, 2003), transforming meaning-making capacity to enable better management
of complex change (Brown, 2012), and leveraging developmental advances in
individual mental models to create interdependent leadership cultures (Drath, Palus,
& McGuire, 2010). Each of these approaches embraces the notion that leader
capacity can indeed expand to meet the demands of a shifting organizational
landscape.
Most theories of leader development stress the intrapersonal and
interpersonal aspects of a leader’s work. Because of this, they commonly highlight
the importance of fundamental social-cognitive skills like perspective taking—or the
ability to infer the thoughts, intentions, or feelings of an individual or group. For
example, the leadership complexity model (Day & Lance, 2004) describes how the
growth of a leader’s social, cognitive, and behavioral complexity contributes to the
emergence of meta-competencies like self-awareness and adaptability. Such models
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implicitly articulate aspects of leader development that are reliant on perspectivetaking skills. Others, like Mason, Griffin, and Parker (2014) or Russell and Kuhnert
(1992) explicitly discuss the role of perspective taking in the development of
transformational leadership capacities.
Although the literature routinely acknowledges perspective taking as an
important capacity, detailed investigations of how adults deploy these skills or how
the skills themselves might be intentionally honed are rare. Research in both
structural developmentalism (SD; Baldwin, 1906; Case, 1985; Fischer, 1980;
Kohlberg, 1969; Selman,1974)2 and constructive developmentalism (CD; Torbert,
1987, 2004; Kegan, 1982) illustrate this gap.
As used here, SD refers to a developmental process that was first articulated
by Baldwin (1906) and arguably best described by Piaget (1985). This process
involves individuals who construct conceptions of their experience over time through
interactions with the physical and social world (Piaget, 1932/1965, 1995).
Subsequent structural developmentalists have studied a wide range of content, from
morality and self-understanding (Kohlberg, 1994; Selman, 1980; Hart & Damon,
1986; Keller & Wood, 1994; Dawson-Tunik, 2004) to science, logic, and
mathematics (Case, 1991; Siegler & Atlas, 1976; Dawson & Stein, 2008).
Constructive developmentalists (e.g., Kegan, 1980) share the fundamental
notion of development of SD theorists but have focused more exclusively on social
and ego development, and they have also incorporated psychodynamic components
into their theories (Loevinger, 1976; Kegan, 1982; Cook-Greuter, 1990; Torbert,
2

Structural developmentalism is also known as cognitive developmentalism.
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2004). CD theorists have also focused primarily on adult development, while SD
theorists have focused on both adult and child development.
Theorists from both SD and CD traditions claim to describe qualitative shifts
in meaning-making processes across the lifespan. These qualitative shifts result
from a process of hierarchical integration in which higher-order skills and knowledge
are constructed through the integration of lower-order skills and knowledge
(Kohlberg, 1969; Piaget, 1975). Each qualitative shift represents a new level of
hierarchical complexity or stage of development.
CD models have been applied broadly in research on leader development
(McCauley et al., 2006). CD research is concerned with the interaction between
individuals and their social context. It has produced several accounts of how
conceptions of self and others develop in adulthood through stages of increasing
complexity3.
Several applications of CD theory explicitly consider the role of perspective
taking in leader development. For example, drawing on the work of Kuhnert and
Lewis (1987), who argued that developmental stage is related to leadership
competency, Russell and Kuhnert (1992) suggested that expanding skill in
perspective taking might promote the emergence of more mature leadership
capacities. Their use of the term perspective taking is varied. In one instance, it is
described as a “stepping back” to reflect on the values underlying leader-member
exchange. In another, they suggest that “meaning making” is foundational to a

The term “stages” is often contentious (see: Dawson-Tunik, Fischer, & Stein, 2004; Bidell &
Fischer, 1992). Use of this term here is not meant to imply a particular developmental model.
3
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leader’s perspective-taking capacity (p. 342). In yet another, perspective-taking
capacity is said to be reflected in motivational processes. They do not define the
term directly—although its use is explained in an endnote to be “identical with Kegan
(1982) and consistent with similar terms, such as frames of reference (Jacobs &
Jaques, 1987), social perspective taking (Selman, 1980) and schemata (deMay,
1982; Neisser, 1976; Taylor & Crockett, 1981)” (p. 351).
Despite the varied term usage, it appears that Russell and Kuhnert view
perspective-taking capacity as in some ways defining and in other ways as defined
by the complexity of meaning making. This usage is indeed consistent with Kegan,
who suggests that the two capacities either develop together or are otherwise coextensive. Proponents of other CD approaches to leader development express
similar views. These approaches appear to assume that perspective taking (as
viewed by their authors) changes in lockstep with development (e.g., Day & Lance,
2004; Laske, 1999; May et al., 2003). However, since perspective taking is rarely
defined, it is challenging to determine whether or not the relationship between
developmental stage and perspective taking has been taken for granted or if it is
actually being argued for (or against).
This problem may stem from the way in which constructive developmental
researchers measure and define stages. The stage descriptions of CD theorists
include aspects of cognition and emotion as well as intra- and inter-personal
abilities. Stages are defined in terms of specific types of content, ideas, and domainspecific capacities. In effect, if someone has a given idea or attribute; he or she is at
a particular stage. If someone is at a particular stage; he or she is likely to have a
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particular idea or attribute. This problematic circularity—also present in many SD
systems (Brainerd, 1993)—can easily lead to the conflation of different dimensions
of ability, making it impossible to use stage measurements derived from such
systems to examine implicated constructs independently.
In models beset by this issue, perspective taking is viewed as coextensive
with level, because aspects of perspective taking that are present at a given level, at
least to some extent, come to define that level. For example, if you demonstrate the
capacity for reciprocal perspective taking, you are assumed to be a stage
characterized by such mutuality—Selman’s (1980) stage 3 or Kohlberg’s (1969)
stage 4, perhaps. For CD theories, developmental change is system-wide.
Cognitive, emotional, and interpersonal abilities are all hypothesized to change in
concert as the self-system develops (e.g., Kegan, 1994, p.7). Since this assumption
is embedded in the measures used to assess development through CD stage
sequences, it is a challenge to parse out or otherwise investigate the stage-related
change in specific capacities, including perspective taking.
To overcome these concerns, a change in method is required. Like CDinformed approaches to leader development, I share the assumption that
perspective taking is an important skill. However, the construct needs to be more
clearly defined, more precisely measured, and research concerning it ought to be
better informed by broader review of the existing literature. Further, echoing Dawson
(2001), the assessment of perspectival capacity should be disentangled from
measures of development. Doing so would make it possible to study how aspects of
perspective taking covary with changes in the development of thought.
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Developmental maieutics (Dawson & Stein, 2008) is a useful method for
creating and refining rigorous measures of development that distinguish between
developmental level and specific skills or content4. The maieutic method prevents
the problematic circularity present in CD methods and domain-specific approaches
in the SD tradition. It relies, in part, on the use of a domain-general metric that uses
the same procedures to assess developmental level in any domain. Stage scores
assigned in this way are meaningfully comparable across domains. This important
benefit is enabled by the fact that all assessments developed with developmental
maieutics are calibrated to the same developmental model: Fischer’s skill scale
(Fischer, 1980; Fischer & Bidell, 2006).
Research Overview
This study investigates patterns of performance in longitudinal data collected
in the course of an ambitious leadership program conducted in a large North
American city. The instrument used to collect these data required test takers to
provide short essay responses to common workplace dilemmas that feature the
competing perspectives of multiple parties across the management hierarchy. For
example, the perspectives of employees, the supervisor, the team, senior
management, and the organization may be considered. Dilemmas are ill-structured,
meaning they have no clear or correct solution. Participants are asked to discuss the
importance of key considerations, propose and compare two solutions, and discuss

The term “maieutic” is derived from the Greek term “maieutikós,” which means “pertaining
to midwifery.” The term is generally used in reference to the Socratic mode of inquiry, which
aims to bring latent knowledge or ideas into consciousness.
4
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their decision-making process. The assessment was developed by Lectica®, Inc.,
with the maieutic method.
Specifically, in this research I examine the relationship between change in the
hierarchical complexity of reasoning and change in perspective taking, seeking, and
coordination capacities over time5. As explored here, development entails a series of
hierarchical integrations of thought processes, each of which constitutes a level of
hierarchical complexity. More complex understandings emerge as the actions of an
earlier level are operated upon by the actions of a subsequent level (Commons,
Trudeau, Stein, Richards, & Krause, 1998; Dawson-Tunik, 2004).
In an earlier study employing the same method, Dawson and Stein (2011)
investigated the relationship between perspectival capacity and hierarchical
complexity in leaders. Findings revealed that perspective skill increased with
developmental level with 28% to 61% of the variance in perspective skill being
accounted for by skill level. Moreover, there was a notable gap between the level at
which individuals are capable—from a developmental perspective—of taking a
particular perspective and the average level at which subjects regularly took the
perspective into account. Here, I extend this research by investigating the interindividual difference in growth trajectories for hierarchical complexity and
perspectival capacity, along with the dynamic, time-dependent impacts of prior score
and prior change in one skill on subsequent change in others.
Two qualifications are important here. First, the instrument used in this study measures the
hierarchical complexity of reasoning exhibited in specific written performances. The term
performance is used throughout to capture this important distinction. Second, in the strictest
sense, cognitive complexity is not an ideal synonym for hierarchical complexity, even though
the term cognitive is often used in reference to this and related work.
5
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This research examines three perspectival constructs: perspective taking,
perspective seeking, and perspective coordination. Perspective taking is broadly
understood as the act of inferring, anticipating, visualizing, or predicting the
perceptions, thoughts, feelings, intentions, or viewpoints of another person
(Gehlbach, 2004; Selman, 1980; Flavell, Botkin, Fry, Wright, & Jarvis, 1968)
Perspective seeking is the behavioral act of directly or indirectly seeking out
clarification or evidence concerning another person or group’s thoughts, feelings,
and intentions. (Dawson & Stein, 2011; Fuhs, 2013; Jarvela & Hakkinen, 2002).
Perspective coordination is the ability to integrate perspectives into a more complex
understanding that informs personal action (Dawson & Stein, 2011; Feffer, 1959;
Martin, Sokol, & Elfers, 2008; Selman, 2003). References to perspective taking are
quite common in the literature; references to perspective seeking and coordination
are rare by comparison. Throughout this document, these three interrelated
constructs are assumed to constitute an individual’s “perspectival skill” or
“perspectival capacity.” It is important to note that although each perspectival
construct involves internal or external action, the focus of this study is on how they
are exhibited in assessment performances.
Hierarchical complexity is operationalized in this study as a dynamic skill
(Fischer, 1980; Fischer & Bidell, 2006), which is “the capacity to act in an organized
way in a specific context” (Fischer & Bidell, 2006, p. 321). Skill level is also
evidenced in written performances, in which the complexity of reasoning is
expressed in a specific domain.
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This research explores the relationship between change in skill level and
change in perspectival capacity over time. Three hypotheses are proposed about the
shape, associations, and dynamics of change. These hypotheses made predictions
about which aspects of perspectival skill change with skill level and which aspects
do not. To test these hypotheses, data derived from sets of assessment responses
provided by 598 leaders aged 25 to 68 were analyzed. Participants completed up to
four assessments over the 9-month leader development program. The
Computerized Lectical Assessment System (CLAS; Dawson, 2015) was used to
score participant responses. The CLAS places performances on the Fischer’s skill
scale and analyzes their conceptual content with a coding scheme that focuses on
perspective taking, seeking, and coordination (Dawson, 2010a).
The techniques of latent growth modeling (LGM) were used to analyze these
longitudinal data. LGM refers to a class of statistical methods that examine the
“between-person differences in within-person changes” (Nesselroade & Baltes,
1979). This means that the similarities and differences in individual growth
trajectories were considered across a group. LGM allows for the simultaneous
investigation of change over time in multiple dependent variables, an analysis that is
not possible with cross-sectional data. For example, LGM and its extensions reveal
the relationships between initial levels and rates of change, or the dynamic lead-lag
relationships between prior level and prior change in one variable and subsequent
change in another. LGM relies upon repeated measures of observed variables to
indicate growth in latent, or unobserved, factors.
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LGM techniques have been used to investigate change in social and
behavioral science constructs such as intellectual ability (McArdle, Ferrer-Caja,
Hamagami, & Woodcock, 2002), anti-social behavior and reading achievement
(McArdle & Hamagami, 2001), and forgiveness and psychological adjustment (Orth,
Berking, Walker, Meier, & Znoj, 2008). Several researchers have suggested that
LGM would be effective in the analysis of structural developmental data. Day and
Lance (2004) propose an LGM analysis of change in the cognitive, social, and
behavioral complexity of leaders as defined by their leadership complexity model,
which is informed by Kegan’s model. Such recommendations build upon and extend
related techniques—hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) and multi-level modeling
(MLM), specifically—which have been used to analyze developmental data (e.g.,
Moates, 2007).
Four classes of LGM analysis facilitate the testing of this study’s hypotheses.
Univariate latent growth curves models (McArdle & Epstein, 1987) examine the
shape of change trajectories for each score. Parallel process models (Muthen &
Curran, 1997) investigate the associations between the latent slopes and intercepts
describing change trajectories for skill level and each perspectival capacity.
Univariate and bivariate latent difference scores models (McArdle & Hamagami,
2001) uncover dynamic relationships between skill level and each perspectival
capacity. Together these analyses test predictions about aspects of perspectival
capacity that change with skill level and aspects that do not.
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Importance
This study is significant in several ways. First, it contributes to the literature on
leader development. Most approaches to leader development rely on a handful of
domain-specific developmental models (e.g., Cook-Greuter, 2004; Jaques & Cason,
1994; Kegan, 1982; Kohlberg, 1969; Torbert, 2004). This research demonstrates the
efficacy of developmental maieutics, including the benefits of domain-general
developmental scoring systems. Second, it contributes to the literature on adult
development by addressing important questions about the relationship between
developmental change in reasoning and change in perspectival skills. This
contribution is significant because these constructs are rarely investigated in adult
populations. When they are, cross-sectional data have been used, preventing
examinations of within-person change over time. Finally, this research will contribute
to the literature on modeling latent growth in structural developmental data. This
study is the first to use such techniques to analyze data on perspectival capacity and
skill level. Finally, and most importantly, this study creates usable knowledge that
can directly inform the design and execution of leader development initiatives.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I
review the literature concerning developmental structuralism and perspective taking.
I begin by discussing the theoretical and methodological foundations of this study. I
then explore the research traditions most directly related to my primary research
interest, including two prominent approaches to the study of perspectival capacity.
These include a group of structural approaches, inspired by the work of Piaget, and
a group of process approaches, which share roots in clinical psychology and
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empathy research. The latter are popular in organizational and industrial psychology.
In Chapter 3, I describe my methods. After providing details concerning my sample,
data collection, and instrument, I overview the strategies employed for both
qualitative and quantitative analysis including data preparation and LGM analysis
procedures. In Chapter 4, I present the results of each latent growth analysis,
including the confirmation status of each hypothesis. In Chapter 5, I provide a
general discussion of the results, discuss study limitations, and explore implications
for theory, method, pedagogy, and future research.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, I review the literature concerning the development of
reasoning complexity and perspectival skill in adults. I begin with an orientation to
developmental structuralism. I touch on Piaget’s legacy before reviewing skill theory,
the Lectical Assessment System, and developmental maieutics—the neo-Piagetian
model, metric, and method that this study employs. Then, I discuss two prominent
approaches to perspectival taking. The first describes perspective taking as a
developing capacity, and the second focuses on the dispositional and situational
factors impacting perspectival engagement and effectiveness. Finally, I explore six
studies that have directly investigated the relationship between aspects of cognitive
development and perspectival capacities. Together these approaches serve as the
theoretical background for this study, both informing and grounding the hypotheses
introduced next.
Hypotheses Overview
This study tests three main hypotheses about the relationship between skill
level and perspectival capacity. This section provides an overview of these
predictions. In the concluding section of this chapter, the specific formulation of each
hypothesis will be presented. Before reviewing these hypotheses, some framing
should prove helpful. As the forthcoming literature review illustrates, two
predominant narratives capture the often presumed relationship between
developmental level and perspectival capacity. They are either thought to change
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together—what I call the synchronous change narrative—or they are believed to
change independent of each other—the asynchronous change narrative.
These narratives are implicit in the literature discussed in this chapter. They
are generalized representations of predominant trends, and they capture several
variations in the theoretical positions motivating each narrative. For example, in
terms of the synchronous change narrative, it is rarely the case that a researcher
suggests the two constructs change in exactly the same manner. Rather, one is
thought to lead the other, or researchers view them as inseparable or coextensive.
The asynchronous narrative is equally varied. Some theorists suggest that one
construct develops through stages, while the other construct does not. Others argue
that both constructs develop through stages and are impacted by related factors, but
that change is driven by independent processes.
Regardless of which narrative best describes any specific view on the
relationship between developmental level and perspectival capacity, most all
variations share an important characteristic. They advocate relatively simple
relationships. Influenced primarily by the findings of Dawson and Stein (2011), this
study was motivated by the assumption that the relationship between change in
hierarchical complexity and perspectival capacity is notably more complex than how
it is portrayed in either the synchronous or asynchronous narratives.
This study’s three hypotheses reflect this presumption. If they are confirmed,
aspects of both narratives will be integrated into a more complex story about the
relationship between hierarchical complexity and perspectival capacity.
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The first hypothesis concerns the shape of within-construct change
trajectories. It is called the shape of change hypothesis. It predicts that change for all
constructs would deviate from linearity, characterized instead by patterns of growth
and decline—often called dips and spurts—as change unfolds across four test times.
The second hypothesis makes a series of predictions about the crossconstruct associations between the initial scores and rates of change that
characterize these trajectories. It is called the associations of change hypothesis. It
predicts that these parameters will be uniformly associated for constructs believed to
be driven by similar underlying mechanisms (e.g., skill level and perspective
coordination) but not for those that were driven by different mechanisms (e.g., skill
level and perspective taking).
The third hypothesis also makes a series of predictions about cross-construct
relations. Following related logic, dynamic over-time relationships between skill level
and change in perspectival capacities are predicted for aspects of those capacities
driven by underlying mechanisms similar to skill level, but not for aspects that
changed via different mechanisms. It is called the dynamics of change hypothesis.
As this high-level summary reveals, the relationship between hierarchical
complexity and perspectival capacity was predicted to be more complex than would
be typically portrayed by either the synchronous or asynchronous narratives. The
rationale underlying these predictions will become clear as this discussion unfolds.
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Developmental Structuralism
Foundations
The historical foundation of this study is cognitive developmental. This term
refers to a set of assumptions and methods common to a number of theories
concerning cognitive and social development. Although the roots of this approach
are typically traced back to Baldwin (1906), some argue that Fichte’s (1795/1975)
“pragmatic history of consciousness” grandfathered the entire structuraldevelopmental endeavor (see: Wilber, 1995, n.543; Rockmore, 2007). However, it
was the theoretical and empirical work of Piaget (1926, 1932) that provided the basic
outlines of the approach, along with the impetus for the body of developmental
research that this study grows.
Piaget (1968, 1970) focused on the underlying structures and processes of
cognitive development. He defined a structure as a system of transformational laws
that organize and govern reasoning operations (Piaget, 1970). Although these
structures cannot be observed directly, they manifest in patterns of behavior
(Kohlberg, 1981), making it possible to construct developmental sequences across a
variety of domains of human functioning. Piaget’s work informed a range of related
developmental theories. These include Kohlberg’s (1969) stages of moral reasoning,
Kitchener and King’s (1990) stages of reflective judgment, and Armon’s (1984a)
stages of good life conceptions, to name just a few. The stage sequences proposed
in some of these models extended Piaget’s work to include adult stages of
development.
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Although the historical foundations of this study are rooted in Piaget’s
structural-developmental approach, the specific theoretical, epistemological, and
methodological commitments that define the neo-Piagetian tradition inform this work
to a greater degree. Scholars such as Pascual-Leone (1987), Case (1985), Halford
(1982), Demetriou & Efklides (1994), and Fischer (1980) found inspiration in the rival
epistemological traditions that generated the most stringent of Piagetian critiques;
they responded to those critiques and crafted novel expansions of Piaget’s theories.
Most relevant to this study is the work of Fischer, who best explained the dynamic
processes of development.
Skill Theory
Fischer’s dynamic structuralism (Fischer & Bidell, 2006) generates robust
explanations of the dynamic processes driving developmental change. It explains
both why and how variability occurs. For Fischer, “variations in developmental level
are routine and pervasive, and they need to be explained, not ignored” (Fischer &
Hencke, 1996, p.209). Dynamic structuralism views variability as the norm, not the
exception.
Fischer’s skill theory takes as its primary unit of analysis the dynamic skill, or
“the capacity to act in an organized way in a specific context” (Fischer & Bidell,
2006, p. 321). Skills are observable in specific contexts via performances on specific
tasks. Skill theorists view development as taking place within a system of
interrelated biological, psychological, and social processes, making skills themselves
inherently integrative. Shift the context, degree of support, emotional valence or
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state, motivation, meaning, or physiological state and the expressed skill level shifts
as well (Mascolo & Fischer, 2010). Skills develop through levels of increasing
complexity via a process of integration and differentiation. Higher-order skills are
constructed by integrating lower-order skills. As in other cognitive developmental
models, this growth process is not simply additive. It is characterized by a cyclical
recursion through a series of structural steps. Fischer (1980), Noelting (1980), Case
(1985), and Halford (1987) posited the same number and sequence of structural
steps regardless of the knowledge domain.
Notable variation characterizes the process of skill growth, a point that
Fischer particularly emphasized and which is relevant to this research given the 9- to
11-month gap between the first and final assessments. Over short to medium time
frames (e.g., weeks to months) growth is often characterized by temporary spurts
and dips rather continuous change (Fischer & Rose, 1999). Granott (2002) called
these dips and spurts “ordered fluctuations within a zone of current development” (p.
219). Although Granott primarily focused on micro-developmental processes, taking
place over very short time frames (minutes to weeks), other researchers proposed
similar patterns at the meso-developmental scale, which encompasses time spans
similar to those present in this study (Thelen & Smith, 1994; Lewis, 2002).
A universal scale such as Fischer’s makes it possible to use the same scoring
procedures to measure skills across domains and contexts. Fischer’s model has
served as the basis for several task- or domain-specific scoring systems. These
include Karcher and Fischer’s (2004) system for measuring intergroup
understanding; Fischer, Hencke, Hand, Ayoub, and Russel’s (2003) mean and nice
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interaction scale; and Rose’s (1989) inside-outside and self-other perspective-taking
tasks. It has also informed the creation of two domain-general scoring systems.
The General Stage Scoring System (Commons et al., 1995) and the Lectical
Assessment System (LAS; Dawson, 2010a) are both based on the notion that
development progresses through levels of increasing hierarchical complexity
(Commons & Richards, 1984; Commons, Trudeau, Stein, Richards, & Krause, 1998;
Dawson-Tunik, 2004). By directly identifying the core properties in performances,
these domain-general systems are used to establish the developmental level of
performances without relying upon the presence of specific content (Dawson, 2001).
In comparison, domain-specific systems rely upon conceptual content to determine a
stage score, leading some researchers to define stages in terms of the content
present at a given stage.
General Stage Scoring System
The General Stage Scoring System (GSSS) is based on Commons and
Richards’ (1984; Commons et al., 1998) general model of hierarchical complexity
(GMHC). The GMHC describes stages of increasing hierarchical complexity in terms
of the logical operations of actions. Three qualities of the GMHC allow for the
possibility of domain-general scoring. Hierarchical complexity is determined by the
number of non-repetitive actions (which include reasoning) required to complete a
given task. Higher stages transform and coordinate the actions of lower stages. This
coordination occurs in non-arbitrary sequences that cannot be completed by lowerorder actions (Commons et al., 1998).
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The GMHC places the task and the successful completion of the task at the
center of development. Stage scores result from an analysis of the organizational
structure of responses to particular tasks. Because responses at a given stage
involve actions applied to the actions of the previous stages, the number of
coordinating actions is used as the basis for assigning a score (Commons et al.,
1995). These domain-general procedures allow one to assign stage scores
irrespective of differences in content or domain.
Despite differences in scoring procedures, Dawson (2002) demonstrated that
both domain-specific and domain-general scoring systems capture hierarchical
complexity as their primary dimension. She used Rasch analysis to compare moral
judgment interviews scored with the Standard Issue Scoring System (Colby &
Kohlberg, 1987a), evaluative reasoning interviews scored with the Good Life Scoring
System (Armon, 1984b), and good education interviews scored with the Hierarchical
Complexity Scoring System (Commons, Danaher, Miller, & Dawson, 2000). The
Standard Issue Scoring System and Good Life Scoring System are domain-specific
scoring systems, whereas the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System is a domaingeneral system. The amount of shared variance between instruments was high.
Correlations of person performance estimates ranged from

.90 to .97, suggesting

that domain-specific and domain-general systems measure the same latent
dimension—though results also suggested that the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring
System did so with greater internal consistency.
Domain-specific and domain-general systems also produced similar stage
scores when used to score the same performances. Dawson (2003) compared the
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scores awarded by the Standard Issue Scoring System and the Hierarchical
Complexity Scoring System on 637 moral judgment interviews. Findings revealed
that the correlation between stage scores was .88. Scores awarded by the two
systems agreed most often for interviews scoring at Kohlberg’s moral stage 3 or
higher. Overall, 84% of the Hierarchical Complexity Scoring System scores matched
Standard Issue Scoring System scores within one-half of a stage.
Domain-general systems offer unique advantages. Separating the analysis of
hierarchical complexity from content allows for cross-domain comparisons of the
conceptual knowledge present at specific developmental levels. It also makes it
possible to avoid defining stages in terms of particular content, eliminating the
circularity mentioned earlier. Building on the work of Commons and Fischer, Dawson
capitalizes on these benefits with the Lectical Assessment Systems (LAS).
The Lectical Assessment System
The LAS is a domain-general metric that captures a core structural property
of development (Dawson, 2010a). When it is used to score written or verbal
performances, the LAS targets two properties of performances that indicate their
degree of hierarchical complexity. The first is the explicit logical structure of
justifications and arguments. The second is the implicit order of abstraction of
conceptual elements (Dawson & Stein, 2011). Logical structure is directly apparent
in the organization or coordination of the elements comprising an argument.
Order of abstraction, on the other hand, must be inferred from how concepts
are used in arguments. Two simultaneous analyses are required to determine a
performance’s Lectical score. Both take cues from conceptual content, but content
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alone does not determine the score. Analysts move back and forth between these
two analyses, which can be understood as different ways of looking at a
performance. They determine the logical structure by directly observing the
coordination of elements. They determine the order of abstraction by examining the
meaning of conceptual content in context. For example, a child might use the word
“peace” to mean “when we don’t fight,” whereas an adult may use it to mean
“political stability between nations.” Both analyses inform a Lectical score, which
corresponds to a level (logical structure) within a tier (order of abstraction) in
Fischer’s model.
Before discussing Lectical levels directly, I will briefly explain Dawson’s (2001)
notion of layers of structure, which grounds the idea of hierarchical complexity as a
domain-general property. Building on the distinction between structure and content
that is recognized by many developmental psychologists (see Flavell, 1971;
Kohlberg & Armon, 1984), Dawson proposes a three-layer model (see Figure 1). The
outermost layer represents conceptual content. The middle layer represents skill (or
surface) structure, and the innermost layer represents core structure.

Figure 1. Three layers of structure.
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Conceptual content and skill structure are what most domain-specific scoring
systems target. They award a score based on the presence or absence of a specific
idea or concept. For example, if a respondent expresses the notion of “basic
rights” (e.g., life and liberty) in a moral reasoning interview, Kohlberg’s stage 5 might
be awarded on this basis.
The skill or surface structure layer is targeted when analysts reference a
general pattern or principle in conceptual content that is indicative of a particular
stage in a given system. Evidence of a capacity to take the perspective of self and
other simultaneously in a performance on Selman’s sociomoral dilemma (Selman &
Byrne, 1974) would be grounds for awarding a stage 3 score.
The core structure layer concerns properties of linguistic performance that
underlie conceptual and skill structure. These include properties such as logical
structure and order of abstraction. Analysts are required to “look through” conceptual
content to examine these deeper properties. It has been demonstrated that Lectical
analysts can do exactly that across a range of domains including leadership
(Dawson-Tunik & Stein, 2004bb), physics (Dawson & Stein, 2008), decision-making
(Dawson-Tunik, 2006), reflective judgement (Dawson, 2000), moral development
(Dawson, 2003) and reasoning about the good (Dawson, 2000), among others. By
assessing core properties, the Lectical analyst can employ identical scoring criteria
across domains and contexts. This enables meaningful cross-domain and crosscontext comparisons of developmental growth, precisely because Lectical levels
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reflect a common skill scale.
Skill Levels
The levels used in the LAS are identical to Fischer’s skill levels6. In order of
increasing complexity, tiers unfold from sensorimotor actions to representations to
abstractions to principles. Representations are concrete images and categories that
first emerge in childhood as a way to internally “re-present” or “stand for” systems of
sensorimotor actions. Abstractions are general, intangible psychological categories
that coordinate and subsume systems of representations. Principles are overarching
and axiomatic conceptual elements that coordinate systems of abstractions.
Levels are traversed recursively through a sequence of three levels per tier.
Each level brings about an increasingly complex coordination of conceptual
elements. Elements are first expressed as single concepts, which are then
coordinated as linear mappings, and then as increasingly complex systems. Once
systems are sufficiently elaborated, a large-scale reorganization leads to the next
tier where the levels repeat. Table 1 (reproduced from Dawson-Tunik, 2006, p. 440)
offers a description of the logical structure and order of abstraction at each skill level.
Levels 0 thru 2, which concern an infant’s reflexes, are omitted, and levels 13 and 14
are largely theoretical.

Lectical level and skill level can be used synonymously. While I have used skill level thus
far, from this point forward, I will use Lectical level or Lectical score to refer to level of
reasoning complexity as measured by the LAS and skill level when specifically referring to
Fischer’s model. At times, I will also use the term skill in a more general sense to refer to
various perspectival capacities.
6
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Table 1
Order of Abstraction and Logical Structure at Each Lectical Level
Lectical Level

Logical Structure

Order of Abstraction

(3) Single actions

Abstracts single sensorimotor
schemes from multiple reflexive
systems

1st-order sensorimotor schemes,
which coordinate 3rd-order reflexes

(4) Action mappings

Coordinates one aspect of two or
more sensorimotor schemes

2nd-order sensorimotor schemes,
which coordination 1st-order
sensorimotor schemes

(5) Action systems

Coordinates multiple aspects of
sensorimotor schemes

3rd-order sensorimotor schemes,
which coordinate 2nd-order
schemes

(6) Single representations

Abstracts single representations
1st-order representations, which
from multiple sensorimotor
coordinate 3rd-order sensorimotor
scheme; often identifies one aspect schemes
of a single representation

(7) Representational mappings

Coordinates one aspect of two or
more representations

2nd-order representations, which
coordinate 1st-order
representations

(8) Representational systems

Coordinates multiple aspects of
representations

3rd-order representations, which
coordinate 2nd-order
representations

(9) Single abstractions

Abstracts single abstractions from
multiple representations; often
identifies one aspect of a single
abstraction

1st-order abstractions, which
coordinate 3rd-order
representations

(10) Abstract mappings

Coordinates one aspect of two or
more abstractions

2nd-order abstractions, which
coordinate 1st-order abstractions

(11) Abstract systems

Coordinates multiple aspects of
abstractions

3rd-order abstractions, which
coordinate 2nd-order abstractions

(12) Single principles

Abstracts single principles from
multiple abstractions; often
identifies one aspect of a single
principle

1st-order principles, which
coordinate 3rd-order abstractions

(13) Principled mappings

Coordinates one aspect of two or
more principles

2nd-order principles, which
coordinate 1st-order principles

(14) Principled systems

Coordinates multiple aspects of
principles

3rd-order principles, which
coordinate 2nd-order principles

Note: Adapted from The meaning and measurement of conceptual development in adulthood (p. 444) by T. L.
Dawson-Tunik, 2006, In C. Hoare (Ed.), Handbook of adult development and learning, London: Oxford
University Press. Copyright 2006 by Oxford University Press. Adapted with permission.

In addition to placing performances within a skill level, LAS scoring
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procedures make it possible to differentiate four phases within each level:
transitional, unelaborated, elaborated, and highly elaborated.
All of this is admittedly a bit obscure without a concrete example. Consider
how the conception of a “good leader” shifts across the following five levels:
representational systems (8), single abstractions (9), abstract mappings (10),
abstract systems (11), and single principles (12). Table 2 shows this progression.
Although simplified for explanatory purposes, it illustrates two tier transitions along
with the increasing complexity of logical structure within a tier (Dawson, 2010a).
Table 2
Conceptions of a good leader across five Lectical levels.
Lectical Level

Example

Explanation

(8) Representational systems

A good leader is fun to have
because she knows where to go,
knows what to do and will show
you how.

At this level, “a good leader is fun”
represents or “stands for” someone
who acts out a system of concrete
but interrelated instances—“knows
what to do,” “knows where to go, “
and “will show you how.”

(9) Single abstractions

A good leader is good with people,
which means they are fun, helpful
and friendly.

At this level, the single abstraction
“good with people” is a general
quality that integrates a system of
representations—“fun, helpful, and
friendly.”

(10) Abstract mappings

A good leader is good with people
which makes them trust her
intentions.

At this level, two abstract qualities
— “good with people” and “trust her
intentions”—are related in a linear
fashion that allows one quality to
be inferred from the other.

(11) Abstract systems

A good leader is inspiring if she is
trustworthy and competent without
appearing arrogant.

At this level, multiple abstractions
—“inspiring,” “trustworthy,”
“competent,” and “arrogant”—are
related in a system with conditional
and implied if/then relationships
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Table 2 Continued
Lectical Level
(12) Single principles

Example

Explanation

A good leader is a highly
competent servant to her
organization, one who is inspiring,
visionary, and deeply committed to
achieving the shared goals of her
organization.

The transition to principles allows
for multiple complex abstractions
—“inspiring,” “visionary” and
“deeply committed”—each of which
could be elaborated (in a longer
example) as abstract systems in
their own right, to be repackaged
as a single principled notion of a
“servant leader.”

Note: Adapted from The lectical assessment system, by T. L. Dawson, 2010a, Retrieved on March 30, 2010
from http://lectica.info. Copyright 2015 by Lectica® Inc. Adapted with permission.

It is important to note that these examples are deliberately shortened and
idealized. Lectical analysts would rarely assign level scores to performances this
brief. The progression aims to illustrate how the implicit order of abstraction and
explicit logical structure together allow analysts to directly measure increases in
hierarchical complexity.
Validity and Reliability of the LAS
Research has shown the LAS to be a valid and reliable measure of domaingeneral properties of development. Dawson and colleagues have offered data on
inter-analyst agreement rates, cross-metric comparisons of scores on the same
data, scale reliability characteristics, and construct validity. Inter-analyst agreement
rates in early studies were high relative to contemporaneous norms; 80% to 97%
within one half of a complexity level (Dawson, 2003; Dawson, 2004; Dawson &
Gabrielian, 2003; Dawson, Xie, & Wilson, 2003; Dawson-Tunik, Commons, Wilson,
& Fischer, 2005; Dawson-Tunik, 2004). Agreement rates between certified analysts
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are currently maintained at 85% or higher within one-fifth of a level (Dawson,
2010b).
The psychometric properties of the LAS have been investigated via Rasch
analysis, which provides reliability estimates that are analogous to Cronbach’s
alpha. Person-separation reliabilities have consistently been reported at .95 or
higher (Dawson, 2002; Dawson et al., 2003; Dawson-Tunik, 2004; Dawson-Tunik et
al., 2005). This translates to the ability to detect 4-5 distinct phases per Lectical level
(Dawson, 2003, 2004; Dawson et al., 2003; Dawson-Tunik et al., 2005).
The LAS also has high construct validity. Cross-metric comparisons have
been conducted between the LAS and other domain-specific, longitudinally
validated, structural developmental scoring systems. The LAS has been shown to
assess the same underlying dimension while producing a consistent ordering of the
levels (Dawson, 2002, 2003, 2004). Employing a novel application of the Rasch
Rating Scale model, Dawson-Tunik et al. (2005) demonstrated both an invariant
sequence of levels and a qualitative separation between levels. Dawson suggested
that these findings were consistent with the proposition that development unfolds
through periods of consolidation at a given level (plateaus) before entering periods
of transition (spurts; see Fischer & Rose, 1999).
Developmental Maieutics
A Lectical score, because it only represents the hierarchical complexity of a
performance, says nothing about what a score means relative to the knowledge
domain of interest. Lectical analysis is just one of several interrelated ways of
looking at a performance that ultimately contribute to an understanding of what it
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means to occupy a particular developmental phase in a particular domain. By
combining various forms of content analysis with Lectical analysis, researchers build
rich descriptions of developmental pathways. This process, called rational
reconstruction, is at the core of a set of methods known as developmental maieutics
(Dawson-Tunik, 2004).
Developmental maieutics (Dawson-Tunik, 2006) is a methodology for building
usable knowledge about learning and development—knowledge that directly informs
curricula, assessment, and evaluation. Its methods integrate theory, research, and
practice through iterative cycles of research and application (Dawson & Stein, 2008,
2011). Collaboration is an important hallmark of developmental maieutics. The full
process is illustrated graphically in Figure 27 .

Figure 2. The developmental maieutic process.

Note: Reproduced from Cycles of research and application in education: Learning
pathways for energy concepts (p. 92) by T. L. Dawson & Z. Stein, 2008, Mind, Brain, &
Education, 2(2). Used with permission.
7
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The Lectical Decision Making Assessment (LDMA), used in this study,
demonstrates developmental maieutics in action. It was initially developed in
collaboration with developmental psychologists, educators, and researchers who
shared the goal of producing usable knowledge about the development of decisionmaking skills (Dawson-Tunik & Stein, 2004a). After multiple cycles of use and
refinement, the LDMA has become “a reliable, standardized, educative, and
diagnostic developmental assessment that can be embedded in a variety of learning
or research contexts” (Dawson & Stein, 2011, p. 448).
The present study builds on others that have involved the analysis of LDMA
data (e.g., Van Rossum, 2013). Importantly, the LDMA is more than just a research
instrument. It is also an educational assessment and curricular diagnostic that
generates actionable feedback for learners and usable knowledge for organizational
development practitioners, consultants, and educators. Both played a critical role in
supporting the optimal growth of participants of this study.
The distinction between content and structure that distinguishes Lectical
scoring and makes possible the rational reconstruction of learning pathways is
reflected in Lectical Assessments, which often contain more than one score. All
Lectical Assessments have a Lectical score that represents the hierarchical
complexity of a given performance, and most of them also include scores that relate
to other aspects of performance.
In terms of the maieutic process illustrated in Figure 2, Lectical analysis (the
smaller spiral on the right) yields a Lectical score that signifies the complexity of
reasoning. Concept analysis, also part of the smaller spiral, yields scores on one or
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more content-related scales. In the case of the LDMA, three of its content-related
scales—taking, seeking, and coordination—represent perspectival competencies.
The independent scoring of Lectical level and conceptual content makes it possible
to pose questions about the relationship between Lectical level and perspectival
capacity. Such an affordance allows this study to extend the literature about Lectical
Assessment and skill theory. It is the first to explore how perspective taking and
Lectical level change together over time.
Connections to Hypotheses
In this section, I introduced the Neo-Piagetian model, metric, and method
relied upon in this research. The combination of skill theory, the LAS, and
developmental maieutics allowed me to test a series of novel predictions. These
predictions outlined a complex relationship between hierarchical complexity and
perspectival capacity and captured elements of both the synchronous and
asynchronous change narratives.
The topics discussed in this section support this study’s hypotheses, along
with the integrative narrative they ultimately seek to inform, in two important ways.
First, dynamic structuralism's treatment of developmental variation directly informs
the shape of change hypothesis, which predicted that growth would deviate from
linearity. Both Fischer and Rose’s (1999) discussion of temporary dips and spurts
and Granott’s (1993a, 1993b, 2002) articulation of backward transitions and
fluctuations within a zone of current development most aptly apply to growth in
Lectical level. However, the presumed associations between Lectical growth and
perspectival growth suggest that change in perspective-related scores might follow
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similarly varied trajectories. Second, by independently analyzing content and
structure, Lectical scoring enables the testing of predictions made in the association
and dynamics of change hypotheses. Because Lectical scores are not derived from
the presence of particular types of taking, seeking, or coordination behavior,
questions about their developmental relationships can be investigated directly.
In the next section, I explore the literature about perspective taking. Two
broad approaches are discussed: (a) structural approaches, which are primarily
rooted in the work of Piaget, and (b) process approaches, which are most
predominant in industrial and organizational psychology.
Perspective Taking
Few researchers would debate the ubiquitous and fundamental role that
perspective taking plays in human interaction. As a theoretical concept, it has been
variously conceived of as a trait, a disposition, a process, an outcome, and a
developing capacity or skill. It has been explored in clinical and organizational
settings, and in both child and adult populations. Table 3 highlights its usage across
a range of the literature. This prevalence underscores the importance of perspective
taking as a multidimensional, multifaceted construct worthy of cross-disciplinary
investigation.
A literature review that did justice to this construct would span volumes. The
focus here is on two approaches that cut across several of these disciplines. The
first includes structural approaches, which are rooted in SD but are also referenced
in CD research. The second includes process approaches, which are variously and
broadly derived from theories concerning personality, empathy, and industrial/
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organizational psychologies. Although these approaches appear dissimilar, they
overlap in application. Namely, both are employed in investigations concerning
leader and organizational development (e.g., process: Parker, Atkins, & Axtell, 2008;
structural: Russel & Kuhnert, 1992).
Table 3
Perspective Taking References Across Multiple Disciplines
Discipline

References

communication theory

Beatty & Payne, 1984; Boland & Tenkasi, 1995; Flavell et al., 1968;
Roberts & Patterson, 1983

developmental structuralism

Feffer & Gourevitch, 1960; Flavell et al., 1968; 1992; Miller, Kessel,
& Flavell, 1970; Piaget, 1926; Selman, & Byrne, 1974; Selman
1971a, 1971b

information processing

Enright, 1976; Lapsley & Quintana, 1985; Oppenheimer, 1978

cognitive neuroscience

Ames, Jenkins, Banaji, & Mitchell, 2008; Lamm, Batson, & Decety,
2007; Ruby & Decety, 2001

organizational development
and leadership

Calvard, 2010; Litchfield & Gentry, 2010; Parker, Atkins, & Axtell,
2008

discourse ethics

Habermas, 1990

theory of mind

Baron-Cohen, Tager-Flusberg, & Cohen, 2000; McHugh & Stewart,
2012; Premack & Woodruff, 1978

sociology

Coutu, 1951

education

Ahammer & Murray, 1979; Chandler, Greenspan, & Barenboim,
1973; Marsh, Serafica, & Barenboim, 1980

ethnomethodology

Filmer, 1972

Structural approaches focus on the development of perspective-taking skill.
They do so using techniques derived from the empirical work of Piaget. They are
most likely to yield insight into how perspective taking and Lectical level change
together. Process approaches, on the other hand, are largely nondevelopmental.
They investigate a range of factors that influence perspective taking. The absence of
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a developmental viewpoint does not suggest that all of these factors change
independently of Lectical level; it is likely that some of them do. Finally, both
structural and process approaches are employed in leader development contexts;
however, they rarely inform each other.
The rationale for discussing these two approaches, while leaving out a range
of others, is driven by my primary research interest, which concerns aspects of
perspectival capacity that change with Lectical level and aspects that do not. This
study extends both literatures by coordinating these approaches in a meaningful
interdisciplinary fashion.
Structural approaches
Developmental psychologists have pursued the study of perspective taking
for over a century. References to the topic appear across a diverse literature tracing
back to at least the mid-18th century (see Buber, 1937; Cooley, 1902; James, 1890;
Lipps, 1909; Smith, 1759/2010). However, it was the work of Baldwin (1894), Mead
(1934), and Piaget (1926) that laid the foundations for the contemporary structuralist
investigations of perspective taking that are most pertinent here.
Historical roots. Baldwin saw little need to separate the cognitive and social
domains. He viewed both as intrinsic components of a feedback/feed-forward loop
between person and environment, self and other. In his view, an inherently
interpersonal and highly variable social environment necessitates the creation of
individual cognitive schemas. Schemas guide novel future action made in relation to
an uncertain environment and unpredictable others (Baldwin, 1894, 1897). He
argued that an expanding ability to understand the subjective experience of
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unpredictable others constitutes movement along a development sequence of selfother relations (Baldwin, 1915). This perspective-taking process links self and social
experience in such a manner that one’s own self is created as an outcome (Baldwin,
1898). In Baldwin’s developmental model, self-development occurred in parallel with
the gradually expanding ability to understand others. In this sense, Baldwin
intimately connected perspective taking to the process of self-development.
Mead’s (1934) conception of self-other relations parallels Baldwin’s despite
little direct reference to Baldwin in Mead’s published works (Cook, 1993). Like
Baldwin, Mead viewed the capacity to take the role of other as “both the source of a
sense of self and the core of social intelligence” (Selman 1980, p. 24).The uniquely
human operation of viewing one’s own self (what Mead called the “me”) through the
eyes of the other, creates and defines the self (what he called the “I”). Thus, without
social interaction, Mead believed there could not be a psychological self.
Mead’s socially structured self develops through a series of three stages: (a)
the play stage, in which the child takes on the roles of others in his social
environment, (b) the game stage, in which these acquired roles are coordinated
through the mental anticipation of others’ intentions and actions, and (c) the
generalized other stage, in which the individual acquires an abstract, normative, or
generalized societal perspective (Mead, 1981, 1934).
Mead’s reliance on the term role taking led subsequent theorists to interpret
his focus as being on the imitation of social roles rather than the anticipation of
attitudes, which is what “role” meant for Mead (Cook, 1993). Coutu (1951) traced
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this confusion across decades of discourse, encountering ample conflation of the
sociological concept of role-playing and the psychological concept of role taking
(e.g., Lindesmith & Strauss, 1949; Newcomb, 1950). Role taking, as understood by
Mead, is synonymous with perspective taking as the term is used here. A similar
flexibility in term usage is present in most structural approaches to perspective
taking (e.g., Enright & Lapsley, 1980; Kohlberg, 1969; Seaman, 1975; Selman,
1971b). By whatever name, Mead’s role taking has been viewed as a central
operation in the developmental move from egocentrism to self-reflection to social
rationality.
Jean Piaget. Perspective taking figured prominently in much of Piaget’s work.
His studies of communication, morality, and cognition were all characterized by a
developmental move away from egocentrism and toward perspectivalism. In early
studies on communication, he described two categories of speech: egocentric and
socialized. Egocentric speech is driven by a “self-centered” form of thinking where
children do not differentiate their point of view from that of others. Socialized speech
involves exchanging thoughts with others, directing speech toward particular
persons, and asking and answering questions (Chapman, 1988).
Piaget discovered that egocentrism dominated the speech of young children,
who did not take into account the listener's perspective, had difficulty understanding
each other when they did communicate (Piaget, 1926), and failed to differentiate the
visuospatial perspective of others (Piaget & Inhelder, 1956). By the age of 7 or 8,
egocentric speech was gradually replaced by the ability to “communicate
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intelligence.” The perspectives of self became differentiated from the perspectives of
others (Miller, 2002; Chapman, 1988, p. 37).
Piaget also proposed a relation between changes in perspective-taking ability
and changes in moral judgments concerning issues such as rules, punishment,
intentionality, and lying (Piaget, 1932). He articulated two levels—heteronomous and
autonomous—that were largely distinguished by transformations in perspectival skill.
For example, regarding social rules, Piaget (1932) argued that children in the
heteronomous level deform rules in an egocentric manner. At the autonomous level,
the prior level’s morality of unilateral respect and conformity transformed into one of
cooperation and mutual respect. Increased interaction with peers, the emerging
concept of reciprocity, and a developing capacity to take perspectives served as the
impetus for this transformation.
A developmental trajectory away from egocentrism is also apparent in
Piaget’s cognitive stage model. Post-sensorimotor development begins in the
preoperational stage where acquired notions of objects, relations, and causality from
the physical world are transferred into a new realm of mental representations.
Thought at this stage is inflexible, defined by what Piaget (1937/1954) called
centration, or the tendency to fixate on one salient feature of an event or experience.
Egocentrism inhibits perspective taking and limits social cognition (Miller, 2002).
During concrete operations, a series of internalized, organized operations
including those such as conservation, reversibility, and class inclusion emerge
(Piaget, 1954). A concurrent decline in egocentrism allows intentions to be taken into
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account in moral judgments and leads to an increased ability to take and coordinate
perspectives. Piaget called the mechanism behind this move away from
egocentrism, decentration (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948). Decentration yields greater
awareness of social relationships in the family, peer group, and society. However,
operations are still “concrete.” They are applied to objects that are present or
mentally represented; they deal with what “is” rather than what “could be.” They are
also applied to a variety of physical and social situations, but not yet to purely logical
statements or operations themselves.
Formal operations usher in the ability to identify logical relations between
concrete operations. The capacity to carry out operations on operations defines the
thought of this level, which has become logical, abstract, and hypothetical (Inhelder
& Piaget, 1958). Greatly expanded perspective-taking abilities, including an
understanding of reciprocity and equity, also emerge (Piaget, 1932). However,
individuals may still struggle with the egocentrism of idealism, or “a naïve belief in
the power of one’s own thoughts and ideas to change the world” (Chapman, 1988, p.
12).
The preceding discussion of Piaget’s communicative, moral, and logicomathematical stage sequences illustrates a recurring pattern. Every next stage
constitutes a further move away from egocentrism toward perspectivalism—a
pattern of progressive decentration. In The Child’s Conception of Physical Causality,
Piaget (1927/1966) explained his purpose for studying children’s thinking in terms of
discovering psychological laws relating one stage of development to the next.
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Chapman (1988) suggested that a notable extent of Piaget’s entire body of work was
characterized by a search for such laws8.
Chapman summarized Piaget’s conclusions on the topic in this manner:
Every next stage enables social-cognitive operations that are more developmentally
advanced than prior operations to the extent that they are more decentered. Indeed,
Piaget’s stage sequences depict the operations of every next stage as entailing the
coordination of a broader range of perspectives, making them more psychologically
and epistemologically advanced. The question of whether progressive decentration
describes a cross-domain developmental pattern or is, in fact, a psychological law
explaining a universal developmental mechanism, will not be engaged here. What is
pertinent, however, is the observation that progressive decentration—which is itself
tied to a broadening of perspectival capacity—describes developmental
progressions through each of the aforementioned stage sequences.
If the logico-mathematical and social aspects of cognition are adequately
described by a progressive decentration, it is reasonable to believe that one of the
following three propositions is true. Cognitive development (defined in terms of
generalized logical operations) and perspectival development (defined in terms of
generalized social interaction and exchange) are two aspects of the same dimension

In The Child’s Conception of Physical Causality, Piaget further expressed an intention to
connect these psychological laws with epistemological laws relating stages in the
development of scientific thinking. The very same intention was implicitly present in one of
his earliest works, Recherche (Piaget, 1918). Chapman, who was also discussing this larger
intention, claimed that Piaget’s conclusions about the principle of progressive decentration
(and reflective abstraction) concerned development progress in both domains—individualcognitive and cultural-scientific.
8
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(proposition 1). Cognitive development is required for perspectival development
(proposition 2). Perspectival development is required for cognitive development
(proposition 3).
Piaget suggested these propositions as part of his argument for the
irreducible social origins of individual cognition. In a paper entitled Les Opérations
Logiques et la Vie Sociale, Piaget (1945) applied his earlier structural theory of
social exchange, developed in his sociological essays from the 1940s, to the
historical debate concerning the relation between individual cognition and social
interaction. He reframed this debate in the following manner:
If logic consists in an organization of operations, which are by definition
interiorized actions that have become reversible, can one conceive that
individuals come to such an organization by themselves? Or is the
intervention of inter-individual factors necessary in order to explain the
development we have just described? (Piaget, 1945, p. 155)
In regard to these questions, he first expounded on the correlation between the
development of logical operations and social interaction, in which perspective taking
plays a critical role. Chapman (1988) summarizes, “For every stage in the
development of logic there is a corresponding advance in the child’s capacity for
understating and cooperating with others” (p. 186; see also Chapman, 1986). This
correlation, however, does not imply the direction of influence.
Piaget’s answer, framed in terms of the propositions just discussed, was
unequivocal. Propositions 2 and 3 pose a false antithesis. Instead, the relation
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between cognitive and perspectival development is captured in proposition 1:
Cognitive development and perspectival development constitute “two indissociable
aspects of one and the same reality, at the same time social and individual” (Piaget,
1945, p. 158). This conclusion is generated from two related ideas. First, the
cooperative coordination of actions between individuals has the same formal
properties as the structure of operations within an individual. Second, the
organization of operations for individuals and collectives involves the same reality.
Individual cognition originates from within the context of interpersonal exchange—or,
through social interaction driven by reciprocal perspective taking. For Piaget, it
seems “cooperation is always co-operation” (Chapman, 1988, p. 187).
Piaget’s conclusion on this matter is important to this study for two reasons.
First, it underscores the need to consider process approaches. If cognitive and
perspectival development are indeed inseparable, as Piaget suggests, it is
reasonable to believe that they develop together. Therefore, models of perspectival
capacity not derived via structural developmental methods are likely to articulate
aspects of perspective capacity that do not change with hierarchical complexity.
Second, the early 1960s brought about a resurgence in research on perspective
taking and social development. Feffer (1959), Flavell et al. (1968), DeVries (1970),
Selman and Byrne (1974), and Selman (1976) to a varying but consistent extent, all
relied upon Piaget’s methods and formalized conception of psychological structure.
Robert Selman. Selman (1980) extended Piaget’s notions of perspectival
development into a five-stage model—that is, he largely attempted to separate what
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Piaget considered inseparable. In so doing, he brought about the possibility of
exploring (and he remained open to accepting) compound directional relations
between perspective taking and development in other domains (Selman & Damon,
1975). Selman’s notion of perspective taking was inspired by Mead’s (1934)
theorizing and Piaget’s (1932) empirical work. He differentiated his approach in one
key way. For Selman (1980), perspective taking is viewed primarily as “a social
cognitive process rather than a cognitive process applied to social content” (p. 22).
He emphasized two sides of this process. First is the perspective-taking dimension,
which concerns “the ability to understand the interaction between the self and
another as seen through the other’s eyes” (Selman, 1980, p.8). Second is the
perspective coordination dimension, which concerns “how human points of view are
related and coordinated with one another” (p. 22).
Selman's notion of coordination developed over the years to include how
perspectives of others were integrated with personal action (Selman, 2003). He
remained insistent that his social perspective-taking model did not merely depict “the
complex coordination of decentered cognitive operations” (Selman, 1980, p. 22) but
also the “changes in understanding of relations between persons and changes in
concepts of relations within persons, for example, relations among feelings,
thoughts, actions, etc.” (p. 34).
Selman’s (1980) model was derived through the structural-developmental
analysis of interview data. The model covers four social domains: individual (self-
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awareness), friendship (conflict resolution), peer group (leadership), and parent-child
relations (punishment). Its five stages begin with level zero—the ability to
demonstrate an understanding of only one’s own perspective. Stage 1 is defined by
an understanding of a second person’s perspective that is distinct from one’s own.
Stage 2 brings about an understanding that a second person has the capacity to
have a view of one’s own perspective. Stage 3 yields a recognition that a third
person has the capacity to have a view of our (first and second person) perspective.
Stage 4 leads to the recognition that one’s own perspective is contextualized among
many other perspectives (Selman, 2003, p. 21).
Table 4 provides Selman’s (1980) more detailed structural descriptions of
each level. Descriptions are divided into sections on persons and on relations; the
former describes an individual’s notions of psychological function and complexity,
and the latter describes notions of how perspectives are related, mutually
understood, and coordinated.
Selman drew inspiration from the earlier role-taking work of both Feffer and
Flavell. Feffer (1959; Feffer & Gourevitch, 1960) influenced by Piaget’s notion of
decentration, proposed a five-stage model of perspective development. Selman
(1980) critiques Feffer’s general lack of reference to the social content upon which
the structure of perspectives was operating.
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Table 4
Selman’s Levels of Social Perspective Taking
Level

Concept of Persons

Concept of relations

Level 0 –
Undifferentiated and
egocentric perspective
taking (about ages 3-6)

Does not differentiate between
physical and psychological
characteristics. Feeling and
thought are recognized in a
manner confused with behavior

Differentiates self and other as physical
but not psychological entities; prevents
the recognition that others interpret
situations differently. Differences in
perspectives are not differentiated and
may be reduced to perceptual
differences.

Level 1 – Differentiated
and subjective
perspective taking
(about ages 5-9)

Differentiates between physical
and psychological
characteristics of persons,
along with intentional and
unintentional acts. Recognizes
that individuals have unique
and covert inner lives.
Thoughts, opinions, and
feelings are seeing as unitary.

Differentiates self and other as
psychological entities. Perspectives
are related in one direction only (e.g.
receiving a gift makes the receive
happy, but there is no notion of the
giver’s perspective), except in the
physical dimension (e.g. he hit her, so
she hits him back).

Level 2 – Self-reflective/
second-person and
reciprocal perspective
taking (about ages
7-12)

Ability to step mentally outside
of the self and take a selfreflexive perspective. Thoughts,
opinions, and feelings are seen
as multiple and mixed. Persons
are recognized to have a visible
appearance and a truer, hidden
reality.

Persons are understood to have
individual values and purposes.
Perspectives—including thoughts,
feelings, and actions—are related
reciprocally. Understand self and other
but not the relationship between the
two.

Level 3 – Third-person
and mutual perspective
taking (about ages
10-15)

Persons have systems of
consistent attitudes and values.
An “observing ego” is
understood to be able to step
outside the self and view it as a
system. A notion of an
observing

The perspectives of self and other(s)
are simultaneously considered and
coordinated and the need to do so is
recognized. The relationships between
self and other’s can be viewed from the
perspective of the “generalized other.”

Level 4 – In-depth and
societal-symbiotic
perspective taking
(about ages 12 to adult)

Understands that actions,
thoughts, motives, and feelings
are psychological determined
but not always comprehended
by “observing ego.” Personality
is seen as a product of
interacting traits, beliefs, values,
and attitudes.

Mutuality between self and other is
understood to exist through common
expectations, awareness, and
multidimensional levels of
communication. Multiple mutual
perspectives can be abstracted to a
societal, conventional, legal, or moral
perspective.

Note: Reprinted from Learning sequences for social perspective coordination skills (p. 10) by K. Heikkinen,
2014. Copyright 2014 by Katie Heikkinen. Reprinted with permission. Content originally distilled from R.
Selman, 1980, pp.37-41.
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Flavell et al. (1968) conducted a series of studies on children’s abilities to
take perspectives in communication tasks, spatial tasks, guessing games, and in
recounting stories. For each task, Flavell and colleagues described age-related
strategies, culminating in what is now termed mutual perspectivism, which is when
the child steps “outside” the self-other relationship and recognizes that both persons
can be aware of the self’s and other’s perspective on each other.
Even though Selman articulated a similar stage in his model, he argues that
Flavell explored a construct more like person perception (Livesley & Bromley, 1973)
and less like social perspective taking. According to Selman, Flavell’s focus on the
growth of acuity in observations, attributions, and understanding of others’ subjective
perspectives largely ignored aspects of perspective coordination. Selman also
critiques Flavell because he explored cognition about social content rather than
social cognition, which is cognition as it is embedded in and defined by social
processes. That is, cognition that is understood, à la Piaget, as indissociable from
social development.
Miller, Kessel, and Flavell (1970) investigated a child’s ability to understand
another child’s thinking about a third person who was thinking. Selman (1980)
argues that, while clever, this study only explores the logic of recursive thinking
ability—again, cognition about social content—and fails to capture “ontogenetic
changes in how children think about the qualities of persons that are unique to
persons” (p. 34).
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As Table 4 illustrates, Selman’s work captures how children reason about
social phenomena, not just what they think. The how relates to the structure of
perspective taking, and the what relates to social content upon which the child
operates. This distinction is important for two reasons. First, it diverges from Piaget’s
approach, which focused more exclusively on structure. Second, as in
developmental maieutics, both structure and content are considered. The difference
is that Selman relied on a single qualitative analysis to generate his stage
descriptions, resulting in a somewhat circular articulation of stages in relation to the
content present at those stages. This problematic circularity, as discussed earlier, is
an important concern if we accept that perspective taking is a developing capacity.
However, it is a somewhat minor issue if we accept Turiel’s argument that
perspective taking does not develop through stages.
Elliot Turiel. Turiel (1983b) contended that research on the mechanisms of
development has not been based on an adequately systematic examination of the
categories of social interaction and social knowledge. Specifically, he argued that the
study of social cognition should not be restricted to the analysis of developmental
processes. He directed this challenge at nearly two decades worth of
developmentally informed social cognition research, which he characterized as
having employed one of four theoretical-empirical strategies.
The first strategy relied on earlier research in other domains (e.g., role-taking
models that build off Piaget’s shift from egocentrism to perspectivism). The second
strategy applied the stage-sequence formulation from one domain to another domain
(e.g., studies that used moral stage scoring criteria to code judgments about
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sexuality; Gilligan, Kohlberg, Lerner, & Belenky, 1971). The third strategy explored
necessary but not sufficient relationships between domains (e.g., studies that
investigated if perspective taking or morality were dependent on cognition; Selman,
1971a; Selman & Damon, 1975). The fourth strategy applied a stage sequence
analysis to aspects of social life considered interesting or important by researchers
(e.g., structural investigations of friendship; Bigelow, 1977).
Turiel’s use of of the term stage-sequence analysis referred to the process
employed by many developmental researchers. They first gather responses about
the targeted domain from subjects of different ages. Then, they analyze the thinking
demonstrated in those responses for patterns. Next, they analyze those patterns for
qualitative changes that unfold in an invariant sequence and which are often agerelated. Regarding the fourth strategy, Turiel argued that a stage-sequence
approach has been inappropriately applied to the study of perspective taking. He
claimed that perspective taking “does not form an organized system of thought, and
therefore, its development does not follow a stage model” (Turiel, 1983b, p. 69).
Turiel distinguished between social cognitive functions that constitute the
means by which objects and events are transformed and functions that are deployed
as methods for gathering information about the social environment (Turiel, 1979). He
argued that because perspective taking is an information-gathering method it reflects
quantitative rather than qualitative change. In his view, perspective-taking change
(what has been described throughout this chapter as “development”) generates
incremental improvements in frequency, accuracy, or scope. It does not exhibit
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structurally distinct reorganizations of its underlying operations9. He argued that
perspective taking provides data in context (i.e., it provides information about a
particular person in a given situation) and requires conceptualizations on the part of
the perspective taker that are independent of the perspective-taking activity. He
concluded that perspective taking has not been studied in a pure or absolute form
(Turiel, 1983b).
Turiel (1983b) outlines three characteristics of information-gathering methods
like perspective taking. First, these methods are means for producing information
about individuals, social groups, and the content of social interaction. Second, they
are used in conjunction with conceptual systems like cognition, which may set limits,
influence, or largely determine how a method is used. Third, methods themselves do
not constitute developing systems of knowledge. Age-related change in the use of
these methods is quantitative and incremental, not qualitative and structural (p. 74).
Although Turiel does not reference research outside of developmental structuralism,
his conceptualization of perspective taking is, in many respects, compatible with
process approaches (e.g., Galinsky, Ku, & Wang, 2005).
Turiel’s view does not represent a majority opinion on perspective taking as a
developing skill. However, his critique highlights an important limitation of structural
approaches. Namely, when fundamental capacities of social cognition are viewed

Turiel’s view is at odds with the stance taken by researchers like Selman, who described
the structural reorganizations of the social-cognitive operations underlying perspective
taking. Furthermore, there is no mention of perspective seeking in the referenced articles
and chapters by Turiel. In my estimation, perspective taking is a social cognitive process
involving mental operations. Perspective seeking, on the other hand, is ultimately a
behavioral process involving the gathering and clarifying of information.
9
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through a developmental lens, there is a tendency to measure only the aspects of
that skill that develop. This approach de-emphasizes (at best) and outright neglects
(at worst) aspects of that skill that do not vary as a function of development. Further,
Turiel’s critique serves this study in three important ways. First, it necessitates the
consideration of alternate approaches to perspective taking. Second, in so doing, it
justifies the inclusion of process approaches in at least two respects: Such
approaches are nondevelopmental, and they focus on the utility of perspective
taking as a social skill (or method). Third, it grounds the notion that some aspects of
perspective taking do not necessarily change with development.
Connections to hypotheses. The structural approaches to perspective
taking—from Baldwin through Selman—largely define the narrative about
synchronous change. With only one important exception, which will be discussed in
a moment, the theories and research addressed in this section tell the story of
perspectival capacity unfolding through its own set of stages or in step with other
capacities such as cognition. Although many variations of this narrative are
advanced in structural approaches, the common theme is that developmental level
and perspectival capacity change together.
The approaches discussed in this section have three additional features in
common. First, they consider perspective taking in relation to other developing
capacities. Baldwin (1898) spoke of self-development as occurring in parallel with
the gradual expansion of perspectival capacity. Mead (1934) understood perspective
taking as the source of one’s sense of self and a key operation in the development
of social intelligence. Piaget (1945) viewed cognitive development and perspectival
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development as two indissociable aspects of the same reality. Even Selman (1980),
Flavell et al. (1968), and Feffer (1959), leading proponents of stage models of
perspective taking, considered perspectival capacity in relation to the development
of moral reasoning, communicative development, and Piaget’s logico-mathematical
stage sequence. Regardless of their specific approach, these researchers appear to
view the social cognitive process of perspective taking as critical to development in
other domains.
Second, these approaches typically construe perspectival capacity in an
undifferentiated manner. In the context of this study, the term perspectival capacity
refers to the related skills of taking, seeking, and coordination. Although I often used
this term while discussing these structural approaches, most structural researchers
—from Baldwin through Piaget—do not distinguish these capacities. Instead, they
refer only to perspective taking. Selman’s (1980, 2003) carefully articulated
distinction between taking and coordination was a rare exception.
This difference might appear inconsequential, but it is quite important in terms
of this study’s intention to craft a broader story that integrates aspects of
synchronous and asynchronous change. The synchronous narrative may appear to
most adequately capture the essence of these structural approaches because of
their almost singular focus on perspective taking. Perhaps the contrasting narrative
would apply with equal prevalence if seeking and coordination were adequately
differentiated and investigated in their own right. This possibility—which is admittedly
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borne of speculation—is a prominent motivator of the associations and dynamics of
change hypotheses.
Third, the efforts of many structural researchers resulted in perspective-taking
stage models. However, as previously established, they employed methods that did
not clearly distinguish structure from content. This conflation led to circular defining
of stage structure in terms of the type of content found to be present at a given
stage. Perhaps the synchronous narrative prevails in structural approaches because
of a reliance on such methods. Might an alternate method, such as developmental
maieutics, which does not define levels in terms of content, lead to results better
suited to an integrative narrative?
This possibility has also motivated the formulation of the associations and
dynamics of change hypotheses, which made predictions about aspects of
perspectival capacity that do and do not change with Lectical level10. Two types of
aspects are being considered here: aspects that change with hierarchical complexity
(synchronous) and aspects that do not (asynchronous).
Predictions concerning synchronous aspects were largely derived from the
structural approaches just reviewed. If two capacities change together, it may be due
to a common mechanism jointly driving their growth. Thus, growth in aspects of
perspectival capacities that appeared to involve more advanced coordinations or
hierarchically ordered operations (similar to the operations characterizing growth in
hierarchical complexity) were predicted to relate to Lectical level. Predictions

These hypotheses also make predictions about perspective coordination; however, these
predictions are not relevant to this immediate discussion.
10
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concerning the asynchronous aspects were primarily influenced by Turiel’s (1983b)
critique. Although process approaches are required to precisely establish these
predictions, Turiel’s argument indicated what “aspects” to look for in the process
literature. Turiel claimed that information-gathering methods do not develop through
stages but instead exhibit quantitative or incremental change. Regardless of whether
or not perspective taking or seeking are information-gathering methods, aspects of
either capacity that exhibit incremental change might prove to be the very same
aspects that do not change with Lectical level. Exactly what these aspects might be
will become clearer as we proceed.
Process approaches
Structural approaches to perspective taking form a relatively cohesive lineage
of theorizing and research tracing back to Baldwin. Process approaches are more
diverse in comparison. As employed here, the term process refers to conceptions of
perspective taking sourced from many psychological disciplines including differential,
social, and industrial/organizational traditions, to name just a few. These conceptions
include at least three interrelated approaches. First, perspective taking is understood
as a personality trait or ability that is applied relatively consistently across situations
(Archer, Diaz-Loving, Gollwitzer, & Foushee, 1981; Davis, 1983; Feshbach, 1975;
Johnson, 1975; Morradian, Davis, & Matzler, 2011). Second, perspective taking is
understood as a specific skill or behavior one chooses to employ, depending on
situational factors (Axtell, Parker, Holman, & Totterdell, 2007; Galinsky, Maddux,
Gilin, & White, 2008; Gehlbach, 2004, 2011; Litchfield & Gentry, 2010). Third,
perspective taking is understood as a momentary operation used to understand the
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experiences of others (Barrett‐Lennard, 1993; Rogers, 1975). In this literature, there
is minimal differentiation between perspective taking, seeking, and coordination. The
few exceptions will be discussed as we proceed. Perspective taking is viewed as the
act of inferring a target’s thoughts, motives, feelings, and intentions.
Common features. Process approaches share three features. They are nondevelopmental, rooted in empathy research, and focus on the situational factors
impacting acts of perspective taking. (These approaches could also be called skillbased, but I have opted against employing that term to distinguish it from Fischer’s
developmental use of skill.)
Nondevelopmental. At the start of this section on perspective taking, I
highlighted the extensive use of the term perspective taking in literature ranging from
communication theory to neuroscience. Despite this prevalence, process and
structural approaches have rarely informed one another; they are theoretically and
methodologically isolated. Indeed, researchers employing process approaches
largely neglect the contributions of structural approaches. For example, Eisenberg
and Lennon (1983) conducted a meta-analysis of sex differences in empathy and
affective role-taking studies. They reviewed 104 studies, spanning seven categories
determined by the type of measurement. Not one category included a structural
developmental measure.
In process approaches, perspective taking is construed as a flexible trait, skill,
or behavior. They articulate the influence of both dispositional and non-dispositional
person variables on perspective taking as a process (see Parker et al., 2008). There
is no discussion of growth in perspective taking as a developing capacity. Routine
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reference to Piaget or Mead typifies the extent to which a developmental approach is
used. However, these references are rarely pursued. For example, Parker et al.
(2008) include citations to a handful of developmental psychologists, including
Piaget, Kohlberg, Kegan, and Labouvie-Vief, but the references are cursory. Piaget
is described as having remarked that the ability “to adopt a non-egocentric view
[was] one of the stages that children must progress through as they develop.” Others
are referenced as having theories that include “increasingly sophisticated cognitive
and affective perspective taking as a core dimension of human growth” (p. 8).
Finally, some process researchers acknowledge structural development in a list of
positive outcomes of perspective taking. For example, Davis, Conklin, Smith, and
Luce (1996) recognize that “the capacity to engage in [perspective] taking has also
been linked to the development of moral reasoning, to altruism, and to a decreased
likelihood of interpersonal aggression” (p. 713). Again, such references to
development are rarely pursued, and, most importantly, the implications of
perspective taking as a developing capacity do not appear to impact study design,
analysis, or interpretation.
Perhaps the minimal reference to developmental studies is due to a
disciplinary provincialism or the inability of self-report surveys to reveal
developmental constructs. Perhaps it is due to the fact that the preponderance of
studies articulating levels of perspective taking have done so in children (e.g., Flavell
et al., 1968; Feffer, 1959; DeVries, 1970), whereas process research typically
focuses on adult populations (e.g., Galinsky, Magee, Rus, Rothman, & Todd, 2014;
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Parker & Axtell, 2001). Regardless of the underlying reasons, the fact remains that
process approaches are rarely informed by developmental theories. Importantly, this
does not suggest that the aspects of perspective taking explored by these
approaches either change with or do not change with other developing capacities.
Roots in empathy. Although not a universal feature of process approaches,
empathy appears to be a fairly common historical point of reference (Davis, 1980;
Deutsch & Madle, 1975). Research on empathy has a rich history of being
imprecisely differentiated from both role/perspective taking and aspects of role
theory. Dymond’s (1948) concept of empathy is based on role theory and depends
on the role-taking ability of a person. Speroff (1953) suggested that empathy
involved both role-taking and role-reversal. Bucheimer (1963) has argued that it
involved both inferring and identifying with another’s role. The work of Davis (1983)
has impacted process research most directly despite defining empathy as the
reaction of one individual to the observed experiences of another. He included a
perspective-taking subscale in the empathy measure called the Interpersonal
Reactivity Index (IRI; Davis, 1983); a prominent example of the type of self-report
survey utilized in process approaches.
Much of the empathy-informed research on perspective taking has been
devoted to resolving the theoretical distinctions between these concepts (Borke,
1971; Chandler & Greenspan, 1972; Feshbach, & Roe, 1968; Flapan, 1968). The
most common resolution relies on two distinctions. The first differentiates affective
perspective taking, which refers to the ability to infer the feelings of others, from
empathy, which is the ability to share the feelings of others. The second is to
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differentiate perspective taking in general, which is seen as more cognitive and
distal, from empathy, which is strictly affective and proximate (Shantz, 1975;
Stephan & Finlay, 1999; Parker & Axtell, 2001).
The resolution proposed by De Waal (2008) implicitly captured both
distinctions, and the result was both simple and effective: “Perspective-taking by
itself is, of course, hardly empathy: It is so only in combination with emotional
engagement” (p.285). In this sense, perspective taking is understood as a necessary
but not sufficient activity for generating empathy, and empathy as a possible, but not
guaranteed, outcome of perspective taking (which may target a person’s feelings
without emotional engagement). De Waal called perspective taking with emotional
engagement empathetic perspective taking—which, since we are clarifying terms,
should be further distinguished from affective perspective taking. The latter
elucidates another person’s emotional state but does not necessarily involve
emotional engagement.
Situational factors. Proponents of process approaches share a common
interest in investigating the situational factors that influence perspective-taking
actions or their outcomes. For example, Davis et al. (1996) examined the
correspondence between observers’ cognitive representations of others and their
own self-representations. Two important findings emerged. First, the overlap of self
and other representations concerning positively valanced traits was enhanced by
having received perspective-taking instructions. Second, when perspective-taking
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instructions were given along with a distracting memory task, the degree of self and
other overlap was significantly reduced for all trials regardless of valence.
Considered broadly, process approaches aim to identify: (a) antecedents that
increase the salience or likelihood of perspective-taking (e.g., Axtell, Parker, Holman,
& Totterdell, 2007; Williams, Parker, & Turner, 2007), (b) moderators that influence
perspective-taking engagement and efficacy (e.g., Bazerman & Neale, 1982; Ickes,
Stinson, Bissonnette, & Garcia, 1990; Myers & Hodges, 2009), or (c) outcomes that
are impacted by effective perspective taking. Perspective-taking outcomes, while
certainly important, will not be pursued at length here because outcomes are not a
focus of this research. Briefly, however, more frequent, accurate, or targeted
perspective taking has been shown to increase effective communication (Boland &
Tenkasi, 1995; Park & Raile, 2010; Peterson, Danner, & Flavell, 1972), aid
negotiation and conflict resolution (Galinsky, et al., 2008; Trotschel, Huffmeier,
Loschelder, Schwartz, & Gollwitzer, 2011; Galinsky, 2002), reduce prejudice and
stereotypes (Todd et al., 2011; Dovidio et al., 2004), and increase the efficacy of
teamwork (Falk & Johnson, 1977; Galinsky et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2007).
Several findings related to antecedents and moderators are pertinent to the present
study. I will first discuss antecedents then target moderators.
Antecedents. Antecedents include situational and dispositional factors that
precede acts of perspective taking and are believed to enhance (or inhibit) the
process of perspective taking. Axtell et al. (2007) points out that while many studies
have found correlations between specific antecedents and perspective taking, few
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have demonstrated a causal relation (see also Parker et al., 2008). Two categories
of antecedent factors, awareness, and motivation, are relevant here.
Awareness. Flavell et al. (1968) was one of the first to point out the obvious:
Without knowledge of the fact that self and other might have alternate perspectives
on the same situation or event, perspective taking does not occur. This illustrates a
common conception of awareness in the structural literature. Namely, awareness
that the other has a perspective different from one’s own is seen as an emergent
capacity; it’s not present at one stage (e.g., Selman’s [1980] Level 0 or Piaget and
Inhelder’s [1956] Level IIA) and then it comes into existence at the next stage. Then,
at all subsequent stages, awareness (defined in this manner) is assumed. It is a
stabilized capacity that enables or makes possible the very perspective taking
described as possible by these subsequent stages. Awareness of perspectives, in
general, is only half the story.
Process approaches offer an important complement to this view. Proponents
focus instead on awareness (or lack thereof) of specific perspectives in specific
contexts. Even if awareness is a stable capacity, it does not follow that a specific
perspective will enter awareness in any particular instance. Unless a perspective is
salient to an individual, it will not be taken or sought. Organizational investigations of
perspective-taking antecedents suggest that mood, emotion, social boundaries
(Parker et al., 2008), flexible role orientation, an integrated understanding of the
workplace, or having previously held a person’s job make it more likely that a
perspective will enter awareness and become salient.
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Motivation. Awareness that a perspective exists does not necessitate that
perspective taking will be engaged; rather, need or motivation does. Something
present in the situation must implicitly or explicitly constitute a signal to utilize one’s
perspectival skill. Flavell et al. (1968) argued that the product of perspective taking is
often used in an instrumental way underscores the motivation component,
suggesting, as does Habermas (1990), that perspective taking is a goal-directed
activity.
Process researchers broadly acknowledge the relevance of identifying the
motivations underlying acts of perspective taking, but they address the topic in
different ways. Some of these ways seem tied to awareness in that they impact the
decision to take a perspective. Ross, Greene, and House (1977) note that in
instances where the subject already believes he or she knows a perspective,
motivation acts to impede further perspective taking. Some factors, such as positive
affect (Parker, Atkins, & Axtell, 2008) or the other person holding a more senior
organization position than the perspective taker (Galinsky, Magee, Inesi, &
Gruenfeld, 2006), serve to increase the motivation to engage perspective taking.
Motivation is also addressed in regard to perceived or desired outcomes.
Parker, Atkins, and Axtell (2008) argue that perspective taking is motivated by both
self- and other-focused intentions, which may include a desire to evoke empathetic
concern (Batson, Eklund, Chermok, Hoyt, & Ortiz, 2007). One may be motivated to
reduce stereotyping and prejudice (Batson, Chang, Orr, & Rowland, 2002) or to
genuinely understand the other (Caruso, Epley, & Bazerman, 2005). Perspective
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taking can reduce relationship intensity and conflict (Steins & Wicklund, 1996). It can
also help in evaluating oneself (Batson, 2009).
Two aspects of motivation are underaddressed in the process literature. First,
while the individual motivations mentioned above are other focused, motivations can
be both other focused and self-serving. Imagine, for example, a manager who takes
his subordinates’ perspectives with the implicit aim of shooting down their ideas. In
the context of negotiation, Galinsky and Mussweiler (2001) found that perspective
taking is often motivated by a desire to achieve better outcomes for one’s self.
Caruso, Epley, and Bazerman (2007) found that perspective taking in competitive
contexts tends to focus on the other’s selfish motives, resulting in self-serving
behavior on the part of the perspective taker.
Second, perspective taking can also be motivated by situational or contextual
factors. These might include the need to resolve tensions between multiple
perspectives and to understand the context of an important decision. They might
push one to understand how the perspectives of a group of related individuals come
together to form the perspective of a team, department, or an entire organization.
Process research has focused very little on these potential motivators of
perspective taking, but a few studies report findings that might be reasonably
construed as relating to situational motivators. For example, Rico, SanchezManzanares, Gil, and Gibson (2008) investigated the implicit coordination of
behaviors amongst teams. They found that the needs and actions of colleagues
along with situational task demands can be implicitly coordinated (i.e., without direct
communication) for the purposes of dynamically adjusting behavior. Despite that fact
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that perspective taking is not discussed, it is certainly involved in the ability of
individuals to adapt their actions in response to the intentional and behavioral
aspects of a given situation.
Perspective-taking training is another prime example of a situational
motivator, one that likely operates by first increasing salience. For example, Hoever,
Van Knippenberg, van Ginkel, and Barkema (2012) conducted experiments on team
diversity and perspective taking with 231 university students randomly assigned to
three-person teams. They found that diverse teams performed more creatively than
homogeneous teams when perspective taking was engaged. However, when
instructions to take a team member’s perspective were not provided, the relationship
between team diversity and creativity was diminished.
A range of other studies (Chandler, 1973; Chandler, Greenspan & Barenboim,
1973; Marsh, Serafica, & Barenboim, 1980) provided evidence suggesting that
educational interventions aimed at increasing salience and/or motivation have either
increased or stabilized perspective-taking abilities in children from preschool to
adolescence. Shantz's (1975) review of a range of training studies concluded that
they are “essentially demonstrations of some experiences which are sufficient (and,
in some cases, not sufficient) to elicit an acceleration the development of role-taking
skill in children from preschool to adolescence” (p. 307).
Considered together, these studies underscore an important contribution of
process approaches. The interaction of perspectival awareness (salience) and both
other- and situation-focused motivation functions as a critical antecedent to the
engagement of perspective taking. Whether or not the same antecedent factors
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impact engagement in perspective seeking is a question this study is designed to
explore. In addition to identifying antecedents such as these, process approaches
investigate factors that moderate the relationship between perspective-taking efforts
and their effectiveness.
Moderators. Proponents of process approaches generally agree that
perspective taking is an intentional, instrumental, or goal-directed process rather
than an automatic or subconscious activity (e.g., Duan, 2000; Long & Andrews,
1990; Parker & Axtell, 2001; Settoon & Mossholder, 2002; Stephan & Finlay, 1999).
Relatedly, perspective taking is also viewed as psychological, dynamic, and
influenced by a range of factors including the capacity of the perspective taker and
the task demands of the perspective-taking act. Whether or not a given situation is
conducive to perspective taking is also a relevant factor (Parker et al., 2008).
Process studies often investigate the degree to which factors like these moderate
the relationship between an individual’s efforts to actively engage in perspective
taking and the effectiveness of those efforts. Three categories of moderating factors
are relevant here: perspectival acts, targets, and information.
Perspectival acts. Two distinct perspectival acts are recognized in the
literature. Perspective taking, discussed by the majority of researchers, is an
inferential process. Perspective seeking, on the other hand, is behavioral. It involves
intentional action directed at clarifying a perspective that might otherwise be inferred.
Both taking and seeking aim to elucidate one or more dimensions (feelings,
thoughts, or behaviors) of a target (a person, group, or artifact), but only perspective
taking has received extensive treatment in the literature.
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The distinction between seeking and taking has been adopted by a few
structural researchers (Dawson, & Stein, 2011; Jarvela & Hakkinen, 2002), but only
a few informal references to a similar distinction are present in process literature.
Parker et al. (2008) contrast imagining another person’s point of view with actively
seeking out the target with probing questions, but they do not pursue the discussion,
nor do they cite any studies that have explored this topic. They do, however, note
that increased cognitive resources are required to seek people out directly.
Targets. All perspectival acts aim to elucidate a specific dimension (affective,
intentional, perceptual, and cognitive) of a specific object (individual or group). If I
want to know how my supervisor feels about her recent client meeting, the
perspective-taking target is “supervisor’s affect.” If you approach your team to find
out more about what they want to achieve in next week’s strategy retreat, the
perspective-seeking target is “team’s intention.” The structural and process literature
refer to targets in different ways. Advocates of structural approaches refer to this
concept as types of perspective taking (Kurdek & Rodgon, 1975; Salatas & Flavell,
1976), whereas advocates of process approaches use the term target most often
(Parker et al., 2008). I will use the term target to capture the object and dimension
that perspective taking or seeking aims to elucidate.
Process approaches have identified several factors concerning how
perspectival targets relate to both perspectival engagement and effectiveness.
Those factors pertaining to target accessibility are most relevant to the present
study. Parker et al. (2008) describe accessible perspectives as requiring less
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inference, making them easier to engage when personal resources or situational
factors otherwise inhibit perspective taking. Some targets are more accessible by
virtue of their attributes and behavior. Fletcher (2007) notes that some individuals
are better at sharing their viewpoints than others. Mediators and mentors, for
example, adapt aspects of their views, skills, and knowledge to make them more
accessible to the perspective taking of others. In much the same sense, Byrne
(1971) argues that we are more likely to interact with and positively evaluate people
who have attributes similar to our own. In situations where this is true, perhaps
individuals would take or seek perspectives more frequently; likely targets would
include the dimensions of people whose thinking or behaving were consistent or
resonant with their own ways of thinking or behaving.
Individual/group targets. The present study relies on two important
distinctions that can be made about targets: group vs. individual and implicit vs.
explicit. I will thoroughly explain these distinctions before reflecting on them in terms
of the interrelation between target accessibility and difficulty. Understanding what it
means to take or seek the perspective of an individual is fairly straightforward,
whereas understanding what it means to take or seek the perspective of a group is
quite a bit more complicated. The individual/group distinction (in terms of how it
applies to perspective taking) is not discussed in the extant literature. The inspiration
for the ensuing discussion is derived from bringing together elements from the
literature discussed herein with Wilber’s (2003) detailed treatment of the differences
between what he calls individual and social holons.
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Unlike individuals, groups do not have a unitary affective, perceptual, or
intentional dimension that can be targeted by perspectival acts 11. Rather, what a
group feels, thinks, needs, or intends is made up of an intersection of what its
individual members feel, think, need, or intend. Of course not all members contribute
equally; influential power structures, whether located in a single person (like a
leader) or another group (like a board of directors), strongly influence how a group
feels—but, importantly, such power structures cannot entirely determine how a
group feels.
How then does one take or seek a group’s perspective? Taking a group’s
perspective requires a coordinated set of mental operations. First, you must take the
perspectives of a sufficient number of individual group members. Then, those
perspectives must be considered in relation to each other; how are they different and
how do they overlap or resonate? This space of intersubjective resonance
constitutes a likely approximation of the group’s perspective. Seeking a group’s
perspective is similar. A sufficient number of individual perspectives must be directly
clarified—a substantial behavioral effort—before being coordinated in terms of their
degree of overlap or resonance.
These explanations illustrate generalized scenarios. Although the perspectival
actions they depict would likely result in a more accurate sense of a group’s
perspective, alternate options are certainly possible. Some alternate options are

This is because groups do not have a dominant monad—a term from Whitehead which
refers to the source of central agency in individual organisms. See Wilber (2003; 2007) for
an accessible yet robust discussion of this topic as it relates to individuals and groups.
11
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commonly used in practice as they require simpler coordination and less overall
effort. For example, one can take or seek a group’s perspective by inferring or
clarifying the perspective of a representative or representation of the group’s
perspective. To identify what an organization thinks about sustainability, for example,
one could consult an organizational leader or company spokesperson
(representative) or a published statement on corporate responsibility initiatives
(representation). In both instances, such sources might furnish a biased, inaccurate,
or imprecise rendition of the group’s actual perspective. On the other hand, they
might reasonably approximate a group’s perspective, saving the perspective seeker
both time and energy. However, sussing out bias or discerning the degree of
accuracy increases the task demands of taking or seeking a group’s perspective via
these alternate methods. This might offset any effort saved due to the choice of
perspectival act itself.
Implicit/explicit targets. The group vs. individual distinction entails a static
categorization. An individual is always categorized as an individual; a group is
always categorized as a group. Nothing about the specific perspectival act, the
inferred or clarified dimension, or the situation in which the perspectival act takes
place changes a target’s classification. By comparison, however, the implicit and
explicit target distinction entails a more shifting categorization. Implicit targets are
those who are not directly implicated in a given situation. Explicit targets are those
who are directly implicated. Whether or not a target is implicated is related to
personal, interpersonal, and situational factors. If any of these factors change, a
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perspective that may be implicit in one situation might become explicit in another.
For example, if you were preparing a strategic brief about a struggling project at the
request of your organization's executive team, you might decide to seek the
perspective of your former supervisor for guidance and advice. In this instance, the
supervisor’s perspective is not directly implicated and is therefore an implicit target,
one which became salient because of a personal need for advice. Now, imagine that
the project was struggling because of actions taken by the former supervisor. The
supervisor’s thoughts, intentions, or feelings are now directly implicated and have
become explicit targets, ones that have become salient because of the supervisor’s
role in the situation.
Target accessibility. The individual/group and implicit/explicit target
distinctions are relevant to the present study in two ways. First, these distinctions are
used when Lectical analysts code the perspective-taking and seeking present in
LDMA responses. This topic will be discussed in the next chapter. Second, the
relationship between target accessibility and difficulty informs how taking and
seeking scores were disaggregated prior to analysis. The disaggregation procedure
will also be discussed in the next chapter. Here, I will discuss this relationship to
ground the decisions made about score disaggregation.
The fundamental claim here is that the relative difficulty of engaging a specific
target is a function of that target’s accessibility. Criteria for judging accessibility need
to be established to explain this relationship further. The process literature considers
accessibility in terms of multiple target-related factors including familiarity, similarity,
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and access (Parker et al., 2008; Fletcher, 2007; Byrne, 1971). Each factor impacts
the degree of inference required to take a perspective or the degree of clarification
required to seek a perspective. The degree of required inference (or clarification) is a
useful criterion by which to judge the accessibility of individual and group targets.
However, the accessibility of implicit and explicit targets needs to be judged
differently. Implicit and explicit targets are already classifiable as individuals or
groups, so using degree of inference or clarification would be redundant. Instead,
degree of relevance seems to be the more appropriate criterion, and it works equally
well for targets that are taken or sought.
How are these criteria applied to the individual/group and implicit/explicit
distinctions? Also, importantly, how does accessibility relate to difficulty? All other
things considered equal, an individual target is more accessible, and therefore, less
difficult, than a group target. Taking the single perspective required for an individual
target requires less inference than taking and coordinating the two or more
perspectives required to engage a group target. Remember, the coordinating
component here involves discerning the point of resonance amongst group member
perspectives. Similarly, seeking an individual target requires less clarification than
seeking a group target. This assessment holds even if a group target is extrapolated
from a representation or representative. The additional interpretive step required to
assess the degree of bias or accuracy increases the degree of inference required,
thereby decreasing the accessibility.
All other things considered equal, an explicit target is more accessible, and
therefore less difficult, than an implicit target. Why? Implicit targets are unlikely to be
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salient, and they might not even enter a perspective taker’s awareness. They are
more obscure and less critical to the purpose or goal underlying perspectival
engagement. All of this makes them less relevant, less accessible, and more difficult.
They are not more difficult in an absolute sense; however, remember, a target’s
status as implicit or explicit is a function of a range of factors. Implicit targets are
more difficult relative to explicit targets only in a given situation or context.
Exceptions to both of these conclusions certainly exist. If all situation-,
subject-, and target-related factors were not considered equal, different degrees of
inference or relevance, and therefore different assessments of accessibility and
difficulty, would result. For an entry-level employee, an explicit target—say, a CEO’s
feelings—may be far more difficult to engage (because it is less accessible) than an
implicit target such as a peer’s feelings. Similarly, a group target may require much
less inference for a member of the group to engage than an individual target with
whom the perspective taker is very unfamiliar. For example, a team’s feelings about
a failing project are fairly accessible for a long-term team member. The feelings of
the team leader, however, are fairly inaccessible to the perspective-taking efforts of a
brand new team member. In regard to the present study, such idiosyncratic
exceptions are not a cause for great concern. As will be explained in the next
chapter, the factors contributing to such exceptions are reduced by the highly
standardized LDMA dilemmas engaged by participants.
In addition to the impact of target accessibility on the difficulty of engaging
specific perspectival targets, the likelihood of a perspectival act effectively revealing
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the target depends upon a final moderating factor: the availability and type of
information engaged by the perspective-taking or seeking subject.
Information. Information refers to aspects of the social environment selected
as relevant data and utilized in an act of perspective taking or seeking. The type,
availability, and quality of information are routinely discussed in the literature
pertaining to perspectival accuracy (e.g., Epley & Caruso, 2009; Myers & Hodges,
2009). These same aspects of information are also relevant as moderating factors.
The availability of information about a target influences the willingness to engage in
perspective taking. The type of information impacts the choice of act and target, and
the quality of information (along with its use and interpretation) impact the
effectiveness of perspectival actions.
For example, Shantz (1975) proposed two categories of information including
person and situation sources. Person sources include present “surface” cues such
as dress, facial expression, movement, voice quality, and verbal statements (Shantz,
1975). This category also covers knowledge about the target (Marangoni, Garcia,
Ickes, & Teng, 1995; Parker et al., 2008), past experiences with the target (Ickes,
Stinson, Bissonnette, & Garcia, 1990), and perceived self-similarity with the target
(Epley & Caruso, 2009). Perceived in-group similarity and out-group stereotypes
(Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000) and other people’s perspectives regarding the target
are also referenced as person sources. Situation sources include information about
the context that influences expectancies (Flapan, 1968; Heider, 1958), other’s
responses to the target, and the subject’s experience in similar situations (Parker et
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al., 2008). General knowledge of human behavior has also been implicated (Flavell
et al., 1968).
Person and situation sources can be equally relied upon to inform
perspectival acts but not all available information can or will be considered by the
perspective taker. For example, Barker and Wright (1954) reported that situation
sources alone can be used to understand others’ dispositions successfully. Epley
and Caruso (2009) argued that task demands, attentional constraints, and the
degree of self- versus other-focus may prevent available information from being
selected as relevant.
For some acts or targets, specific types of information are more applicable,
and in some contexts, other types are more salient. Hinds (1999) compared the
overlap in mental models between colleagues working in the same location (what
she called co-located) and colleagues working in different locations (distributed). The
perspectives of distributed colleagues were found to have less overlap with one
another when perspective taking did not include information about teammates’ work
contexts. Person-perception approaches, such as those in Livesley and Bromley
(1973), have uncovered age-related constraints on the types of information that are
considered in perspective taking. They found that prior to age 7 appearances and
physical possessions were considered sources, but, by age 8, engaged information
expanded to include habits, dispositions, and traits (Peevers & Secord, 1973).
Barenboim (1981) found that the reliance on behavioral information sources declined
sharply by age 10.
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Connections to hypotheses. All perspectival acts begin with an individual
perspective taker or seeker and end with an inferred (taking) or clarified (seeking)
individual or group target, which can be further classified as implicit or explicit. The
process is influenced by antecedent factors such as awareness and motivation,
which together determine if, how, and why perspectival action is engaged. The
degree and quality of engagement in perspective taking or seeking, along with the
effectiveness of those efforts, are influenced by moderating factors such as the type
of act, the target characteristics, and the type, availability, and quality of information.
Process approaches identified these factors without developmental analysis
or reference to structural developmental theories or structural approaches to
perspective taking. A non-developmental approach might suggest that the
asynchronous narrative best characterizes the process literature. However, a nondevelopmental approach does not necessarily suggest whether or not any given
factor—from awareness to information—varies in relation to a developing construct
such as hierarchical complexity.
To determine the status of each factor in terms of the predictions made in the
associations and dynamics of change hypotheses, structural and process literature
must be considered together. Two criteria were used to determine the most likely
predicted relationship for each factor. First, if a factor appeared likely to change in a
quantitative or incremental manner, asynchronous predictions were made. This
criterion applied to two factors —awareness and targets—leading to predictions
about perspectival salience and accessibility.
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Training study results suggested that short-term educational interventions
may increase perspectival awareness (Chandler, 1973; Chandler, Greenspan &
Barenboim, 1973), thereby positively impacting salience and perspectival
engagement. Thus, perspectival salience was predicted to be unrelated to Lectical
level. Perspectival accessibility is a function of two target classifications. The
individual/group classification is static, depending only on the entity whose
perspective is being taken or sought. The implicit/explicit classification is flexible,
depending instead on situational factors. Dawson and Stein (2011), along with
Selman (1969), argue that the perspectives taken (or sought) in adulthood rely on
the skills and capacities that first emerged in childhood. This suggests that this
study’s participants are likely able to engage any target, independent of its
classification. Thus, perspectival accessibility was also predicted to be unrelated to
Lectical level.
Second, if growth in a given factor appeared likely to involve more complex
coordinations or hierarchically ordered operations, synchronous predictions were
made. This criterion applied to two factors—motivation and information—leading to
predictions about perspectival sophistication. The process literature addressed
motivation in different ways. In some instances, it was discussed in relation to
awareness and salience (e.g. Rose, Greene & House, 1977). In other instances, it
was considered in terms of the perspective taker’s needs or desired outcomes (e.g.,
Parker, Atkins, & Axtell, 2008). The specific quality of these needs and outcomes
motivates the extent to which perspectives are engaged. As needs and outcomes
become more complex, taken or sought perspectives are likely to be engaged in a
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more rigorous, thorough, or sophisticated manner. Next, perspectival information
(i.e., aspects of the social environment which are selected as relevant data for
perspectival acts) also plays a role in this relationship. If more complex needs and
outcomes indeed motivate more sophisticated engagement, it is likely that such
engagement might entail or require a more sophisticated coordination of available
information. Thus, in regard to both motivation and information, it was predicted that
perspectival sophistication would change with Lectical level.
In the final section of this literature review, I will discuss a handful of studies
that have jointly explored perspectival capacity and developmental level. Despite the
fact that these studies investigated cross-sectional data, their findings help to
legitimize the predictions made in the associations and dynamics of change
hypotheses.
Developmental Level and Perspectival Capacity
Structural developmental theorists frequently engage topics related to at least
one aspect of perspectival capacity—which, again, is a term used here to capture
the interrelated skills of perspective taking, seeking, and coordination. However,
despite what are often forthright acknowledgments of the importance of perspective
taking, only a handful of these researchers have opted to explore the relationship
between developmental level and perspectival capacity directly. In this section, I
discuss six studies that have taken up such an investigation. Three of which
operationalize cognitive complexity in terms of the developmental theory of Heinz
Werner, and they employ perspective-taking measures similar to those used in
structural approaches. The other three studies relied upon data derived from Lectical
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assessments, which, as we have seen, investigate several perspectival
competencies via a hybrid structural and process approach. Considered together,
these studies illustrate aspects of both synchronous and asynchronous change,
although the former is most prevalent. They also provide a certain degree of
legitimation and grounding for the predictions made in this study.
Wernerian approaches
The first three studies draw on the developmental theories of Werner (1957),
the personal construct theories of Kelly (1955), the role-taking work of Flavell et al.
(1968), and the person-perception work of Livesley and Bromley (1973). Each
shared the assumption that perspective taking is one of the most fundamental social
cognitive processes operating in social interactions.
Hale and Delia (1976) investigated the correlation between level of cognitive
complexity in the interpersonal domain and the ability to represent the perspective of
others in social situations. Their sample included 49 university-level speech
communication students. To measure cognitive complexity, they assessed written
responses to a version of Crockett’s (1964) Role Category Questionnaire (RCQ).
The RCQ, which was distilled from the theories of Kelly (1955) and Werner (1957),
required participants to provide written descriptions of one peer whom they knew
and liked and one peer whom they knew and disliked. Hale and Delia's cognitive
complexity scores were arrived at by quantifying the degree of differentiation in
interpersonal constructs demonstrated in peer descriptions. This is different from
measures of hierarchical complexity, which additionally consider qualitative
differences in both the meaning and coordination of constructs.
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Hale and Delia used a written version of Delia, Crockett, Press, and O’Keefe’s
(1975) social perspectives task to measure perspective-taking ability. This task was
inspired by similar tasks employed in other structural perspective-taking studies
(e.g., Feffer, 1959; Flavell et al.,1968). It required participants to describe two social
situations; one where someone they liked did something that hurt and disappointed
them, and the other where someone they disliked did something to please or help
them. For both situations, participants provided detailed descriptions of the other
person’s perspective on both themselves and the situation. Responses were scored
across three primary levels, each containing three sublevels. These levels were
derived from prior responses to the same task. They were not calibrated to the levels
comprising other researchers perspective taking models. Results indicated a
significant, positive correlation (r = .61, p < .01) between the level of cognitive
complexity and the ability to represent the perspectives of others in social situations.
Delia and Clark (1977) operationalized cognitive complexity in exactly the
same way but relied upon a different task to measure social (or person) perception,
a fundamental perspective-taking subskill. They investigated the developmental
relationship between social perception and listener-adapted communication
strategies. Once again, cognitive complexity was explored as a potential mediating
factor in this relationship. Participants included 40 males divided equally among four
age groups (6-, 8-, 10-, and 12-year-olds). Each child provided verbal responses to
Crockett’s (1964) RCQ, which was scored for cognitive complexity in the same
manner as described above.
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Social perception and communicative adaptation were assessed with the
multi-situation communication task (Alvy, 1973), which presented children with
drawings of six situations, each with two figures featuring different affective states
and/or physical characteristics. Children were familiarized with the figures before
being asked to craft a spontaneous message that would motivate each figure to
complete a specific objective (e.g., get their ball, sell them ice cream, etc.). The
children were shown the pictures again and were asked what was different about the
figures, whether the difference would change what they would say to each figure,
and, if so, what they would say differently.
The children’s explanations were scored using a task-specific series of eight
levels representing increasingly differentiated and elaborated communicative
strategies and capacities for social perception. Results indicated that mean
communication/perception scores significantly increased as a factor of the
interaction between cognitive complexity and age. That is, children with higher levels
of cognitive complexity demonstrated more sophisticated perception capacities and
those capacities emerged at an earlier age. Delia and Clark concluded that cognitive
complexity was an important predictor of the relative level of development in social
perception as deployed in the domain of interpersonal communication.
The relationship between cognitive complexity and perspectival capacity is
not a forgone conclusion for studies relying on a Wernerian interpretation of
cognitive complexity. A final study employing similar methods generated results that
appear to support notions of asynchronous change, the opposite of the results from
the studies just reviewed. Ritter (1979) investigated the relationship between
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perspective taking, cognitive complexity, and listener-adapted communication in 20
high-school freshmen and 20 high-school seniors. Participants provided verbal
descriptions of the qualities defining both an in-group and out-group friend.
Responses were scored for cognitive complexity using the procedures employed in
the prior two studies. Each group of subjects was split across the median cognitive
score into high and low complexity subgroups.
Participants also provided verbal responses to two communication tasks, one
persuasive and one empathetic. For each task, participants described how they
would communicate to their in-group and out-group friend. The communication
strategy demonstrated in responses was scored for the level of perspective-taking
ability using an adapted version of the system developed by Clark and Delia (1976).
The scoring system involved two sets of hierarchically ordered categories ranging
from “no strategy” to “explicit acknowledgment of the other’s perspective in
expressed strategy.” Every next category represented a more complex and
elaborated degree of perspective taking. Results indicated that cognitive complexity
and perspective-taking ability increased with age across adolescence, but that
above median cognitive complexity scores did not predict higher levels of
perspective-taking ability in either the group of freshmen or the group of seniors.
Out of three Wernerian studies exploring the relationships between cognitive
complexity and aspects of perspectival capacity, two appear to support the
synchronous narrative, whereas one provides evidence of asynchronous change.
Exactly how these results inform this study’s hypotheses will be discussed at the end
of this section.
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Lectical approaches
The present study is the fourth in a series of recent investigations exploring
the relationship between hierarchical complexity and aspects of perspectival
capacity. In each of the three studies discussed in this section, responses were
scored with the LAS (Dawson, 2010a). Although the aims of each study were
different, perspectival capacity was commonly viewed as involving the interrelated
skills of taking, seeking, and coordination.
Dawson and Stein (2011) explored LDMA responses from 254 middle and
senior managers between the ages of 20 to 63. Their results revealed that Lectical
level was positively related to both perspective-taking and seeking scores (28% to
61% of the variance in perspectival capacity was accounted for by Lectical level) and
that taking and seeking scores were positively, albeit less strongly, related to each
other. Four additional findings concerned the relation between perspectival acts: (a)
taking occurred with much greater frequency than seeking, even for decision makers
performing at higher Lectical levels; (b) the likelihood of taking and seeking
perspectives decreased as the perspectives themselves broadened in scope; (c)
seeking a perspective was less likely than taking the same perspective; and (d) the
likelihood of seeking compared to taking increased as perspectives increased in
scope. Not only was this one of the first studies to systematically investigate the
relationship between perspective taking and seeking, it was also one of the first to
conclude that change in some perspectival skills appeared to be relatively
independent of Lectical level, while change in other skills was not.
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Van Rossum (2013) also investigated data collected with the LDMA; in fact,
the 70 LDMAs he qualitatively analyzed for within-level similarities and betweenlevel differences in perspectival capacity, are included in this study’s sample. His
results revealed that perspective taking and seeking were present at the three levels
most common in adult populations: abstract mappings (level 10), abstract systems
(level 11), and single principles (level 12). Dawson and Stein (2011) also observed
this trend. Van Rossum further investigated the nature of taking and seeking acts
across this range of levels. He found that the complexity of both the structure and
content of perspectival acts increased with Lectical level. A final study has found a
similar relationship between Lectical level and perspectival skills but in a different
domain and population.
Heikkinen (2014) analyzed 149 interviews and 343 essays provided in
response to one of two dilemmas about the effects of television violence on children.
The first dilemma involved scientists’ perspectives and focused more on reflective
judgment skills, while the second involved parental perspectives and focused more
on perspective coordination skills. The interviews were collected from students in
grades 3 to 6 and the essays from students in grades 6 thru 12. Using the
developmental maieutic process discussed earlier in this chapter, Heikkinen
developed eight perspective-related learning sequences across two themes:
disagreement and influence. These sequences described the reasoning across four
phases spanning the transition to single abstractions (8.75 to 9.24) through abstract
mappings (10.25 to 10.74). A clear pattern was revealed in each sequence: The
coordination of perspective-related concepts (e.g., notions of person and cause,
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mechanisms of influence, interpretation, and changes in inner state) increased in
complexity with Lectical level.
Connections to Hypotheses
All but one of the studies discussed above support the synchronous narrative.
They report positive relationships between developmental level and perspectival
capacity, which specifically reinforces the predictions made about perspectival
sophistication. However, because these studies employed different methods, their
results are best interpreted with discretion.
In particular, developmental level was defined and measured differently by the
Wernerian and Lectical approaches. The former took the degree of differentiation in
interpersonal constructs (i.e., the quantity of constructs) as an index of cognitive
complexity; the latter relied on order of abstraction and logical structure to measure
the level of hierarchical complexity. This important difference is best understood in
terms of the layers of structure (Dawson, 2001) discussed earlier in the chapter. The
Wernerian approach quantifies elements in the conceptual and skill structure layers,
whereas the Lectical approach targets deeper properties in the core structure layer.
This results in conceptions of developmental level that are arguably more different
than they are similar.
These different ways of measuring developmental level are relevant to the
predictions made about sophistication in the associations and dynamics of change
hypotheses. Earlier, it was argued that perspectival sophistication and Lectical level
would be related because change in both involves an expanding capacity to make
complex coordinations. When developmental level is measured in terms of
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differentiation alone—that is, when it is measured without factoring the complexity of
coordinations into scoring, as was the case with the studies of Hale and Delia (1976)
and Delia and Clark (1977)—support for these predictions is somewhat inconclusive.
However, when developmental level is measured in terms of hierarchical complexity,
these predictions appear legitimate.
Ritter (1979) was the only study that seemed to advance aspects of the
asynchronous narrative. However, in regard to the predictions made in the
associations and dynamics of change hypotheses, her results appear to neither
discredit the predictions made concerning sophistication, nor do they support the
predictions made regarding salience and accessibility. I arrive at these tentative
conclusions for two reasons. First, results indicated that cognitive complexity did not
predict the level of perspective-taking ability in either a group of freshmen or a group
of seniors. That is, the quantity of interpersonal constructs did not systematically
vary with level of perspective taking within a group of subjects who (a) were of a
similar age, (b) exhibited a limited range of cognitive complexity scores, and (c) were
divided into high and low cognitive complexity grouping using the median to
demarcate groups. Given these three points, the lack of a relationship is not only
unsurprising, but it also does not appear to constitute strong evidence against the
predicted relationship between sophistication and Lectical level. Second, Ritter's
communication tasks and perspective-taking scoring system involved a single predetermined perspectival target. Consequently, aspects of performances related to
salience and accessibility were fixed and therefore not accounted for in the awarded
level of perspective-taking ability. This suggests that even if a relationship between
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cognitive complexity and perspective taking had been confirmed, it would not have
necessarily undermined the predictions made about these two factors.
Chapter Summary
This research has been guided by the presumption that existing, relatively
simple notions about the relationships between developmental level and perspectival
capacity fall short of adequately capturing the full extent of observable relations
between these constructs. Such notions are apparent in what I have called the
synchronous and asynchronous change narratives. These narratives generalize the
prevailing theoretical perspectives about how developmental level and perspectival
capacity are both related and not related; that is, how they change together
(synchronous) and do not change together (asynchronous). The literature discussed
throughout this chapter has illustrated that elements of both narratives are present in
the structural and process approaches to perspective taking. This fact has inspired
and motivated the creation of an integrative narrative—one which articulates a more
complex, nuanced, and hopefully adequate story about how these constructs relate.
Toward this aim, I engaged the literature discussed herein by way of informing three
hypotheses. In this summary, I will review key aspects of this literature, along with
the predictions it has inspired.
In this chapter, I have reviewed several elements of the literature pertaining to
developmental structuralism and two approaches to perspectival capacity. I began
by grounding this study’s primary method in the rich structuralist tradition inspired by
the work of Piaget. I demonstrated how the neo-Piagetian tradition informed the
creation of Fischer’s (1980) skill theory, which described the dynamic processes and
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variability that characterize developmental change. I also introduced Dawson’s
Lectical Assessment System (2010a) and developmental maieutics (2004). Together
they allow researchers to measure the core structural properties of reasoning in any
domain. Moreover, they do so independent of analysis of conceptual knowledge,
allowing questions to be posed about the relationship between skill level and
conceptual content. In addition to providing the theoretical and methodological
foundations for this research, this literature informed the shape of change
hypothesis, which predicts that change in Lectical level and all perspectival
capacities will deviate from linearity.
I then explored how the structural and process traditions articulated different
but ultimately compatible approaches to perspectival taking. Structural approaches
such as Piaget’s (1926, 1932, 1954) describe the child’s move away from
egocentrism, a move characterized by a gradual de-centering from one’s own
perspective. Selman’s (1980) model of social perspective taking provides rich
descriptions of how expanding perspectival capacities—including both taking and
coordination—influence an individual’s conception of persons and relationships
between persons. Flavell et al. (1968) and Feffer’s (1959) task-specific perspectivetaking models inspired Selman’s work but were also targets of his critique. He took
issue with these models because they described cognition about social content
rather than social cognition. Turiel’s (1983b) critique, however, was much more
encompassing. He argued against the very idea of using developmental analysis to
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investigate perspective taking, which he viewed as an information-gathering
technique that did not develop through qualitatively distinct stages.
Generally speaking, structural approaches advance aspects of the
synchronous narrative. However, they informed predictions about aspects of
perspectival capacity that change with Lectical level and aspects that do not—that is,
the inspiration for both synchronous and asynchronous predictions was found in this
literature. In regard to the former, the work of Piaget, Selman, and to a lesser extent,
Flavell and Feffer supported predictions made about the positive relation between
Lectical level and both perspective coordination and the sophistication component of
taking and seeking. In regard to the latter, the work of Turiel supported predictions
made about Lectical level being unrelated to the salience and accessibility
components of taking and seeking—that is, the aspects of perspectival capacity that
likely exhibit incremental rather than qualitative change.
Process approaches—present across a range of disciplines and investigating
a range of topics—share several common features. They adopt a somewhat
consistent definition of perspective taking, share roots in empathy research, adopt a
non-developmental approach, and focus on situational factors. I discussed several
situational factors including antecedents and moderators, which impact the activities
of perspective taking, seeking, and coordination. Specifically, I explored two
antecedent factors—awareness and motivation—both of which influence whether or
not a perspective will be taken or sought and for what reasons it might be engaged
or coordinated with other perspectives. I also examined three moderating factors—
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the type of perspectival act, the characteristics of the intended target, and the
availability and type of information. Each of these factors moderates the relationship
between perspectival engagement and effectiveness.
Process approaches do not rely on developmental theories or analysis,
suggesting that they might exclusively advance aspects of the asynchronous change
narrative. However, it once again turned out that the literature supported both the
synchronous and asynchronous predictions. Specifically, the literature concerning
motivation and information supported the predicted relationship between Lectical
level and both perspective coordination and the sophistication components of taking
and seeking. The literature concerning awareness and targets supported predictions
made about Lectical level being unrelated to the salience and accessibility
components of taking and seeking
Finally, I discussed six studies that investigated the relationship between
developmental level and perspectival capacity. Three of which relied upon a
Wernerian conceptualization of cognitive complexity and three relied upon on the SD
conceptualization of hierarchical complexity. The majority of these studies reported
some manner of positive relationships between developmental level and
perspectival capacity, advancing the synchronous change narrative. However, due to
differences in how developmental level and perspective taking were measured, only
the Lectical approaches provided meaningful support for the predictions concerning
sophistication.
The present study aims to generate an adequate understanding of the
relationship between change in hierarchical complexity and change perspectival
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capacity over time. The developmental model (skill theory), metric (Lectical
Assessment System), and method (developmental maieutics) used here provide a
range of benefits compared to the approaches employed in much of the existing
literature. Chief amongst these is the independent assessment of conceptual content
and developmental level. This important benefit means that aspects of a
performance indicative of perspectival capacity are measured independent of the
Lectical levels at which they are expressed. This independence allows for those very
same aspects to be investigated in relation to Lectical level. Moreover, because this
study utilizes longitudinal data, the techniques of latent growth analysis can be
employed to test relations between change over time. In the next chapter, I describe
the sample, design, data preparation, and analytic strategy used to test this study's
three hypotheses, the specific formulations of which are presented next.
Hypotheses
This study’s hypotheses are described below. They include predictions about
ten constructs, four of which are the primary constructs discussed thus far: Lectical
level, perspective taking, perspective seeking, and perspective coordination. The
remaining six are component scores related to perspective taking and seeking. They
include salience, accessibility, and sophistication. The associations of change and
dynamics of change hypotheses are split into two parts each. Part “a” refers to the
primary scores and “b” to the component scores.
Shape of change
1. Growth in Lectical level and all perspectival scores will deviate from strictly
linear trajectories.
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Association of change
2a. Growth rates for perspective taking, seeking, and coordination will be
positively related to growth rate in Lectical level and inversely related to
initial Lectical level, while initial levels in taking, seeking, and coordination
will be positively related to initial Lectical level.
2b. Growth rates for sophistication will be positively related to growth rate in
Lectical level, while salience and accessibility will be unrelated. Growth
rates for salience, accessibility, and sophistication will be unrelated to initial
Lectical level. And, initial levels of salience, accessibility, and sophistication
will be positively related to initial Lectical level.
Dynamics of change
3a. Lectical level will predict subsequent change in perspective coordination,
and with the sophistication component of taking and seeking.
3b. Lectical level will not predict subsequent change in perspective taking and
seeking, or the salience and accessibility components of taking and
seeking.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHOD
In the present study, I investigate the relationship between the developmental
complexity of leaders’ reasoning and their perspectival behavior. Data were collected
with the Lectical Decision Making Assessment (LDMA). The LDMA is an assessment
of leaders’ reasoning in common workplace situations that involve multiple
competing perspectives across multiple levels of a management hierarchy. Each
LDMA is scored with the Computerized Lectical Assessment System (CLAS;
Dawson, 2015), which yields a Lectical score, before being coded with a set of
content-focused rubrics, which generate scores for perspective taking, seeking, and
coordination. Here, I investigate the relationship between change in Lectical scores
and change in perspectival scores using a longitudinal examination of LDMAs
completed as part of an ambitious leadership program. Up to four LDMAs were
completed by participants throughout the program. The results are analyzed with
latent growth modeling techniques. Data are fit to a series of increasingly complex
latent growth models to test the three hypotheses laid out in Chapter 2. These
quantitative techniques estimate between-person differences and within-person
changes over time, revealing the dynamic relationships between change in Lectical
scores and scores for perspective taking, seeking, and coordination.
Background
The data analyzed here come from the Leadership Effectiveness Initiative
(LEI), a multi-year leadership program undertaken by Lectica, Inc.12 and Clear
12

Lectica was founded by Theo Dawson, PhD, creator of the Lectical® Assessment
System. For more information see www.lectica.org
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Impact Consulting Group, Inc. (“Clear Impact”). Lectica is a non-profit developmental
testing and research company based in Massachusetts. Clear Impact is a small
organizational development consulting firm based in Canada. Approximately 700
managers and leaders, all of whom worked for a large North American city
government, took part in the 9-month LEI, which was designed and delivered by
Clear Impact.
The LEI curriculum guided participants in cultivating three kinds of
intelligence: cognitive, emotional, and contextual. It featured a wide range of applied
content including coaching, perspective taking and seeking, polarity management,
dynamic steering, decision-making, high-performing teams, coaching, change
management, and communication. Underlying all of this were practices that built
skills in reflection and self-awareness. The curriculum was informed by adult
developmental psychology (Joiner & Josephs, 2006; Kegan & Lahey, 2009; Torbert,
2004), systems thinking (Meadows, 2008), and complexity theory (Snowden &
Boone, 2007). LEI program design also included monthly, in-person, day-long
educational sessions and regular small group work with cross-departmental peers.
As stated above, participants took up to four LDMAs during the LEI. They
were required to take the LDMA prior to and immediately following the program, and
were offered the option of taking it twice during the program. The LDMA was used to
diagnose participant learning needs, adapt curricula, and support participants’
reflective engagement in their personal and professional growth.
I worked as a research analyst for Lectica and received permission to analyze
these data (see Appendix A). I was not involved in the collection of these data and
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was only given access to anonymized information, including written LDMA
performances, Lectical scores, scores from the content-focused rubrics, and
demographic information. The city funded the LEI program. This research received
no direct funding, but I did receive mentorship support from Lectica and Dr. Theo
Dawson.
Instrument
The data analyzed here are from the LDMAs completed by LEI
participants.The LDMA was originally developed as part of a project investigating
leadership skill development in a U.S. federal government agency (Dawson-Tunik &
Stein, 2004b). It has undergone several iterations and updates over the last decade.
The most recent update was completed prior to the start of the LEI program.
The LDMA presents test-takers with open-ended, ill-structured workplace
dilemmas that are modeled after real-life management and leadership situations.
They do not have “right” or “wrong” answers but are instead open to multiple
interpretations, resulting in responses that are highly variable in nature. Each
dilemma involves the coordination of hierarchically nested perspectives and
competing interests. The test taker takes the role of the protagonist, and dilemmas
refer to the perspectives of his or her subordinates, colleagues, one or more
supervisors, senior management, the organization, and populations served by the
organization, among other implicit or explicit perspectives of individuals or groups.
Data Collection
The majority of participants completed the same LDMA dilemma at each test
time, as shown in Table 5. The remainder of participants selected different dilemmas.
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A sample dilemma is provided in Appendix B. Although Lectica has found no
systematic dilemma effects relative to Lectical scores for the LDMA, they have found
dilemma effects relative to scores derived from content coding (T. Dawson, personal
communication, Jan. 15, 2015). The design of this study did not negate dilemma
effects, so it was anticipated that scores generated by content coding might have
been affected by dilemma selection. To verify, the occasion-specific effects of
dilemma selection on scores for each variable were investigated while partialing out
individual differences in change trajectories13. Estimated regression coefficients
were not statistically significant, suggesting that dilemma selection was not a
predictor of deviations in any variable.
Table 5
Distribution of LDMA Dilemmas by Test Time
Dilemma

Percent per test time
1

2

3

4

Office Re-Organization

86.3

.5

-

-

Work/Life Balance

1.7

72.8

2.6

-

Superstar Promotion

3.7

.2

90.2

8.1

Culture Change

2.3

.5

1.7

91.9

Other

6.0

26.0

5.5

-

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Dilemma selection was included as a time-varying covariate in univariate latent growth
curve models fit to the repeated measures data for each variable. Univariate latent growth
curves models are described later in this chapter and in Appendix I. The regression
parameter estimates were interpreted as the test-time specific effects of dilemma selection
on observed scores (Preacher, Wichman, MacCallum, & Briggs, 2008). Modeled in this way,
the effects of dilemma selection were allowed to vary over time, but not across individuals.
13
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Participants responded to dilemmas with short essays, which they entered
into an online testing interface on Lectica’s website at a time and place of their
choosing. They addressed five standard probes, which asked them to discuss the
nature of the problem, describe two possible solutions, compare these solutions, and
describe a decision-making process for similar situations (LDMA probes are shown
in Appendix C).There was no time limit for completing the assessments, although
test-takers were asked to do so in one sitting. Participants were required to provide
at least a 150-word response to each probe. The unique word count for completed
assessments ranged in length from 104 to 1,149 words (M = 501.63, SD =
157.75). A sample LDMA response is shown in Appendix D).
LDMAs were completed between March 2011 and May 2014. Test time 1 took
place at the start of the LEI program and the remaining test times were evenly
spaced across the 9-month program, taking place at approximately 90-day
increments. Participants were not prevented from completing LDMA assessments
after assignment due dates, nor were they prevented from completing late
assessments in close succession to on-time assessments. This stemmed from
technical limitations in the testing system. The data of 7 participants who completed
two assessments within 30 days of one another were removed from the analysis.
The average amount of time that elapsed between test time 1 and 4 was 326.4 days
(SD=108.6). Descriptive statistics for the number of days separating each test time
are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6
Number of Days Between Test Times
Test time

Days between test times
Min

Max

Mean

SA

1 to 2

30

313

108.1

42.4

2 to 3

28

527

104.6

43.4

3 to 4

35

613

118.72

90.6

Sample
The useable sample consisted of 598 individuals, including 378 males
(62.8%) and 189 females (31.4%) between the ages of 25 and 68. Sex data were
not available for 35 (5.8%) individuals, and age data were not available for 38 (6.3%)
individuals. The largest percent of participants were between the ages of 50 to 59
years (41.5%), had an ethnic background reported as Caucasian (78.2%), held a
bachelor’s degree or equivalent (35.6%), held a supervisory-level position (64.7%),
and served in either the corporate or transportation services departments (22.4%
and 21.7%, respectively). Tables E-1 thru E-5, presented in Appendix E, show the
distribution of age, ethnic background, educational level, management level, and city
department.
The number of sessions attended by participants ranged from 1 to 9 (M =
4.83, SD = 2.38). Completion of the test time 1 LDMA, along with at least one of the
test time 2, 3, or 4 LDMAs was required for inclusion. Missing data were multiply
imputed using procedures described on page 97 for 183 (30.4%), 365 (60.6%), and
333 (55.3%) test time 2, 3, and 4 LDMAs, respectively. Distribution of Lectical scores
on the LDMA is shown in Table 7. Lectical level is indicated by a number (10 or 11),
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and phase is indicated by a letter (a, b, c, and d). The letters correspond to the
following ranges: (1) “a” - .00 to .24; (2) “b” - .25 to .49; (3) “c” - .50 to .74; and (4) “d”
- .75 to .99.
Table 7
Distribution of Lectical Scores by Test Time
Test time

Percent by phase
10c

10d

11a

11b

11c

11d

n

1

4.5

7.5

5.7

68.2

11.0

3.0

598

2

3.8

6.9

5.5

62.8

16.5

4.5

419

3

4.2

5.5

9.3

61.6

15.2

4.2

236

4

1.9

4.5

6.7

56.9

23.8

6.3

269

Qualitative Analyses
LDMAs are subjected to two forms of qualitative analysis. The first, scoring,
generates a Lectical score. The second analysis, content coding, focuses on the
conceptual content of performances as it relates to seven themes: (a) perspectivetaking, (b) perspective-seeking, (c) perspective coordination, (d) collaborative
capacity, (e) contextual thinking, (f) decision-making, and (g) argumentation.
LDMA Scoring
The electronic version of the LAS—the Computerized Lectical Assessment
System (CLAS)—was employed to score LDMAs for Lectical level14 . Lectica
monitors the accuracy of CLAS-generated Lectical scores by hand scoring a
Technically speaking, CLAS scoring does not involve qualitative analyses. Traditional
human scoring of Lectical assessments is indeed qualitative. CLAS is discussed in the
section because qualitative analysis of responses to Lectical Assessments were required to
build the CLAS system, and they play an important role in its ongoing calibration and
refinement.
14
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randomly selected subset of CLAS-scored performances, and all performances that
are deemed atypical. In the present case, 797 assessments out of 1,522 were
scored by hand prior to implementing the electronic scoring system 15. At the time of
scoring, the rate of agreement between human and CLAS-scored assessments was
85% within one-fourth of a level. This agreement rate meets or exceeds those
commonly reported for human-scored developmental assessments (Armon, 1984b;
Colby & Kohlberg, 1987; Kitchener & King, 1990; Dawson, 2003, 2004).
LDMA Coding
The LDMA content coding scheme was developed iteratively over the past 10
years using the maieutic process described in the previous chapter. Coding is
completed via an online interface hosted by Lectica. The scores for three
perspective-related themes are included in this analysis. Perspective taking, or the
inferring of a person’s thoughts, feelings, or intentions. Perspective seeking, or the
behavioral act of clarifying the same. Perspective coordination, or the ability to
integrate perspectives into a coordinated structure that informs actions. Coding
procedures for perspective taking and seeking are different from those used for
perspective coordination—procedures for both are discussed next.
Perspective taking and seeking. Code selections for perspective taking and
seeking are made from a list of 15 to 21 relevant perspectives, depending on the
dilemma addressed by the test taker. For example, the perspectives often discussed
by participants in the office re-organization dilemma, shown in Appendix B, include

In my capacity as a Certified Lectical Analyst (as of September 2013), I scored 22 LDMAs
and coded 657 LDMAs that are included in this study’s sample.
15
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an employee, a manager, the supervisor, a colleague, a mentor, an external expert,
a colleague, employees, external experts, citizens, city council members, senior
management, the team, the department, another department, the organization, the
media, and organizations. In general, perspective lists contain the individuals and
groups that are likely to be considered as stakeholders in the situation described in a
given dilemma. There are four types of perspectives: individual, group, explicit, and
implicit. Individual perspectives relate to a single person—supervisor, employee,
mentor, and so on. Group perspectives relate to a collective—team, organization,
society, and so on. If a perspective is directly implicated in the dilemma text the
perspective is considered explicit—supervisor, team, organization, and so on. If not,
it is considered implicit—expert, mentor, colleagues, and so on. Whether a
perspective is considered implicit or explicit depends on the dilemma. The same
dilemma-specific perspective list is used for taking and seeking, but code selections
are made independently for each act.
Coding for perspective taking and seeking requires three judgments on the
part of analysts. First, analysts determine if a particular perspective is mentioned in
the performance. Second, they determine if the perspective was taken, sought, or
both. Third, they select from a list of four options (for taking) or five options (for
seeking) to indicate the sophistication with which the perspective was taken or
sought. Table F-1, presented in Appendix F, shows the codes for perspective taking,
and Table F-2 shows the codes for perspective seeking.
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Coders first determine if and how a perspective was taken. For example, if a
test taker discussed how a supervisor might feel, this would justify a selection for
taking at level 2. If the test taker also suggested a meeting with the supervisor to
discuss how he or she felt about the situation, both a level 2 taking selection and a
level 1 seeking selection would be made. All perspectives referenced by a test taker
would receive a selection for taking, but only those that are specifically sought would
be coded for seeking.
Perspective coordination. Perspective coordination was coded on four
content-focused subthemes—deliberation, understanding self and others, tensions,
and limits. The deliberation subtheme requires analysts to make high-inference
judgments concerning the apparent intentions underlying test-taker perspective
taking and seeking. Possible selections, which are made independently for taking
and seeking, are shown in Table F-3. The understanding self and others subtheme,
which is also used once for perspective taking and again for perspective seeking,
requires analysts to make judgments about the motivations underlying perspective
taking and seeking. Possible selections, which are made independently for taking
and seeking, are shown in Table F-4.
The final two subthemes, tensions and limits, relate directly to how test-takers
coordinate the perspectives they have taken or sought. For tensions, analysts note
how test takers consider the tensions between perspectives. For limits, analysts note
how test takers view the limits of their own perspectives. Selections for both tensions
and limits are shown in Table F-5.
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Quantitative Analysis
The scores generated from the qualitative analysis described in the preceding
section were further analyzed using the techniques of latent growth modeling. Four
types of latent growth models were fit to these data to determine the relationships
between change in Lectical scores and perspective scores over time. In this section,
I first discuss the procedures used to prepare these data for latent growth analysis.
Then, I provide both numerical and graphical summaries of these data. Finally, I
discuss my analytic strategy, which includes a detailed description of the four types
of models, along with the procedures used to specify model progressions and
assess model fit.
Data Preparation
The statistical analyses used in this study rely on specific assumptions that
must be met to ensure the integrity and validity of results. Consequently, data were
prepared, screened, and cleaned to protect against misestimation of effects. In this
section, I describe the procedures employed to prepare the perspective-taking and
seeking scores, screen data for multivariate normality, correct for non-normality, and
handle missing data.
Perspective taking and seeking score preparation. Two types of
perspective-taking and seeking scores are used in these analyses: primary scores
and component scores. Primary scores include the perspective taking, perspective
seeking, and perspective coordination discussed in the prior section. To test
hypotheses concerning the relation between Lectical level and specific dimensions
of perspective taking and seeking, the primary taking and seeking scales (described
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above) were disaggregated into three component scores per scale: (a) salience of
perspectives, (b) accessibility of perspectives, and (c) the degree of sophistication of
perspectival acts. All primary and component scores are summarized in Table G-1 in
Appendix G for easy reference.
Salience scores. Salience is a function of awareness and motivation. If a
perspective enters the test taker’s awareness, and there is a clear need or
motivation to understand or clarify that perspective, it is considered salient.
Component salience scores were calculated as
Qt / TQ (for taking)
or
Qs / TQ (for seeking)

(1)

where Q is the total number of perspectives taken or sought, and TQ is the total
number of perspectives available in a given dilemma’s perspective list. For example,
if the number of perspectives was 14 for a particular dilemma and the number of
perspectives taken was 7, the perspective-taking salience score would be .50. For
the same dilemma, if 4 perspectives were sought, the perspective-seeking salience
component score would be .29. Taking and seeking salience scores were computed
for each assessment in which perspective taking and seeking primary scores were
available.
Accessibility scores. Component accessibility scores were calculated based
on the previously discussed assumption that lesser target frequency indicates
decreased target accessibility. These calculations were based on the frequency with
which four types of perspectives were engaged. These included individual explicit
(e.g., supervisor or employee; mentioned in dilemma), individual implicit (e.g.,
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mentor or external expert; not mentioned in dilemma), group explicit (e.g., team or
organization; mentioned in dilemma), and group implicit (e.g., other department or
board; not mentioned in the dilemma). Each perspective in a given dilemma’s
perspective list was exclusively classified as one of these four types. Implicit and
explicit classifications changed as a function of dilemma wording. Individual and
group classifications were the same for all dilemmas.
For each dilemma, the four types of perspectives were ranked by accessibility
based on the mean frequency of test takers who did not take or seek the perspective
of each type. Nonengagement was taken as an indication of the degree of
accessibility for each type of perspective. Then, an accessibility weighting factor was
assigned based on relative position in these rankings. For example, if group-implicit
perspectives had the highest rate of nonengagement, they were considered to be
the least accessible. Therefore, they received the largest accessibility weighting
factor, which acts to increase the accessibility scores for participants who engaged
perspectives of this type. Rankings and accessibility weighting factors for taking and
seeking are shown in Table 8.
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Table 8
Component Accessibility Score Ranking and Weighting Factors
Rank

Taking
Type

Seeking

% nonWeighting
engagement
factor

Type

% nonengagement

Weighting
factor

1

Individual
Implicit (II)

49%

4.0

Group
Implicit (GI)

83%

4.0

2

Group
Implicit (GI)

36%

3.17

Individual
Implicit (II)

65%

3.19

3

Group
Explicit (GE)

26%

2.54

Group
Explicit (GE)

59%

2.92

4

Individual
Explicit (IE)

2%

1.0

Individual
Explicit (IE)

17%

1.0

Note: Rankings are from most difficult to least difficult.

Component accessibility scores were calculated as
(APt - Qt) / APt (for taking)
or
(APs - Qs) / APs (for seeking)

(2)

where AP is the total accessibility points for taking or seeking, and Q is the total
quantity of perspectives taken or sought. AP is the sum of the quantity of each type
of perspective multiplied by its weighting factor. The total quantity of perspectives
taken (or sought) was subtracted from the numerator to reduce collinearity with
salience scores. Component accessibility scores for seeking were calculated in the
same manner but with the appropriate seeking quantities and weighting factors.
Because they are weighted, accessibility component scores were strongly influenced
by targets assumed to be less accessible. Therefore, between test time change in
accessibility scores was amplified, making them easier to distinguish from random or
dilemma-specific variation.
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Sophistication scores. Available codes for taking and seeking are presented
in Tables F-1 and F-2. For sophistication score calculations, each code selection
was assigned a point value from 1 to 4 for taking and 1 to 5 for seeking. Higher point
values represent more sophisticated or thorough engagement of a perspective. For
example, the response, “I need to consider how my supervisor might feel about my
proposed solution” indicates the test taker’s awareness of his or her supervisor’s
perspective. On its own, this statement would receive a perspective-taking score of
1. However, if the response also included a detailed description of the supervisor’s
possible thoughts or feelings along with a discussion of how that information might
be used in a decision-making process, the score would be 4. Because each coded
perspective receives at least 1 point, test-takers who simply mention more
perspectives can sometimes receive higher sophistication scores than those who
engage fewer perspectives with greater sophistication. With this taken into account,
component sophistication scores were calculated as
(SPt - Qt) / (Qt x 4) (for taking)
or
(SPs - Qs) / (Qs x 5) (for seeking)

(3)

where SP is the total sophistication points for taking or seeking and Q is the total
number of perspectives taken or sought. SP is calculated as the sum of points for all
perspectives taken or sought. Because every perspective taken or sought has the
point value of at least 1, the total quantity of perspective taking (or seeking) was
subtracted from the numerator to reduce collinearity with salience scores. This
ensured that sophistication scores captured a different dimension of a test taker’s
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performance than salience scores. Sophistication scores were calculated for every
test time in which primary taking and seeking scores were available.
Multivariate normality. Maximum likelihood estimation, commonly used in
latent growth modeling, assumes multivariate normal distributions for modeled
variables. Normality screening, as recommended by Osborne (2012), includes visual
inspection of histograms, estimates of skew and kurtosis, the Shapiro-Wilk inferential
test of normality (Shapiro & Wilk, 1965), and extreme case screening. Table H-1,
presented in Appendix H, summarizes the results of these screening procedures for
each primary and component variable. Skew values between -.8 and .8 and kurtosis
values closer to 0 are ideal.
Only one variable out of ten had normally distributed data across four test
times, suggesting that the assumption of multivariate normality was not tenable.
Because the same correction needs to be applied to each test time when
transforming repeated measures data (Osborne, 2012), each variable was subjected
to the extreme score corrections and data transformations described next.
Extreme scores. A total of 72 extreme scores were identified using two
screening techniques. Cases qualified as extreme if they resided greater than 3.0
standard deviations away from the mean or if their Mahalanobis distance was
greater than 12. Because extreme scores increase error variance, reduce statistical
power, exacerbate non-normality, and bias estimates (Ramussen, 1988; Schwager &
Margolin, 1982), they were subjected to corrective measures depending on the
mechanism believed to have given rise to them. Extreme scores believed to be
caused by data entry errors or by LDMA performance word counts that were too low
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to be scored by CLAS were removed from the analysis. Scores of individual cases
with legitimate extreme scores on no more than two test times were truncated to the
next smaller or larger value (Barnett & Lewis, 1994). Two cases that had extreme
scores for more than two test times were removed.
Transformations. The Box-Cox series of transformations were used to
improve normality and equalize variance of these data prior to analysis. Box-Cox
transformations (Box & Cox, 1964; Sakia, 1992) have two advantages over
traditional approaches. First, they allow one to optimize normalization using an
almost infinite number of potential transformations. Second, they address both
positively and negatively skewed data. Box-Cox is a power transformation that takes
the following form:
y λ = (y λ -1) / λ where λ ≠ 0;
i

i

(4)

y λ = loge (yi) where λ = 0.
i

The lambda (λ) values used for each variable are presented in Table G-2. Because
this is repeated measures data, the same transformation was applied to each test
time for a given variable. This resulted in a less than ideal transformation for scores
at each test time as the final lambda value was selected based on the balance of
impacts across test times. A robust variant of the maximum likelihood estimator was
used in each latent growth analysis to address this remaining non-normality. BoxCox transformations resulted in an overall improvement in normality as the average
skew and kurtosis values, also shown in Table G-2, indicate. Finally, each variable
was multiplied by the constant shown in Table G-2 to re-scale variance values that
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were more than ten times larger or smaller than other variance values. Final
variance values were within 10% of each other, satisfying a condition of latent
growth analysis that aims to improve model convergence.
Missing data. The percentage of missing values for the Lectical scores and
all primary and component perspective scores ranged from 0% to 61%. In total, 468
out of 598 records (78%) were incomplete. Based on my interpretation of the criteria
provided by Allison (2001) and Osborne (2012), I concluded that missing data were
missing at random (MAR) and due mostly to attrition. To test this assumption,
dummy variables were created to indicate missingness for each variable utilized in
the analysis. Dummy variables were not systematically related to any other primary
variable or potential predictor whether demographic (e.g., sex, educational
attainment, management level) or behavioral (e.g., number of tests completed or
sessions attended).
Multiple imputation (Rubin, 1987) was used to address incomplete cases.
Sets of 20 and 50 multiply imputed data sets were created. Twenty data sets were
sufficient for the majority of analyses, but for those where the majority of latent
growth models failed to converge, 50 data sets were used to improve the rate of
convergence.
Methodologists generally regard multiple imputation as a best practice
because it improves accuracy and statistical power relative to other approaches to
missing data handling such as listless or casewise deletion. Variables with missing
data were imputed using fully conditional procedures (Van Buuren, Brand,
Groothuis-Oudshoorn, & Rubin, 2006). Calculations were completed in R 3.1.2 (R
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Core Team, 2014) using the mice 2.22 package (Van Buuren & GroothuisOudshoorn, 2014). Default settings were used in all instances except for the
predictor matrix and visitation schedule, which were modified to accommodate
longitudinal data (Van Buuren, 2012). Parameter estimates for all latent growth
models were applied to each imputed data set separately. These estimates and their
standard errors were combined using Rubin’s rules.
Statistical summaries. Untransformed Lectical, perspective taking,
perspective seeking, and perspective coordination scores are plotted in Figure 3.
These plots contain data from a random subsample of 75 participants with complete
information.
(a)

(b)

Perspective Taking Score

CLAS Score
Lectical

12.0

11.5

11.0

5

4

3

2

1
10.5
1
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Test Time

(c)

(d)

5
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3

4

5
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2

Test Time

4

3

2

1

4

3
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1

0
1

2
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1
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Figure 3. Aggregate growth plots for primary variables.
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Each line represents an individual’s scores for each of the four test times. The
single thicker line represents the mean scores for all 598 individuals. These plots
illustrate some important features of these data. For example, the intra-individual
variability in scores is quite apparent (e.g., scores fluctuate from test time to test
time). Similarly, there is a high degree of inter-individual variability in the initial level
of all four variables. The same is true for the rates of change but to a possibly lesser
degree. Finally, the mean line shows growth from test time 1 to 4, with the highest
rate of change occurring between test time 3 and 4 for every variable except
perspective seeking. Aggregate plots such as these are highly informative. They
reveal patterns in the data that a plot depicting only means would conceal.
Table I-1, presented in Appendix I, provides an initial statistical summary of
the same variables for all individuals. In this instance, transformed means, standard
deviations, and correlations are provided to facilitate repeated analysis of these
data. This information illustrates a consistent increase in Lectical and perspectivetaking scores over time. Both perspective seeking and coordination show growth,
but with greater variability in mean scores. Moderate correlations exist between test
times for Lectical score and perspective coordination but not for perspective taking
and seeking. The strongest correlations exist between perspective seeking and
coordination. Finally, autocorrelations between subsequent test times are not
apparent for any variable.
Untransformed scores for perspective taking and seeking salience,
accessibility, and sophistication are plotted in Figure 4. Again, the plots include data
for 75 randomly selected individuals with complete information. Similar patterns of
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inter- and intra-individual variability are present. Mean growth is also consistent with
the greatest increases occurring between test time 3 and 4. Importantly, perspective
taking and seeking sophistication are the only variables to show an overall decrease
across four test times.
(a)

(b)
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Figure 4. Aggregate growth plots for component variables.
Table I-2 provides a statistical summary of all component variables for all
individuals. Again, transformed scores were used to facilitate future analysis. Mean
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growth patterns are reproduced numerically, and one can observe the greater
variability in mean component scores as compared to primary scores. Correlations
between test times for all component variables are low. Correlations between test
time 3 and 4 are moderate for the salience variables but not for accessibility and
sophistication. Taking accessibility is moderately correlated with taking salience for
test times 1 and 3 and seeking accessibility is moderately correlated with seeking
salience at test times 2 and 3. Taking and seeking accessibility are the only
component variables moderately correlated across all test times. Again, no evidence
of autocorrelations is present.
Analytic strategy
The repeated measures data for Lectical, perspective-taking, perspectiveseeking, and perspective coordination scores were analyzed using latent growth
modeling. Latent growth modeling (LGM; McArdle, 2009; Ducan, Duncan, &
Strycker, 2006) refers to a broad class of statistical methods that allow for the direct
and simultaneous study of the “between-person differences in within-person
changes” (Nesselroade & Baltes, 1979). LGM utilizes the measures of observed
variables to indicate growth in latent, or unobserved, factors. LGM analysis employs
the techniques of confirmatory factor analysis (Bollen, 1998) and can be executed in
all modern structural equation modeling (SEM) programs. A complete introduction to
LGM is provided in Appendix J; it is recommended to readers who are not familiar
with this analytical technique.
I used the Lavaan package (5.17) in R to complete the LGM analysis
(Rosseel, 2014). Parameters were estimated with maximum likelihood, which
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compares the fit of a hypothesized structural model to the observed variancecovariance matrix. A robust variant with Huber-White standard errors (MLR) and a
scaled test statistic was used to address larger than ideal kurtosis and remaining
post-transformation non-normality. Fit was assessed with three common indices: the
root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA; Steiger & Lind, 1980), the
comparative fit index (CFI; Bentler, 1990), and the standardized root mean square
residual (SRMR; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007).
The Lavaan package provides a variety of measures for assessing model fit.
RMSEA indicates model misfit per degree of freedom while imposing a penalty for
additional complexity that does not improve fit. RMSEA values between .05 and .08
indicate good fit and values above 1.0 suggest a poor fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999;
Steiger, 2007). The CFI indicates the relative reduction in model misfit compared to
a baseline model. CFI values greater than .95 indicate good fit of the model to
observed data (Hooper, Coughlan, & Mullen, 2008). The SRMR is a standardized
version of the RMR which compares the average squared differences between the
residuals of the sample covariances and the estimated covariances. SRMR values
between .05 and .08 indicate good fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Byrne, 2013). To compare
models with baselines, I used the Akaike information criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1992)
and Lavaan’s anova() function, which runs a scaled chi-square (χ²) difference
test. The AIC considers model complexity in relation to the number of parameters
and the robust χ² value assesses the magnitude of discrepancy between the sample
and estimated covariance matrices (Hu & Bentler, 1999). The model with smaller AIC
or a statistically significant chi-square difference is preferred.
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Four types of model progressions are used to investigate these data: (a)
univariate latent growth curves, (b) multivariate parallel process models, (c)
univariate latent difference score models, and (d) bivariate latent difference score
models. A discussion of how each progression is specified can be organized around
a sequence of path diagrams.
Univariate latent growth models. Univariate latent growth curves (LGC)
were fit to determine the shape or trajectory of change in each variable over time.
This method is based on the work of Rao (1958), Tucker (1958), Meredith and Tisak
(1990), and McArdle (1986; McArdle & Anderson, 1990; McArdle & Epstein, 1987).
Univariate LGCs are typically specified in the manner presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Univariate latent growth curve model.
A single observed or manifest variable is measured at four occasions (X1 to
X4). Each manifest variable is explained by two correlated latent variables (intercept
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and slope) along with uncorrelated residual variances or error terms (E1 to E4).
LGCs are specified to account for the covariance as well as the mean structure of
sample data, so the slope and intercept mean are included by regressing both on
the constant of 1. Both latent variables have a variance or disturbance term (V1 and
V2), which captures the degree of inter-individual variability.
Univariate LGCs are estimated in a straightforward way. Intercept to manifest
variable loadings are fixed at 1. Slope loading parameters are regression coefficients
linking the latent slope to each observed variable. The choice of loading values sets
the scale of time and the shape of the trajectory being tested. An unspecified
trajectory with unequal test time spacing (indicated in months) and an intercept
located at test time 1 is represented in Figure 5. By freely estimating up to two slope
loadings, deviations for a strictly linear trajectory are tested. A linear trajectory could
be tested for these data by fixing the loadings to 0, 3.6, 7.1, and 11.1, respectively.
Models are fit for all primary and component scores in the following
progression: (a) No change (baseline), (b) fixed intercept, fixed slope, (c) linear
curve, (d) unspecified curve. First, a no change or baseline model was tested by
removing the slope factor and fixing the intercept variance to 0. This model tests for
the presence of change over time. Second, a fixed intercept, fixed slope model was
tested by fixing both variances to 0. This model tests the presence of inter-individual
variability in intercept and slope. Third, a linear model was tested by fixing the slope
loadings to represent unequal test time spacing and freely estimating both latent
variances. This model tests the adequacy of a linear trajectory. Fourth, an
unspecified model (shown in Figure 5) was tested by freeing either the second and

V1
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third or third and fourth slope loadings. This model tests for deviations from linearity.
Finally, in one instance where none of the previous four models achieved a good fit,
a quadratic model was fit. Quadratic models include a second latent slope factor
1
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Figure 6. Multivariate parallel process model.
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This model contains two sets of intercepts, slopes, and manifest variables,
each of which is specified to reflect the best fitting univariate LGC. Covariances are
estimated between all combinations of latent variables and residuals are allowed to
covary for similar test times. If additional variables are added, additional latent and
residual covariances are estimated.
A simple progression of three models were fit for Lectical score and each
primary score, Lectical score and each taking component score, and Lectical score
and each seeking component score. First, a baseline model was fit with all
covariances fixed to 0. Second, a linear model was fit with all covariances estimated
and linear curves specified for each variable. Third, a best fitting model was
estimated with all covariances estimated and the best fitting univariate curves
specified for each variable.
Parallel process models are useful for revealing the relationships between
growth in multiple variables. Such relations are expressed by the covariances of
slope factors. These relations are not time dependent, however. They fail to capture
the interrelations between variables over time. That is, if one is interested in the
time-lagged sequence of relationships between variables, parallel process models
are unable to accommodate such aims. The next class of models forms the
foundation for such an investigation.
Latent difference score models. The Latent Difference Score (LDS)
framework (Hamagami & McArdle, 2001; McArdle, 2001; McArdle & Hamagami,
2001) represents a recent advance in the investigation of time-related longitudinal
change. LDS combines features of autoregressive change models (e.g., Jöreskog,
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1970) and latent curve models (e.g., McArdle & Epstein, 1987; Meredith & Tisak,
1990). It is referred to as a framework because, depending on model specifications,
it can accommodate other models used to investigate longitudinal change, including
the univariate LGC and bivariate parallel process models utilized here.
LDS models evaluate three broad classes of dynamic relationships that may
be operative in repeated measures data. These include additive change over time,
proportional change over time, and coupled change, where the prior amount of
change impacts change at the subsequent test time. Shortly, I will describe in
greater detail the specific models utilized to investigate each class of relationships.
For the sake of comparison, LGC and parallel process models only investigate
additive change over time.
A univariate LDS model is presented in Figure 7. At each measurement
occasion, an observed score (X1 to X4) can be decomposed into a latent score (L1
to L4) and independent measurement error (E1 to E4). A latent difference score (D2
to D4) is represented as the rate of change (Δx) given a time lag (Δt).
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Figure 7. Univariate latent difference score model.
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For example, the latent difference score at time 2 is formed as the sum of the
latent score at time 1 (L1) plus the latent difference score (D2). This difference score
is not another manifest variable. Rather, it is a latent variable implied by the depicted
structural relationships.
When latent difference scores are modeled as dependent variables (i.e. when
arrows point toward them), specific types of change can be tested. In the model
depicted in Figure 7, changes in X as a function of change in time are (a) constantly
related to a fixed slope (α - alpha), (b) proportionally related to change in the prior
level (β - beta), and (c) proportionally related to changes in the prior amount of
change (φ - phi). The coefficient β is estimated as a predictor of the latent difference
score from the prior score for all pairs of consecutive test times. The coefficient α is
estimated as a predictor of the latent difference scores from a common latent slope
variable for all test times. The coefficient φ is estimated as a predictor of the latent
difference scores for the prior latent difference scores for all consecutive occasions.
Alpha, beta, and phi are constrained to equality over time, testing the assumption
that consistent dynamics are operating in the system over time. This constraint can
be relaxed if desired. All unlabeled paths are fixed at 1. Intercept and slope means,
variances, and covariances are estimated in a manner similar to previous models.
The univariate LDS model can be expanded to test a bivariate dynamic
system that investigates the relationships between two variables over time. The
bivariate model shown in Figure 8 is specified in the same way as the univariate
model in terms of α, β, and φ.
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Figure 8. Bivariate latent difference score model.
Two sets of dynamic bi-directional coupling parameters are added to model
the impacts of each variable on the other. For all pairs of consecutive occasions, the
γ (gamma) coupling coefficient is estimated as a predictor of the latent difference
scores in one variable from the prior score in the other variable. The subscripts xy
and yx indicate the direction of the coupling relationship. The ξ (ksi) coupling
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coefficient is estimated as a predictor of the latent difference scores in one variable
from prior change in the other variable. Again, these parameters are constrained to
equality over time to reflect the assumption of consistent systems dynamics. Latent
means, variances, and covariances are estimated along with covariances between
residuals at common test times (only the E4 to E8 covariance is illustrated due to
space limitations).
Estimated together, α, β, and φ imply the several types of change discussed
earlier, while γ and ξ imply two different types of dynamic relationships over time.
Traditionally, these alternate propositions are tested sequentially and compared to a
baseline model which specifies no change (in the univariate sequence) or no
coupling (in the bivariate sequence; Grimm, An, McArdle, Zonderman, & Resnick,
2012).
Each primary and component score was fit to univariate LDS models in the
following sequence. The first model was a no change score (NCS) model where α
and β were fixed to zero. The NCS model serves as the baseline model for fit
comparisons. The second model was a constant change score (CCS) model where
β was fixed to zero and α was fixed at 1 to test the constant, additive impact of the
slope mean. The third model was a proportional change score (PCS) model where α
was fixed at 0 and β was freely estimated. The fourth was a dual change score
model where both α and β were freely estimated. The fifth was a triple change score
(TCS) model where β was freely estimated, and the third α loading was freely
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estimated, while the first two were fixed at 0 and 1, respectively. Finally, a change-tochange (CTC) model is estimated where α, β, and φ were freely estimated.
These six models investigate six patterns of dynamic change—no change,
constant change, proportional change, dual change, triple change, or change-tochange—in order to discover which pattern best describes the dynamic, over-time
relationships in each variable understood as a univariate system. Earlier, I
mentioned three broad classes of relationships investigated by univariate and
bivariate LDS models. The constant change score (CCS) model investigates the
additive class of dynamic relationships. The proportional change score (PCS), dual
change score (DCS), triple change score (TCS), and change-to-change (CTC)
models investigate the proportional class of dynamic relationships. Bivariate LDS
models, discussed next, investigate the coupled class of relationships.
The best fitting univariate model for each score was then passed to a series
of bivariate LDS model progressions where Lectical score was tested with every
other primary and component score. The bivariate LDS analysis proceeded in two
series, each with the same progression of models. The first series tested the viability
of γ coupling. The second tested the viability of adding ξ coupling to the best γ
coupling configuration. In terms of the three classes of relationships tested by LDS
models, each series simultaneously investigated a mixture of additive, proportional,
and coupled relationships as operative in bivariate dynamic systems of change over
time. The specific mixture depended upon each variable’s best-fitting univariate LDS
model.
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In each series, the model progression proceeded in four steps. First, a
baseline “no coupling” model was tested where coupling parameter(s) were fixed to
0. Second, an “X to Y” coupling model was tested where the coupling parameter
from X to Y was estimated, while the Y to X coupling parameter was fixed to 0. Third,
a “Y to X” coupling model was fit where the Y to X coupling parameter was
estimated, while the other was fixed to 0. Fourth, a bi-directional coupling model was
tested where both X to Y and Y to X coupling were freely estimated. All withinconstruct specifications for each model in these progressions were determined by
the best fitting univariate LDS model. In the second series, the gamma specification
was determined by the best fitting first series model.
Proportional (β and φ) or coupling (γ or ξ) parameters reveal whether prior
level or prior change were dynamic determinants of subsequent change. It should be
noted that significant coefficients are not evidence of causal relationships. Rather,
they reveal what are often called time-based predictors or leading indicators of future
changes within and across variables. This is a notable improvement over the type of
relationships revealed by parallel process models. A significant covariance between
slopes, intercept, or the slope and intercept of two variables suggests that the
growth process across all occasions is related via some unknown mechanism. With
LDS models, these relationships are further elucidated in two important ways. First,
between test time relationships are explicitly tested. Second, the nature of
relationships is revealed to be between subsequent change and either (or both) (a)
prior score (which may or may not be the test time 1 intercept) and (b) prior change
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(which may or may not be related to the single slope mean estimated in parallel
process models). In the next chapter, I present the results of the four modeling
progressions described here.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
In this chapter, I present the results of four classes of latent growth models fit
to repeated measures data for Lectical score and each primary and component
score for perspective taking, seeking, and coordination. Univariate latent growth
curve (LGC) models were used to determine the trajectory of change over four
occasions and to test the prediction, made in the shape of change hypothesis, that
these trajectories would deviate from linearity.
Multivariate parallel process models were used to investigate associations
between latent intercepts and latent slopes and to test the predictions made by the
associations of change hypotheses. For primary perspective taking, seeking, and
coordination scores, these predictions were that primary score slopes would be
positively related to Lectical slope; that primary score slopes would be negatively
related to Lectical intercept; and that primary score intercepts would be positively
related to Lectical intercept (hypothesis 2a). For taking and seeking component
scores, these predictions were that sophistication slopes would be positively related
to Lectical slope, while salience and accessibility slopes would be unrelated. It was
also predicted that accessibility, sophistication, and salience slopes would be
unrelated to Lectical intercept; and that accessibility, sophistication, and salience
intercepts would be positively related to Lectical intercept (hypothesis 2b).
Univariate latent difference score (LDS) models were used to determine the
pattern of change present over four occasions. Bivariate latent difference score
models were used to investigate the dynamically coupled relationships between prior
level or prior change in one variable and subsequent change in another variable and
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to test the predictions made in the dynamics of change hypotheses. Several
predictions were made about the status of Lectical score as a dynamic determinant
or leading indicator of change in perspective scores. Lectical score was
hypothesized to be a leading indicator of subsequent change in perspective
coordination and the sophistication scores for taking and seeking (hypothesis 3a).
Lectical score was hypothesized to not function as a leading indicator of change in
primary perspective-taking and seeking score, and both the accessibility and
salience component scores for taking and seeking (hypothesis 3b).
Together these four classes of latent growth models elucidate the relationship
between change in Lectical level and change in perspectival capacity. Results are
organized by increasing model complexity and then by variable, with primary scores
presented before component scores. Both tabular and graphical results summaries
are provided at the end of each section.
Shape of Change: Univariate Latent Growth Curve Models
Univariate latent growth curve (LGC) models were fit individually to data for
each primary and component score. The aim of these models was to determine the
shape of trajectories describing the change in these scores over four occasions and
to test the predictions made by hypothesis 1. Baseline models were fit to ensure that
all subsequently tested trajectories led to an improvement in fit over models that
specified no change.
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Primary Scores
Five univariate models were fit to the repeated measures for the four primary
scores16. Fit statistics for these models are shown in Table L-1, presented in
Appendix L. Change was present in all four variables as evidenced by the noticeable
improvement in fit for all models as compared to baselines.
Lectical score. Changes in Lectical score were best represented by an
unspecified or latent curve (Δχ² = 386.48, p < .000, df = 3; ΔAIC = 38989 ),
suggesting that changes in Lectical score deviated from a strictly linear progression
between test times 2 and 3. Parameter estimates along with robust Huber-White
standard errors for the unspecified model for Lectical score are contained in Table 9.
Based on this model, participants had a significant17 mean Lectical score of 11.39 (p
< .05) with a large inter-individual variance of .14218. The estimated slope suggests
that positive change occurred across four test times at a rate of .12 with a smaller
but meaningful variation of .002. The covariance between intercept and slope was
not significant (.001, p > .05) and indistinguishable from zero given the large
standard error (.008).

16

R scripts for each analysis are available for download. See Appendix K for links.

The terms significant and nonsignificant is used throughout this chapter to exclusively
refer to the statistical significance of estimates; p values are provided next to the estimates
that are described in this manner.
17

The significance of intercept, slope, unspecified loading, and covariance estimates are
reported at the p = .05 level.
18
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Table 9
Parameter Estimates for Best-Fitting Univariate Latent Growth Curves Model Fit to Data
for Primary Scores
Primary Scores
L
Unspecified

PT
Linear

PS
Unspecified

PC
Quadratic

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Slope Mean

0.12*

.006

.12*

.007

-.050

.029

-0.10

.019

Slope Variance

.002

.002

.002

.001

.001

.001

.025

.014

Quadratic Slope Mean

—

—

—

—

—

—

0.01*

.000

Quadratic Slope Variance

—

—

—

—

—

—

.000

.000

11.39*1

.04

2.50*

.04

1.76*

.04

2.69*

.03

Intercept Variance

.142

.07

.14

.08

.17

.04

.36

.15

I-S Covariance

-.001

.008

.000

.009

.002

.004

-.05

.05

I-S2 Covariance

—

—

—

—

—

—

.003

.003

S-S2 Covariance

—

—

—

—

—

—

-.002

.001

Loading 2

3.49*

0.62

—

—

—

—

—

—

Loading 3

6.28*

1.00

—

—

-13.17 12.10

—

—

Loading 4

—

—

—

—

-22.99 23.06

—

—

Error 1

.73

.08

.74

.08

.45

.05

.19

.15

Error 2

1.42

.09

1.43

.09

1.34

.11

.5

.06

Error 3

1.17

.17

1.18

.18

1.92

.16

.43

.06

Error 4

.72

.15

.76

.14

1.0

.37

.52

.25

Intercept Mean

Note: * = p < .05; 1 - Reverse transformed value; L = Lectical Score, TS = Taking Salience, SS = Seeking
Salience, TA = Taking Accessibility, SA = Seeking Accessibility, TN = Taking Sophistication , SN = Seeking
Sophistication.

When time 2 and 3 loadings are unspecified, which is the case for this model,
the degree of change from time 1 to time 4 is the yardstick against which
comparisons are made. Each freed loading estimate represents the cumulative
proportion of total change that has occurred from the initial test time to the test time
with the freed loading. Therefore, in this instance, the loading for time 2 represents
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the proportion of total change that took place from time 1 to 2, and the loading for
time 3 represents the proportion of total change that took place from time 1 to 3
(Bollen & Curran, 2006; Hancock & Mueller, 2013). Subtracting the second loading
proportion from the third reveals the proportion of change that took place from time 2
to 3.
Following this logic, the time 2 loading estimate of 3.49 suggests that 31.4%
of total Lectical change took place between time 1 and 2, and the time 3 loading
estimate of 6.28 suggests that 56.6% of total change took place between time 1 and
3. The between test time proportions illustrate the degree of deviation from linearity
most directly: 31.4% from 1 to 2, 25.1% from 2 to 3, and 43.4% from 3 to 4. These
unspecified loading estimates indicate that change slowed between time 2 to 3 and
accelerated between time 3 and 4. Reported values for the utilized fit indices,
RMSEA = .000, CFI = 1.00. SRMR = .04, indicated an excellent fit of this model to
sample data.
Perspective taking. As indicated by the fit statistics in Table L-1, changes in
perspective-taking score were best represented by a linear curve (Δχ² = 325.94, p
< .000, df = 5; ΔAIC = 30008). Parameter estimates and robust standard errors for
the linear model are also presented in Table 9. Based on this model, participants had
a mean perspective-taking score of 2.50 at test time 1 and a mean per test time rate
of change of .12. The intercept variance of .14 reveals more inter-individual variation
in initial level than there was in slope, which was estimated at .002. The covariance
of intercept and slope was nonsignificant and estimated at 0 (p > .05). Reported
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values for various fit indices, RMSEA = .000, CFI = 1.00, SRMR = .034, also
indicated an excellent fit of this model to the data.
Perspective seeking. Changes in perspective seeking were best
represented by an unspecified curve (Δχ² = 287.2, p < .000, df = 3; ΔAIC = 5588).
Parameter estimates for this model reveal that participants had a significant mean
perspective-seeking score of 1.76 (p < .05) at test time 1 and a nonsignificant mean
per test time decrease of -.05 (p > .05). An Intercept variance of .17 is consistent
with other estimates, and a slope variance of .001 suggests that change in
perspective seeking was more consistent across participants. The covariance of
intercept and slope was not statistically significant. The estimated mean slope
estimate must be interpreted in relation to estimates of any freed loadings. Because
test times 3 and 4 were freely estimated in this model, the negative slope indicates
decline between times 1 and 2. Whether the decline continues over all occasions
depends on the loading estimates.
When the last two test times are freed, the values of the estimated loadings
represent the amount of change from time 1 to time 3 and time 1 to time 4,
respectively, relative to the amount of change from time 1 to 2. The nonsignificant
time 3 loading estimate of -13.17 (p > .05) implies that change from time 1 to 3 is
13.17 times that from time 1 to 2, or that change from time 2 to time 3 is 9.57 times
the initial interval. Similarly, the nonsignificant time 4 loading estimate of -22.99 (p > .
05) suggests that change from time 1 to 4 is 22.9 times that from time 1 to 2. This
means that change from time 2 to 4 is 19.39 times the initial interval; furthermore,
because change from time 2 to 3 was 9.57 times the initial interval, one can infer
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that change from time 3 to 4 was 9.82 times the initial interval. The negative loading
estimates reflect the fact that a decline in seeking score from time 1 to 2 gave way to
fairly steep growth between time 2 and 3 and even steeper growth between time 3
and 4. Reported values for the utilized fit indices, RMSEA = .080, CFI = .980. SRMR
= .087, indicated a moderate fit of this model to the data.
Perspective coordination. Change in perspective coordination was best
represented by a quadratic curve (Δχ² = 231.85, p < .000, df = 1 ΔAIC = 37991),
suggesting that not only did change in perspective coordination deviate from linearity
it did so in a patterned, curvilinear manner. These models were fit to 50 imputed data
sets because the function used to pool estimates failed for several models when 20
imputations was used. Parameter estimates for the quadratic model reveal that
participants had a mean perspective-seeking score of 2.69 at test time 1. The slope
mean of -.10 for the linear slope factor indicates an expected decline in coordination
scores over time. The slope mean of .025 for the quadratic slope factor suggests a
shallow degree of curvature with a tendency for change to accelerate over time.
Variance estimates of .36 for intercept and .025 for the linear slope factor suggest a
high degree of inter-individual variation. However, the variance estimate of .000 for
the quadratic slope factor suggests a uniform acceleration of growth between test
time 3 and 4. The estimated covariance between intercept and the linear and
quadratic slope factors were not statistically significant. All covariances with the
quadratic slope were estimated at 0. Reported values for the utilized fit indices,
RMSEA = .000, CFI = 1.00. SRMR = .047, indicate an excellent fit of this model to
the data.
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Component Scores
Four univariate models were fit to the repeated measures for the six
component scores. Fit statistics for these models are shown in Table L-2. Change
was present in all six variables as evidenced by the improvement in fit for all models
as compared to baselines. Deviations from linearity were the predominant pattern of
change.
Salience. Changes in perspective-taking salience score, which represents
the quantity of perspectives engaged, were best captured by an unspecified curve
with loadings 2 and 3 freely estimated (Δχ² = 173.68, p < .000, df = 3; ΔAIC =
20889). Parameter estimates and robust standard errors are provided in Table 10.
Based on this model, participants had a mean taking salience score of 2.10 at
the initial test time and a mean slope of .08. Inter-individual variation for intercept (.
18) represents more than twice the variability than what was present for slope (.003).
The covariance between intercept and slope was not statistically significant,
negative, and not distinguishable from 0 due to a large standard error.
The time 2 loading estimate of 9.13 suggests that 82.3% of total change in
taking salience scores took place between time 1 and 2, and the time 3 loading
estimate of 3.88 suggests that 35.0% of total change took place between time 1 and
3. The reduction in the percent of total change results from a mean decline in score
that took place between times 2 and 3. The between test time proportions illustrate
this more directly: 82.3% from 1 to 2, -47.3% from 2 to 3, and 65% from 3 to 4.
These estimates reveal a similar degree of growth from time 1 to 2 and 3 to 4 once
the decline from time 2 to 3 is taken into account. Reported values for the utilized fit
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indices, RMSEA = .000, CFI = 1.00. SRMR = .066, indicated an excellent fit of this
model to the data.
Table 10
Parameter Estimates for Best-Fitting Univariate Latent Growth Curve Models Fit to Data
for Primary and Component Scores
Component Scores
TS

SS

TA

SA

TN

SN

Unspecified

Linear

Unspecified

Unspecified

Unspecified

Unspecified

Est.

Est.

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Slope Mean

.08*

.010

.05* .007

.18*

.010

.15*

.010

-.05* .007

-.05* .007

Slope Variance

.003

.001

.006 .002

.004

.003

.005

.005

.002

.002

Intercept Mean

2.10* .034

1.45* .031

1.65* .041

Intercept
Variance

.18

.085

.14

.060

-.010 .007

0.70* .038

SE

.004

3.48* .051
.27

.481

SE

.002

1.70* .056

.09

.045

.12

.040

.27

.292

-.011

.008

-.008

.007

-.023 .044

-.018 .025

.90*

0.41

12.3* 1.82

12.5*

2.52* 0.73

8.76* 1.58

6.34* 2.78

I-S Covariance

-.009 .010

Loading 2

9.13* 1.25

—

—

1.64* .414

Loading 3

3.88*

1.3

—

—

3.00* .556

Error 1

.5

.092

0.31 .065

.86

.068

.69

.060

1.16

.484

0.99

.291

Error 2

.67

.082

1.06 .062

.83

.052

.98

.066

0.80

.088

0.90

.170

Error 3

.79

.081

0.95 .086

.77

.071

.93

.061

0.72

.067

1.16

.079

Error 4

.53

.107

0.54

.63

.366

1.04

.596

0.45

.056

0.69

.093

.113

2.1

Note: * = p < .05; TS = Taking Salience, SS = Seeking Salience, TA = Taking Accessibility, SA = Seeking
Accessibility, TN = Taking Sophistication, SN = Seeking Sophistication.

Change in perspective-seeking salience score was best represented by a
linear curve (Δχ² = 251.27, p < .000, df = 5; ΔAIC = 10235). Participants had a mean
seeking salience score of 1.45 at test time 1 and underwent change at a mean rate
of .05 across the four test times. Again, greater inter-individual variation was found
with initial level (.14) as compared to slope (.006). Intercept and slope covariance
was nonsignificant and negative (-.01, p > .05), indicating that participants with
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higher initial levels showed lower rates of change over time. Reported values for the
utilized fit indices, RMSEA = .057, CFI = .948, SRMR = .085 were at or below
suggested thresholds, suggesting a moderate fit of this model to the data.
Accessibility. Change in perspective-taking accessibility score, which
represents the degree of less accessible or more difficult perspectives engaged by
participants, was best captured by an unspecified curve with test time 2 and 3
loadings freely estimated (Δχ² = 227.89, p < .000, df = 3; ΔAIC = 21931). Parameter
estimates, presented in Table 10, indicate that participants had a mean score of 1.65
at test time 1. Slope estimates reveal a mean rate of change of .18 over four test
times. Variance estimates for intercept (.09) were higher than variance estimates for
slope (.004), but the slope estimate revealed that rate of change for taking
accessibility was more uniform than slope estimates for other variables. Intercept
and slope covariance was nonsignificant and negative (-.011, p > .05) indicating that
participants with higher initial levels had lower rates of change.
The time 2 loading estimate of 1.64 suggests that 14.8% of total change in
taking accessibility scores took place between time 1 and 2, and the time 3 loading
estimate of 3.00 suggests that 27% of total change took place between time 1 and 3.
The between test time proportions illustrate the deviation from linearity: 14.8% from
1 to 2, 12.3% from 2 to 3, and 73% from 3 to 4. These estimates show consistent
growth trends with a moderate amount of change between test time 1 and 3 and the
majority of change happening in the final interval. Reported values for the utilized fit
indices, RMSEA = .000, CFI = 1.00, SRMR = .028, indicated an excellent fit of this
model to the data.
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Change in perspective-seeking accessibility scores were also best
represented by an unspecified curve with test times 2 and 3 freely estimated (Δχ² =
297.73, p < .000, df = 3; ΔAIC = 4752). Parameter estimates for this model indicate
that participants had a mean seeking accessibility score of .70 at test time 1 and a
mean slope of .15. Intercept variance was considerable at .12, while slope variance
was lower and estimated at .005. Intercept and slope covariance revealed a
common pattern—nonsignificant and negative (-.008, p > .05).
The time 2 loading estimate of .90 reveals that 8.1% of change took place
between test time 1 and 2. The time 3 loading estimate of 2.52 reveals that 22.7% of
change took place between times 1 and 3. Change was smaller but consistent from
time 1 to 2 (8.1%) and from time 2 to 3 (14.6%). Again, the majority of change took
place between time 3 and 4 (77.3%). Reported values for the utilized fit indices,
RMSEA = .041, CFI = .992. SRMR = .085, indicated a strong fit of this model to the
data.
Sophistication. Changes in perspective-taking sophistication score, which
represents the thoroughness of perspectival engagement, were best captured by an
unspecified curve with freely estimated loadings at times 2 and 3 (Δχ² = 247.8, p < .
000, df = 3; ΔAIC = 28253). Parameter estimates, presented in Table 10, indicate
that participants had a mean initial taking sophistication score of 3.48 with a mean
rate of change of -.05. Again, this negative slope needs to be interpreted in light of
freely estimated loadings. Intercept variance (.27) and slope variance (.002) were in
line with estimates for other variables. Intercept and slope covariance was not
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statistically significant and had a standard error twice the size of the parameter
estimate, indicating that intercept and slope did not change together.
The time 2 loading estimate of 12.26 reveals that 110.5% of total change
occurred between test times 1 and 2. The time 3 loading estimate of 8.76 indicates
that 78.9% of total change took place between times 1 and 3. Sophistication scores
were the only variables to show overall decline from test time 1 to 4. This makes
interpretation of loading estimates different than we have seen previously. The
largest decline of 110.5% of change took place between test time 1 and 2. Part of
this decline was recovered between test time 2 and 3, where -31.5% of change took
place. The smaller time 3 loading indicates that this interval was the only one in
which positive change took place. Finally, between time 3 to 4 another 21.1% of total
change unfolded in another period of decline. Reported values for the utilized fit
indices, RMSEA = .092, CFI = .940, SRMR = .07, indicated a moderate fit of this
model to the data.
Change in perspective-seeking sophistication score was best represented by
an unspecified curve with test time 2 and 3 loadings freely estimated (Δχ² = 100.76,
p < .000, df = 3; ΔAIC = 3015). Parameter estimates reveal a mean initial level of
1.70 and a mean slope of -.05. Intercept variance (.27) was the largest of any
variable relative to the slope estimate. The slope variance (.002) was in line with
estimates for other variables. Intercept and slope covariance were nonsignificant
(-.018, p >.05) with a large standard error.
The test time 2 loading estimate of 12.53 indicated that 112.9% of total
change took place between test time 1 and 2. The test time 3 loading estimate of
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6.34 indicates that 57.1% of total change took place between test time 1 and 4.
Seeking sophistication also showed an overall decline across four occasions. The
between test time proportions illustrate this trend: 112.9% from 1 to 2, -55.8% from 2
to 3, and 42.9% from 3 to 4. These estimates indicate a rapid decline between times
1 and 2 and a consistent growth trend from times 2 to 4 that did not reach mean
scores at the initial occasion. Reported values for the utilized fit indices, RMSEA =
.068, CFI = .992, SRMR = .055, indicated a strong fit of this model to the data.
Univariate LGC Summary
Table 11 presents a summary of univariate LGC results for the primary and
component scores. The predominant pattern of change did not conform to linear
curves. Even though spurts and dips characterized change for each variable, scores
across four test times showed positive change in all variables except sophistication.
A high degree of inter-individual variation was present for initial levels in all
variables. A moderate degree of variation was present in slopes. Intercept and slope
covariance estimates were all not statistically significant, but negative estimates
were predominant—a trend that should be present in parallel process models.
Hypothesis 1 predicted that growth in Lectical level and all perspective scores would
deviate from strictly linear trajectories. This hypothesis was only partially confirmed
because perspective-taking and perspective-seeking salience were best represented
by linear trajectories.
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Table 11
Univariate LGC results summary for primary and component scores.
Percent of total
change

Parameters
Best Model

Slope

Intercept

1 to 2

2 to 3

3 to 4

Fit

Hypothesis 1
confirmation

Unspecified

.12

11.39

31.4

25.1

43.4

excellent

Y

PT

Linear

.12

2.5

—

—

—

excellent

N

PS

Unspecified

-.05

1.76

—

9.571

9.821

moderate

Y

PC

Quadratic

-.10; .0252

2.69

—

—

—

excellent

Y

TS

Unspecified

.08

2.1

82.3

-47.3

65.0

excellent

Y

SS

Linear

.05

1.45

—

—

—

moderate

N

TA

Unspecified

.18

1.65

14.8

12.3

73.0

excellent

Y

SA

Unspecified

.15

.7

8.1

14.6

77.3

strong

Y

TN

Unspecified

-.05

3.48

110.5

-31.5

21.1

moderate

Y

SN

Unspecified

-.05

1.7

112.9

-55.8

42.9

strong

Y

L

Note: 1 Time 3 and 4 loading were freed — values indicate amount of change relative to change between time
1 and 2; 2 Quadratic slope factor; L = Lectical Score, TS = Taking Salience, SS = Seeking Salience, TA =
Taking Accessibility, SA = Seeking Accessibility, TN = Taking Sophistication, SN = Seeking Sophistication, Y =
Yes, N = No.

Figure 9 visualizes the predictions, confirmations, and results pertaining to the
inverter LGC analysis. In this infographic-style data visualization, along with the
similar ones which follow, each primary and component score is represented by a
green circle. All other elements—circles, arrows, lines—represent parameter
estimates or key results from the analysis in question. The associated legends
define the use of color, lines, strokes, pattern overlays, and icons. Parameter
estimates themselves are not included. Instead, the presence or absence of a
particular element and the relative size of depicted elements allows for the withinand cross-variable comparison of parameter estimates. Unconfirmed predictions,
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when relevant, are denoted with four-pointed stars.

Figure 9. Visualization of hypothesis 1 predictions and univariate LGC results.
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These data visualizations are provided as an alternate way to interface with
results—and as a relief from additional tables. Deciphering these graphics is not
required to understand or interpret these results. All visualizations are provided in
Appendix M for easy reference.
Associations of Change: Parallel Process Models
Multivariate parallel process models were fit to the data for Lectical scores
together with three sets of variables: primary scores, taking component scores, and
seeking component scores. The aim of these models was to determine if
relationships existed between the slopes and intercepts of Lectical score and
perspective-related variables and to test the predictions made in hypotheses 2a and
2b. Baseline models were fit without latent factor or residual covariances in order to
determine if freely estimating these covariances resulted in an improvement in fit.
Primary scores
Fit statistics for the parallel process models fit jointly to Lectical score,
perspective taking, perspective seeking, and perspective coordination are presented
in Table L-3. Model 3a, specified with the best-fitting univariate LGC curves, best
captured the relationships between these variables (Δχ² = 753.06,p < .000, df = 62;
ΔAIC = -26523). This model fit unspecified curves for Lectical score and perspective
seeking and a linear curve for perspective taking. The model would not converge
with a quadratic curve fit for perspective coordination, so an unspecified curve—the
second best fitting curve in univariate models (Δχ² = 146.76, df = 3; ΔAIC = -33193,
CFI = .998, RMSEA = .092, SRMR = .066)—was used.
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Parameter estimates for latent variable covariances are presented in Table
12. Correlation coefficients were extracted from model estimates using the
cov2cor() function in R. Intercept and slope mean estimates are not included
because they were consistent with univariate LGC estimates. Intercept and mean
variances were generally lower and are provided for comparison.
Table 12
Parameter Estimates for Best-Fitting Parallel Process Models Fit to Data for Lectical and
Primary Taking, Seeking, and Coordination scores
Lectial and Primary Scores
L
Intercept

L
Slope

PT
Intercept

PT
Slope

PS
Intercept

PS
Slope

PC
Intercept

PC Slope

Variance

.548

.005

.073

.001

.138

.001

.200

0.036

SE

.058

.002

.063

.001

.038

.001

.036

0.002

L
Intercept

1

L
Slope

-.016*

-

-.314*

1

PT
Intercept

.217*

-.009

-

1.0891

-.475

1

PT
Slope

-.005

.001

.007

-

-.238

.386

.872

1

PS
Intercept

.147*

-.003

.129*

-.003

-

.536

-.129

1.291

-.267

1

PS
Slope

-.002

-.001

-.001

.000

-.001

-

-.105

-.388

-.195

-.544

-.064

1

PC
Intercept

.236*

-.004

0.18*

.005

.132*

-.005

-

.719

.132

1.51

-.371

.802*

-.379

1

PC
Slope

-.005

.000

-.005

-.003

.000

.000

.000

-

-.239

.115

-.644

-.267

-.038

.378

.011

1

Note: * = p < .05; 1 Covariance was significant, but correlation coefficient is outside of reasonable range; L =
Lectical Score, PT = Perspective Taking, PS = Perspective Seeking, PC = Perspective Coordination
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Covariance estimates indicate relationships between five latent factors.
Intercept to intercept covariances were most prevalent. Lectical intercept had a
negative covariance with Lectical slope (-.016), indicating that participants with
higher initial levels had lower rates of change over four test times. The strength of
this relationship is moderate (r = -.314, p < .05). Lectical intercept had a positive
covariance with perspective-taking intercept (.217, p < .05 ), perspective-seeking
intercept (.147, p < .05), and perspective coordination intercept (.236, p < .05).
Participants with higher initial Lectical scores tended to have higher scores on
taking (r = 1.089, p < .001.), seeking (r = .536, p < .001.), and coordination (r = .719,
p < .001.). The correlation coefficient for the relationship with taking (r = 1.089, p < .
001.) was higher than 1, so the covariance estimates are reported in subsequent
tables. Covariance estimates are not directly comparable to correlation coefficients.
The relationship with coordination (r = .719, p < .001.) was stronger than the
relationship with seeking (r = .536, p < .001.) but both estimates suggest reasonably
strong associations. The strongest relationship existed between perspective-seeking
intercept and perspective coordination intercept (.132, r = .802, p < .001).
Participants with higher initial scores seeking had higher initial scores on
coordination. The final two covariance estimates—between perspective-taking
intercept and perspective-seeking (.129) and coordination intercepts (.180)—
produced correlations coefficients greater than 1, suggesting that these estimates
are also unreliable. Fit indices suggest an excellent fit of this model to sample data
(RMSEA = .015, CFI = 1, SRMR = .066).
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Component scores
Fit statistics for the parallel process models fit jointly to Lectical score, taking
salience, taking accessibility, and taking sophistication are presented in Table L-4.
Model 3b, specified with the best-fitting univariate LGC curves, best captured the
relationships between these variables (Δχ² = 513.21,p < .000, df = 60; ΔAIC =
-1008). Estimates for models 1b and 2b would not combine using the RunMi()
function from the semTools package (0.4-6; Pornprasertmanit, Miller, Schoemann,
& Rosseel, 2014) when run with both 20 and 50 imputations. Fit statistics for model
3b suggest a strong fit of this model to sample data (RMSEA = .053, CFI = .968,
SRMR = .065).
Parameters estimates for this model’s latent factor covariances, correlations,
and variances are presented in Table 13. Three intercept-to-intercept covariances
were the only statistical significant relationships found. Lectical intercept covaried
with taking accessibility (.150, p < .05) and taking salience (.195, p < .05),
suggesting that participants with higher initial Lectical scores had higher initial
scores for taking accessibility and salience. The strength of the association was
stronger for accessibility (r = .637, p < .05) than it was for salience (r = .579, p < .
001). Taking accessibility intercept also covaried with taking salience directly (.137).
This relationship was stronger than either variable’s correlation with Lectical score (r
= .915, p <.05).
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Table 13
Parameter estimates for best-fitting parallel process models fit to data for Lectical and
component taking scores
Lectical and Taking Component Scores
L
Intercept

L

Slope

TS
Intercept

TS
Slope

TA
Intercept

TA
Slope

TN
Intercept

TN
Slope

Variance

0.530

.002

.231

.002

.104

.028

.231

.002

SE

0.050

.003

.060

.003

.065

.006

.358

.003

L
Intercept

1

L
Slope

-.010

-

-.334

1

TS
Intercept

.195*

-.006

-

.579*

-.317

1

TS
Slope

-.016

.000

-.029

-

-.133

.012

-.377

1

TA
Intercept

.15*

-.008

.137*

-.011

-

.637*

-.584

.915*

-.201

1

TA
Slope

-.006

.000

-.012

.004

-.012

-

-.163

-.203

-.546

.504

-.818

1

TN
Intercept

.043

.001

.129

-.047

.024

.005

-

.122

.044

.579

-.586

.153

.228

1

TN
Slope

-.001

.000

-.007

.004

.001

.000

-.020

-

-.041

.249

-.344

.505

.167

-.163

-.915

1

Note: * = p < .05; L = Lectical Score, TS = Taking Salience, TA = Taking Accessibility, TN = Taking
Sophistication

Fit statistics for the parallel process models fit to data for Lectical score,
perspective-seeking salience, seeking accessibility, and seeking sophistication are
presented in Table L-5. Model 2c, specified with linear curves, best represented the
sample data (Δχ² = 149.64, p < .000, df = 68; ΔAIC = -13506). Model 3c also fit the
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data quite well, but 2c was accepted due to better fit compared to the baseline
model.
Parameter estimates for this model are presented in Table 14. Lectical
intercept had a negative covariance with Lectical slope (-.017, p < .05) and the
correlation (r = -.476, p < .001) was stronger than what was estimated in the primary
score model. The majority of statistically significant covariances were intercept-tointercept associations. Lectical intercept covaried with the intercepts of seeking
accessibility (.128, r = .288, p < .05), seeking salience ( .137, r = .521, p < .05), and
seeking sophistication (.104, r = .360, p < .05), indicating that participants with
higher initial Lectical levels tended to have higher initial levels for all seeking
component scores. Lectical slope also covaried with seeking salience intercept (-.10,
r = -.609, p < .05) but not with any other latent factor. Fit indices suggest a strong fit
of this model to sample data (RMSEA = .000, CFI = 1.00, SRMR = .088).
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Table 14
Parameter Estimates for Best-Fitting Parallel Process Models Fit to Data for Lectical and
Component Seeking Scores
Lectical and Seeking Component Scores
L
Intercept

L
Slope

SS
Intercept

SS
Slope

SA
Intercept

SA
Slope

SN
Intercept

SN
Slope

Variance

0.566

.002

.123

.005

.193

.003

.148

.003

SE

0.056

.001

.065

.002

.069

.002

.077

.003

L
Intercept

1

L
Slope

-.017*

-

-.476*

1

SS
Intercept

.137*

-.10*

-

.521*

-.609*

1

SS
Slope

.006

.001

-.006

-

.107

.235

-.243

1

SA
Intercept

.128*

-.010

.100

-.006

-

.388*

-.486

.652

-.178

1

SA
Slope

-.002

.001

-.011

.004

-.017

-

-.043

.521

-.552

.914

-.726

1

SN
Intercept

.104*

.001

.079

.012

.049

.006

-

.360*

.037

.582

.426

.288

.268

1

SN
Slope

.002

-.001

-.008

.000

-.003

.000

-.014

-

.041

-.456

-.439

.091

-.132

.123

-.670

1

Note: * = p < .05 L = Lectical Score, SS = Seeking Salience, SA = Seeking Accessibility, SN = Seeking
Sophistication.

Parallel process summary
Parallel process models fit to data for Lectical score and other primary scores,
component taking scores, and component seeking scores featured strong to
excellent fit to sample data. Thirteen statistically significant relationships between
latent factors were uncovered across the three models. Correlation coefficients for
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these statistically significant associations are presented in Table 15 and visualized in
Figure 10.
Table 15
Parallel Process Model Results Summary for Primary and Component Scores
Significant associations
Best Model

Lectical and
primary
scores

Lectical and
taking
component
scores

Lectical and
seeking
component
scores

Best-fitting LGC
curves; PC fit as
unspecified

Best-fitting LGC
curves

Best-fitting LGC
curves

Variable

Variable

r

L - Intercept

L - Slope

-.314*

L - Intercept

PT - Intercept

.231*a

L - Intercept

PS - Intercept

.535*

L - Intercept

PC - Intercept

.719*

PS - Intercept

PC - Intercept

.802*

L - Intercept

TA - Intercept

.637*

L - Intercept

TS - Intercept

.579*

TA - Intercept

TS - Intercept

.915*

L - Intercept

L - Slope

-.476*

L - Intercept

SS - Intercept

.521*

L - Intercept

SA - Intercept

.388*

L - Intercept

SN - Intercept

.360*

L - Slope

SS - Intercept

-.609*

Fit

Excellent

Strong

Strong

Note: * = p < .05; a - Covariance parameter estimate provided here because correlation coefficient
was estimated to be > 1.00; L = Lectical Score, TS = Taking Salience, SS = Seeking Salience, TA =
Taking Accessibility, SA = Seeking Accessibility, TN = Taking Sophistication, SN = Seeking
Sophistication.
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Figure 10. Visualization of statistically significant parallel process correlations.
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Intercept-to-intercept correlations were predominant. A correlation between
Lectical slope and Lectical intercept and one between Lectical slope and seeking
salience intercept were the only exceptions. All intercept-to-intercept associations
were positive, indicating that participants with higher scores on the first variable
listed tended to have higher scores on the second variable. All associations involving
Lectical slope had negative coefficients, indicating that participants with higher
intercepts tended to have lower rates of change.
When broken down to the level of specific correlations, hypotheses 2a and 2b
made 27 predictions about the relationships between latent intercepts and slopes.
The correlation coefficient and confirmation status for each predicted association is
presented in Table 16 and visualized in Figure 11. Hypothesis 2a predicted that
growth rates for perspective taking, seeking, and coordination would be positively
related to growth rate in Lectical level and inversely related to initial Lectical level,
while initial levels in taking, seeking, and coordination would be positively related to
initial Lectical level. Predicted relationships were confirmed in only three instances
(33.3%). Lectical intercept was positively related to perspective-taking intercept (cov
= .231, p < .05)19 , perspective-seeking intercept (r = .535, p < .05) and perspective
coordination intercept (r = .719, p < .05). Several other correlation coefficients were
estimated in the predicted direction but were nonsignificant.

The covariance coefficient estimate is provided here because the correlation estimate was
slightly greater than 1.0.
19
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Table 16
Hypothesis 2a and 2b Predictions and Confirmations
Model
Lectical and
primary
scores

Hypothesis

2a

2a

2a

Lectical and
component
taking
scores

2b

2b

2b

Lectical and
component
seeking
scores

2b

Association

Predicted
relationship

r

Confirmed?

L - Slope

PT - Slope

+

.386

N

L - Slope

PS - Slope

+

-.388

N

L - Slope

PC - Slope

+

.115

N

L - Intercept

PT - Slope

-

-.238

N

L - Intercept

PS - Slope

-

-.105

N

L - Intercept

PC - Slope

-

-.239

N

L - Intercept

PT - Intercept

+

.231*a

Y

L - Intercept

PS - Intercept

+

.535*

Y

L - Intercept

PC - Intercept

+

.719*

Y

L - Slope

TS - Slope

none

.012

Yb

L - Slope

TA - Slope

none

-.203

Yb

L - Slope

TN - Slope

+

.249

N

L - Intercept

TS - Slope

none

-.133

Yb

L - Intercept

TA - Slope

none

-.163

Yb

L - Intercept

TN - Slope

none

-.041

Yb

L - Intercept

TS - Intercept

+

.579*

Y

L - Intercept

TA - Intercept

+

.637*

Y

L - Intercept

TN - Intercept

+

.122

N

L - Slope

SS - Slope

none

.235

Y

L - Slope

SA - Slope

none

.521

Y

L - Slope

SN - Slope

+

-.456

N
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Table 16 Continued
Model

Hypothesis

2b

2b

Association

Predicted
relationship

r

Confirmed?

L - Intercept

SS - Slope

none

.107

Yb

L - Intercept

SA - Slope

none

-.043

Yb

L - Intercept

SN - Slope

none

.041

Yb

L - Intercept

SS - Intercept

+

.521*

Y

L - Intercept

SA - Intercept

+

.388*

Y

L - Intercept

SN - Intercept

+

.360*

Y

Note: * = p < .05; a - Covariance parameter estimate provided here because correlation coefficient was
estimated to be > 1.00; b - Correlation coefficients representing weak associations (between -.200 and .200)
are interpreted as unrelated in terms of predicted associations; L = Lectical Score, PT = Perspective taking, PS
= Perspective seeking, PC = Perspective Coordination, TS = Taking Salience, SS = Seeking Salience, TA =
Taking Accessibility, SA = Seeking Accessibility, TN = Taking Sophistication, SN = Seeking Sophistication.

Hypothesis 2b predicted that growth rates for sophistication would be
positively related to growth rate in Lectical level, while salience and accessibility
would be unrelated. Growth rates for salience, accessibility, and sophistication would
be unrelated to initial Lectical level. And, initial levels of salience, accessibility, and
sophistication would be positively related to initial Lectical level. This hypothesis is
also partially confirmed. Predicted relationships were not confirmed in 3 of 18
instances (16.6%). Taking sophistication slope was positively but nonsignificantly
related to Lectical slope (r = .249, p > .05). Taking sophistication intercept was
unrelated, not positively related, to Lectical intercept (r = .122, p > .05). And seeking
sophistication slope was negatively and nonsignificantly related, not positively
related, to Lectical slope (r = -.456, p > .05). Out of these three unconfirmed
predictions, only seeking sophistication slope was predicted to relate in the opposite
direction of the estimated coefficient.
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Figure 11. Visualization of hypothesis 2 predictions and confirmations.
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Dynamics of Change: Univariate Latent Difference Score Models
Univariate LDS models were fit individually to each of the primary and
component scores. The goal of these models was to determine the pattern of
change—no change, constant change, proportional change, dual change, triple
change, or change-to-change—that was present in each variable investigated as a
univariate system of dynamic change over time. Although this aided in the
specification of the bivariate LDS models, furthering the effort to test the predictions
of hypotheses 3a and 3b, these models were not themselves used to test a specific
hypothesis.
Primary scores
Six univariate LDS models were fit to the repeated measures data for the four
primary scores. Fit statistics for these models are shown in Table L-6. Results
indicate that positive change was present in all variables as evidenced by the
improvement in fit for all models as compared to baselines. The pattern of change
best describing change in these scores was varied.
Lectical Score. Change in Lectical scores was best represented by the
changes-to-changes (CTC) model (Δχ² = 153.0, p < .05, df = 3; ΔAIC = 18530).
Thus, changes in Lectical score were dependent on both the prior Lectical level and
on how Lectical score previously changed. Parameter estimates and robust standard
errors for the CTC model for Lectical score are contained in Table 17. Based on the
CTC model, participants had a mean, transformed Lectical score of 3.36. Change in
Lectical score had three predictors. The first was the constant change component
(α), which had a significant mean of -7.63 (p < .05). The second was the proportional
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change component (β), which was significant and estimated to be 2.32 (p < .05).
And the third, was the change-to-change component (φ), which was significant and
estimated to be -2.36 (p < .05).
Table 17
Parameter Estimates for Best-Fitting Univariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to
Data for Primary Scores
Primary Scores
L
CTC Model

PT
CCS Model

PS
TCS Model

PC
CTC Model

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

-7.63*

3.58

.446*

.03

.961*

.16

1.08

1.5

Slope Variance

3.36

3.03

.03

.02

.28

.11

.09

.08

Intercept Mean

11.59*

.04

2.49*

.04

1.78*

.03

2.59*

.03

Intercept Variance

.55

.06

.13

.07

.21

.05

.2

.03

Freed Alpha (α)

—

—

—

—

.769*

.29

—

—

Beta (β)

2.32*

1.04

—

—

-.136*

.04

-.417

.58

Phi (φ)

-2.63*

1.01

—

—

—

—

-12.48

7.3

I-S Covariance

-1.31*

.53

.001

.003

-.021

.04

.086

.12

Error 1

.428

.061

.740

.086

.395

.064

.390

.033

Error 2

.458

.069

1.43

.085

1.38

.105

.523

.051

Error 3

.536

.086

1.18

.187

1.87

.150

.536

.057

Error 4

.252

.186

.770

.138

.816

.298

.969

.732

Slope Mean

Note: * = p < .05; L = Lectical Score, TS = Taking Salience, SS = Seeking Salience, TA = Taking
Accessibility, SA = Seeking Accessibility, TN = Taking Sophistication, SN = Seeking Sophistication; CCS =
Constant change score, DCS = Dual change score, TCS = Triple change score, CTC = Change-to-change.

Average per test time increases in Lectical score were 232% of the previous
test time’s Lectical score minus 236% of the previous amount of change in Lectical
score plus a constant of -7.63. As was seen in the LGC model for Lectical score,
there was considerable inter-individual variation in both initial level (.55) and the
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constant change component (3.36). Covariance between intercept and slope was
significant (-1.036, p < .05), indicating that participants with higher initial scores
tended to have lower rates of change. Fit indices suggest that this model has
excellent fit to sample data (RMSEA = .000, CFI = 1.00, SRMR = .044).
Perspective taking. Change in perspective-taking score was best
represented by the constant change score (CCS) model (Δχ² = 250.3, p < .05, df =
5; ΔAIC = 10966). Change in perspective taking was not dependent on the previous
level of perspective taking or the prior amount of change in perspective taking.
Based on the CCS model, participants had a significant mean perspective-taking
score of 2.49 (p < .05) at test time 1 and a significant rate of change estimated at .
446 (p < .05). Notable variation was present in both initial score (.134) and slope (.
025). Finally, the covariance of the initial level and the constant change component
was not statistically significant and indistinguishable from zero given a large
standard error. Fit indices suggest an excellent fit of this model to sample data
(RMSEA = .000, CFI = 1.00, SRMR = .036).
Perspective seeking. Change in perspective-seeking score was best
represented by the triple change score (TCS) model (Δχ² = 85.8, p < .05, df = 3;
ΔAIC = 1043). In the TCS model, the alpha loading for the test time 4 latent change
score (D4 in Figure 7) is freely estimated. The first two loadings are fixed at 0 and 1,
respectively, for model identification purposes (McArdle & Nesselroade, 2014).
Change in perspective seeking was dependent on previous seeking score and on
the alpha change component (the impact of which is no longer constant but instead
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dependent on test time), but not on the prior degree of change in seeking score.
Participants had a significant mean initial seeking score of 2.68 (p < .05). Change in
seeking score had two predictors. The first was the alpha change component (α),
which was significant and estimated at .961 (p < .05). The impact of the alpha
component was 0 at time 2, .961 at time 3, and .731 at time 4 due to the significant
estimated time 4 loading of .761 (p < .05). The second was the proportional change
component (β), which was significant and estimated at -.136 (p < .05). Thus,
average per test time change in seeking score was either 0% of prior seeking score
(at time 2), 96% of prior seeking score (at time 3), or 76% of prior seeking score (at
time 4) plus a constant of -.136. There was moderate variation in both initial level (.
21) and in the alpha change component (.28). The covariance between initial level
and the constant change component was not statistically significant. Fit indices
suggest a moderate fit of this model to sample data (RMSEA = .055, CFI = .963,
SRMR = .076) seeing how the RMSEA upper confidence interval is beyond the
suggested threshold for acceptable fit.
Perspective coordination. Change in perspective coordination score was
best represented by the CTC model (Δχ² = 80.5, p < .05, df = 3; ΔAIC = 9902).
Change in perspective coordination scores was dependent on prior coordination
score and on how perspective coordination recently changed. Based on the CTC
model, participants had a significant mean initial coordination score of 2.59 (p < .05).
Change in initial score had three predictors. The first was the constant change
component (α), which had a nonsignificant mean of 1.08 (p > .05). The second was
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the proportional change component (β), which was nonsignificant and estimated to
be -.417 (p > .05). The third was the change-to-change component (φ), which was
nonsignificant and estimated to be -12.48 (p > .05). Based on these model
parameters, average per test time change in coordination score was -41.7% of the
previous test times coordination score minus 1248% of the previous amount of
change in coordination plus a constant of 1.08. Intercept variance (.20) was high but
consistent with other estimates. Slope variance (.09) was lower in comparison to
slope variances for other variables. Intercept and slope covariance was not
statistically significant, with a standard error larger than the covariance estimate. Fit
indices suggest a moderate fit of this model to sample data (RMSEA = .06, CFI = .
972, SRMR = .094) given that the SRMR value was just beyond the suggested
threshold.
Component scores
The same six univariate LDS models were fit to the repeated measures data
for the six component scores for taking and seeking. Fit statistics for these models
are shown in Table L-7. Consistent with the results for the primary score models,
change was present in all component variables but the pattern of change varied
widely.
Salience. Change in perspective-taking salience score was best represented
by the CTC model (Δχ² = 175.9, p < 05, df = 3; ΔAIC = 10059). Based on this model,
change in taking salience was dependent both on the prior level of taking salience
and on how taking salience previously changed. Parameter estimates with robust
standard errors are presented in Table 18. These estimates indicate that participants
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had a significant mean taking salience score of 2.10 (p < .05). In accord with other
CTC models, change in taking salience had three predictors.
Table 18
Parameter Estimates for Best-Fitting Univariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to Data
for Component Scores
Component Scores
TS
CTC Model

SS
TCS
Model

Est.

SE

Est.

2.95*

.46

.354* .12

Slope Variance

.28

.09

Intercept Mean

2.10*

.03

Intercept Variance

.17

.1

Freed Alpha (α)

—

Beta (β)
Phi (φ)

Slope Mean

.18

SE

TA
CTC Model
Est.

SA
DCS Model

TN
TCS Model

SN
CTC Model

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

-5.53* 1.86

-2.31

2.39

.661*

.14

1.98*

.52

.06

1.56

1.02

1.54

2.17

.01

.02

.25

.15

1.50* .03

1.65*

.04

.711*

.08

3.48*

.05

1.71*

.05

.03

.11

.05

.12

.1

.07

.06

.17

.24

—

1.28* .53

—

—

—

—

.776*

.29

1.0

-

-1.04*

.2

-.05

.04

3.53* 1.04

3.33

2.95

-.184*

.02

-1.52*

.32

-.51*

.15

—

—

-3.65* 1.06

—

—

—

—

.073

.27

I-S Covariance

.13

.05

-.014

.02

-.40*

.19

-.38

.2

.004

.03

.156*

.07

Error 1

.51

.1

.33

.04

.84

.07

.7

.09

1.36

.1

1.1

.24

Error 2

.69

.07

1.02

.06

.81

.05

.98

.09

.8

.09

.96

.14

Error 3

.83

.1

1.0

.08

.76

.07

.94

.07

.72

.07

1.18

.08

Error 4

.52

.09

.29

.22

.67

.38

1.39

.5

.41

.06

.75

.12

.12

Note: * = p < .05; TS = Taking Salience, SS = Seeking Salience, TA = Taking Accessibility, SA = Seeking
Accessibility, TN = Taking Sophistication, SN = Seeking Sophistication; CCS = Constant change score, DCS =
Dual change score, TCS = Triple change score, CTC = Change-to-change.

The first was the constant change component which had a significant mean of
2.95 (p < .05). The second was the proportional change component (β), which was
significant and estimated at -1.04 (p < .05). The third was the change-to-change
component, which was also significant and estimated at -.51 (p < .05). These three
predictors allow one to calculate average per test time change in perspective-taking
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salience: -104% of prior taking salience score plus -51% percent of prior amount of
change in taking salience score plus a constant of 2.95. Considerable variation was
present in both intercept (.17) and the constant change component (.28). Covariance
between these two latent factors was significant and positive (.13, p < .05), indicating
that participants with higher initial taking salience scores tended to have higher
constant change components. Fit indices suggest an excellent fit of this model to
sample data (RMSEA = .036, CFI = .988, SRMR = .075).
Change in perspective-seeking salience was best represented by the triple
change score (TCS) model (Δχ² = 77.2, p < 05, df = 3; ΔAIC = 1448), which
indicates that change in seeking salience score was dependent on prior seeking
salience score and on the alpha change component, the value of which is itself
dependent on test time. Change is not dependent on the prior amount of change in
seeking salience. Participants had a significant mean initial seeking salience score
of 1.50 (p < .05). Change in that score had two predictors. The first was the alpha (α)
change component, which was significant and estimated at .354 (p < .05). The
impact of this alpha component on latent change scores was 0 at time 2, .354 at
time 3, and .453 at time 4, due to the significant time 4 estimated loading of 1.28 (p <
.05). The second was the proportional change component (β), which was
nonsignificant and estimated at -.05 (p > .05). Based on these model parameters,
average per test time change in seeking salience scores was either 0% of prior
seeking salience score at time 2, 35.4% of prior seeking salience score at time 3, or
45.3% of prior seeking salience score at time 4, plus a constant of
-.05. Intercept variance (.12) and slope variance (.18) were consistent with estimates
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for other variables. The covariance of the intercept and the constant change
component was nonsignificant (-.014, p > .05). Fit indices suggest an excellent fit of
this model to sample data (RMSEA = .049, CFI = .968, SRMR = .069)
Accessibility. Change in perspective-taking accessibility score was best
represented by the CTC model (Δχ² = 111.4, p < .05, df = 3; ΔAIC = 9023) fit to 50
imputed data sets. Change in perspective-taking accessibility was dependent on
prior taking accessibility score and on how taking accessibility changed since the
prior occasion. Based on the CTC model, participants had a significant mean taking
accessibility score of 1.65 (p < .05) at test time 1. Change in that score was
predicted by three parameters. The first was the constant change component (α),
which had a significant mean of -5.53 (p < .05). The second was the proportional
change component (β), which was significant and estimated to be 3.53 (p < .05). The
third was the change-to-change component (φ), which was significant and estimated
to be -3.65 (p < .05).
These parameters allow one to estimate average per test time change in
taking accessibility score as 353% of prior taking accessibility score plus -365% of
prior taking accessibility change plus a constant of -5.53. Variance estimates for the
constant change component were quite high at 1.56, almost one-third the size of
slope estimates. Intercept variance (.11) was consistent with other estimates.
Intercept and constant change covariance was significant (-.403, p < .05), indicating
that participants with higher initial levels had lower constant change components. Fit
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indices suggest an excellent fit of this model to sample data (RMSEA = .000, CFI = .
1.00, SRMR = .073).
Change in perspective-seeking accessibility was best represented by the
DCS model (Δχ² = 153.5, p < .05, df = 4; ΔAIC = 2282), which suggests that change
in seeking accessibility was dependent on both prior seeking accessibility score but
not the prior amount of change in seeking accessibility. Participants had a significant
mean seeking accessibility score of .711 (p < .05) at test time 1 and change in that
score had two predictors. The first was the constant change component (α), which
had a nonsignificant mean of -2.31 (p > .05). The second was the proportional
change component (β), which was nonsignificant and estimated at 3.33 (p > .05).
Based on these model parameters, the average change in seeking accessibility
score was -231% of prior seeking accessibility score plus a constant of 3.33.
Intercept variance (.118) was considerable given the relatively low intercept
estimate. Constant change component variance (1.54) was high relative to the alpha
parameter estimate. Intercept and slope covariance was nonsignificant and negative
(-.383, p > .05). Fit indices suggest a strong fit of this model to sample data (RMSEA
= .038, CFI = 1.00, SRMR = .079).
Sophistication. Change in perspective-taking sophistication scores was best
represented by the TCS model (Δχ² = 120.6, p < .05, df = 3; ΔAIC = 6706), which
indicates that change in taking sophistication was dependent on prior taking
sophistication scores and the value of the alpha change component but not on prior
change in taking sophistication score. Participants had a significant mean initial
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taking sophistication score of 3.48 (p < .05). Change in taking sophistication had two
predictors. The first was the alpha (α) change component which was significant and
estimated at .661 (p < .05). The impact of the alpha component on latent change
scores was 0 at time 2, .661 at time 3, and .513 at time 4, due to the significant time
4 estimated loading of .776 (p < .05). The second was the proportional change
component (β), which was significant and estimated at -.184 (p < .05). Based on
these estimated parameters, average per test time change in taking sophistication
score was either 0% of prior taking sophistication score at time 2, 66.1% of prior
taking sophistication at time 3, or 51.3% of prior taking sophistication score at time 4
plus a constant of -.184. Both Intercept variance (.07) and slope variance (.01) were
moderate relative to parameter estimates. Intercept and slope covariance was
nonsignificant (.004, p > .05), with a standard error over 7 times as large as the
covariance estimates. Fit indices suggest a moderate fit of this model to sample data
(RMSEA = .028, CFI = .915, SRMR = .08) due to a CFI value outside suggested
thresholds for ideal fit.
Change in seeking sophistication scores was best represented by the CTC
model (Δχ² = 62.2, p < .05, df = 3; ΔAIC = 1628), which suggests that change in
seeking sophistication score was dependent on both prior score and prior change in
score. Participants had a significant mean seeking sophistication score of 1.71
(p < .05) at test time 1. Change in seeking sophistication score had three predictors.
The first was the constant change component (α), which had a significant mean of
-1.98 (p < .05). The second was the proportional change component (β), which was
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nonsignificant and estimated to be -1.52 (p > .05). The third was the change-tochange component (φ), which was nonsignificant and estimated to be .073 (p > .05).
Average per test time change can be estimated as -152% of prior seeking
sophistication score plus 7.3% of the prior change in seeking sophistication score
plus a constant of -1.98. Inter-individual variation in intercept (.17) and slope (.25)
were quite large. Intercept and slope covariance was significant (.156, p < .05),
indicating that participants with higher initial seeking sophistication scores tended to
have higher constant change components. Fit indices suggest an excellent fit of this
model to sample data (RMSEA = .029, CFI = 1.00, SRMR = .064).
Univariate LDS Summary
Univariate LDS models were fit to data for each primary and component
score. Model fit was moderate or better for all variables, suggesting that the
deviations from linearity found in most univariate LGC models are well accounted for
in the more complex LDS representations. Table 19 presents a summary of best
fitting model types by variable along with an overview of how between test time
change is calculated for each model given estimated parameters. Figure 12
visualizes these results. All variables except for perspective taking indicated that
subsequent change was predicted by, at a minimum, prior score (β) and a constant
change component (α), estimated as the mean slope. In four instances, subsequent
change was also predicted by prior amount of change (φ). These models examined
the pattern of change—no change, constant change, proportional change, dual
change, triple change, or change-to-change—operative in these univariate systems.
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In the final set of models, the coupled class of relationships was investigated in the
context of bivariate dynamic systems.
Table 19
Univariate LDS Model Results Summary for Primary and Component Scores
Average change calculation
Prior
Change
(φ)

Best
Model

Intercept

Test
time

Prior
Score (β)

Constant
(α)

Fit

L

CTC

11.39

all

232%

+

-236%

+

-7.63

excellent

PT

CCS

2.50

all

-

+

-

+

.446

excellent

PS

TCS

1.76

2

0%

+

-

+

-.136

moderate

3

96%

+

-

+

-.136

4

76%

+

-

+

-.136

PC

CTC

2.69

all

-42%

+

-1248%

+

1.080

moderate

TS

CTC

2.10

all

-104%

+

-51%

+

2.950

excellent

SS

TCS

1.45

2

0%

+

-

+

-.050

excellent

3

35%

+

-

+

-.050

4

45%

+

-

+

-.050

TA

CTC

1.65

all

353%

+

-365%

+

-5.530

excellent

SA

DCS

0.70

all

-231%

+

-

+

3.330

strong

TN

TCS

3.48

2

0%

+

-

+

-.184

moderate

3

66%

+

-

+

-.184

4

51%

+

-

+

-.184

all

-152%

+

7%

+

-1.980

SN

CTC

1.70

excellent

Note: L = Lectical Score, TS = Taking Salience, SS = Seeking Salience, TA = Taking Accessibility, SA =
Seeking Accessibility, TN = Taking Sophistication, SN = Seeking Sophistication; CCS = Constant change
score; DCS = Dual change score, TCS = Triple change score, CTC = Change-to-change.
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Figure 12. Visualization of univariate LDS estimates.
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Dynamics of Change: Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models
Bivariate LDS models were fit to Lectical score paired with every other
primary and component score. These models were used to identify leading
indicators—which is when prior level and/or prior change in one variable predicts
subsequent change in another variable—and to test hypotheses 3a and 3b. Two
model progressions were fit for each pair of variables. The first series of models
specified within-construct dynamics in the same manner as the best-fitting univariate
LDS models. Then, they tested gamma coupling relationships between prior score
and subsequent change. The second series of models were specified in terms of the
best-fitting series 1 models. Then, they tested for ksi coupling relationships between
prior change and subsequent change.
Primary scores
Two series of four models were fit to the repeated measures data for Lectical
score paired with perspective taking, perspective seeking, and perspective
coordination. Dynamic coupling relationships were present in the best-fitting models
for most variables, but only a few coupling estimates were statistically significant. Fit
statistics are presented in Appendix K and parameter estimates are presented in-text
throughout this section.
Lectical score and perspective taking. Fit statistics for bivariate models fit
to data for Lectical score and perspective taking are contained in Table L-8. The
dynamics between Lectical score and perspective taking were best represented by
model 3a, which specified gamma coupling from perspective taking to Lectical score
(Δχ² = 7.271, Δdf = 1, p < .05; ΔAIC = 2). The addition of unidirectional or
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bidirectional ksi couplings in series 2 did not lead to an improvement in fit over
model 3a.
Parameter estimates and robust standard errors for model 3a are contained
in Table 20. The change equations for this model were estimated as
ΔL = .829 + -.646 • L[t - 1]n + .626 • PT[t - 1]n + -1.40 • ΔL[t - 1]n and
ΔPT = .436
where L represents Lectical score, ΔL represents change in Lectical score, PT
represents perspective-taking score, and ΔPT represents change in perspectivetaking score. Parameters shown in bold are significantly different from 0 with p
values less than .05. In this model, change in Lectical score was negatively
predicted by both prior Lectical score (β = -.646, p > .05) and prior Lectical change
(φ = -1.40, p > .05) and positively predicted by prior perspective-taking score (γ = .
626, p > .05)20. Changes in perspective-taking score were significantly impacted by
the constant change component (α = .436, p < .05). None of the dynamic
parameters (β, γ, φ, and ξ) were statistically significant, suggesting that neither
variable acted as a leading indicator of subsequent change in the other variable.
To be a leading indicator or dynamic determinant, either prior score or degree
of prior change in one variable will statistically significantly predict subsequent
change in another variable. Leading indicators capture dynamic, time-dependent

The estimated mean for the constant change component (α) functions as an intercept in equations
predicting change in each variable. The sign and magnitude of the constant change component mean
varies as a function of the sign and magnitude of the scale of raw scores. For example, if a constant
were added to each score, the constant change component estimated mean would change, while all
other dynamic parameter estimates would remain the same. As such, interpreting the mean of the
constant change component is difficult (see Grimm et. al., 2012).
20

(5)
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relationships. Because the effects of third variables are not controlled for, however,
leading indicator relationships do not amount to causal relationships. Fit indices
suggested an excellent fit of this model to sample data (RMSEA = .000, CFI = 1.00,
SRMR = .049).
Table 20
Parameter Estimates for Best-Fitting Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to Data
for Lectical and Primary Taking, Seeking, and Coordination scores
Mode 3a: Y ⇾ X Gamma
L (X)
Est.

PT (Y)

SE

Model 4b: X ⇿ Y Dual Ksi
L (X)

PS (Y)

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

-.497 1.23

Model 2a: X ⇾ Y Gamma
L (X)
Est.

PC (Y)

SE

Est.

SE

-7.51 3.22
*

4.28

11.4

Univariate
Slope Mean

.829 19.6

.436*

.03

-5.09

8.41

Slope Variance

4.03 15.7

.02

.02

3.37

6.49

.18

.1

3.18

2.41

3.29

4.17

Intercept Mean

3.37*

.05

2.49*

.05

3.37*

.04

1.78*

.03

3.37*

.04

2.68*

.04

.52

.1

.13

.09

.54

.06

.22

.11

.54

.06

.21

.05

Beta

-.646

7.3

—

—

1.57

2.49

.156

.7

2.28*

.94

-2.21

2.95

Gamma

.626 2.01

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.44

1.3

Phi

-1.4

3.03

—

—

-1.75

3.01

—

—

.09

6.37

Ksi

—

—

—

—

.177

.59

5.27* 1.47

.008

.04

-.891

1.34

-.066

Intercept
Variance

I - S Cov.

.142 3.15

-2.64 1.03
*
—

—

—

—

.13

-1.27
*

.48

.359

.85

Error 1

.47

.1

.76

.1

.45

.06

.38

.11

.44

.07

.36

.06

Error 2

.44

.07

1.39

.09

.46

.06

1.27

.11

.46

.07

.52

.06

Error 3

.52

.14

1.17

.28

.53

.08

1.9

.18

.55

.1

.49

.09

Error 4

.36

.48

.8

.18

.3

.15

.59

.41

.32

.18

.48

.2

Bivariate

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Y Slope

.043

.162

-.188

.349

-.199

3.470

Y Intercept

-.085

1.080

-.170

.318

-.541*

.228

X Slope …
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Table 20 Continued
Mode 3a: Y ⇾ X Gamma

Model 4b: X ⇿ Y Dual Ksi

Model 2a: X ⇾ Y Gamma

L (X)

PT (Y)

L (X)

PS (Y)

L (X)

PC (Y)

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Y Slope

-.016

.031

.088

.121

.308

1.220

Y Intercept

.201*

.069

.117*

.044

.236*

.038

X Intercept …

Note: * = p < .05; L = Lectical Score, PT = Perspective taking, PS = Perspective seeking, PC = Perspective
Coordination.

Lectical score and perspective seeking. Fit statistics for bivariate models fit
to data for Lectical score and perspective seeking are contained in Table L-9. Withinconstruct dynamics for perspective seeking were initially specified in terms of the
best-fitting univariate TCS model, but this led to difficulty with model convergence
and the pooling of variance estimates. When perspective seeking was respecified
with in terms of the second best-fitting univariate DCS model, these issues were
partially ameliorated. The dynamics between Lectical score and perspective seeking
were best represented by model 4b, which specified bidirectional ksi coupling from
each variable to the other (Δχ² = 9.05, Δdf = 2, p < .05; ΔAIC = 4). Series 1 gamma
couplings did not improve fit as compared to the no-coupling baseline model, so
series 2 models were fit without gamma relationships.
Parameter estimates and robust standard errors were also contained in Table
20. The change equations for the best fitting model were estimated as
ΔL = -5.09 + 1.57 • L[t - 1]n + -1.75 • ΔL[t - 1]n + .177 • ΔPS[t - 1]n,
ΔPS = -.497 + .156 • PS[t - 1]n + 5.27 • ΔL[t - 1]n

(6)
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where L represents Lectical score, ΔL represents change in Lectical score, PS
represents perspective-seeking score, and ΔPS represents change in perspectiveseeking score. Parameters shown in bold are significantly different from 0 with p
values less than .05. In this model, change in Lectical score was positively predicted
by prior Lectical score (β = 1.57, p > .05), negatively predicted by prior change in
Lectical score (φ = -1.75, p > .05), and positively predicted by prior change in
perspective-seeking score (ξ = 1.77, p > .05). Change in perspective-seeking score
was positively predicted by both prior perspective-seeking score (β = .156, p > .05)
and prior change in Lectical score (ξ = 5.27, p < .05). The ksi coupling estimate from
Lectical score to perspective seeking was the only statistically significant coupling
relationship. Thus, if Lectical score recently increased, these equations predict larger
subsequent change in perspective-seeking score. Based on these results, Lectical
score acted as a leading indicator of change in perspective seeking. Fit indices
suggested an excellent fit of this model to sample data (RMSEA = .000 , CFI = 1.00 ,
SRMR = .060).
Three predicted trajectories for perspective-seeking score are presented in
Figure 13 to illustrate this dynamic relationship. Identical parameters were used to
generate these trajectories, with the only exception being the size of the constant
change component (α) for Lectical score. For the upper dashed curve, the constant
change component for Lectical score was .5 SD above the mean (larger increases in
the Lectical score); for the middle solid line, the constant change component for
Lectical score was at the mean; and for the lower dotted line, the constant change
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component for Lectical score was .5 SD below the mean (smaller increases in the
Lectical score).
This plot exemplifies how the magnitude and direction of recent Lectical
change affect the trajectories for perspective-seeking score. If prior Lectical change
was larger, there was a predicted sharp increase in perspective-seeking score,
whereas if prior Lectical change was smaller, or if Lectical score recently decreased,
there was a predicted decline in perspective-seeking score over time.

Figure 13. Predicted trajectories for perspective-seeking score as a function of
variation in the constant change component for Lectical score.
Lectical score and perspective coordination. Fit statistics for bivariate
models fit to data for Lectical score and perspective coordination scores are
presented in Table L-10. The dynamics between Lectical score and perspective
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coordination were best represented by model 2a, which specified gamma coupling
from Lectical score to perspective coordination (Δχ² = 7.68, Δdf = 1, p < .05; ΔAIC =
2). The addition of ksi couplings in series 2 models did not result in an improvement
in fit over the no-coupling baseline.
Parameter estimates and robust standard errors for model 2a were presented
in Table 20. The change equations for the best fitting model were estimated as
ΔL = -7.51 + 2.28 • L[t - 1]n + -2.64 • ΔL[t - 1]n
ΔPC = 4.28 + -2.21 • PC[t - 1]n + .44 • L[t - 1]n + .09 • ΔPC[t - 1]n
where L represents Lectical score, ΔL represents change in Lectical score, PC
represents perspective coordination score, and ΔPC represents change in
perspective coordination score. Parameters shown in bold are significantly different
from 0 with p values less than .05. Again, I will focus on the dynamic parameters (β,
γ, φ, and ξ). Change in Lectical score was positively predicted by prior Lectical score
(β = 2.28, p < .05) and negatively predicted by prior Lectical change (φ = -2.64, p < .
05), whereas change in perspective coordination score was negatively predicted by
prior coordination score (β = -2.21, p > .05) and positively predicted by both prior
Lectical score (γ = .44, p > .05) and prior coordination change (φ = .09, p > .05).
None of the dynamic parameter estimates for perspective coordination, including the
gamma coupling estimates, were statistically significant, suggesting that neither
variable acts as a leading indicator of change in the other variable. Fit indices
suggest an excellent fit of this model to sample data (RMSEA = .000 , CFI = 1.00 ,
SRMR = .059).
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Component scores
In order to test the predictions made in hypothesis 3b, the same two series of
four bivariate LDS models were fit to the repeated measures of Lectical score paired
with each of the six component scores for perspective taking and seeking. The first
series tested for gamma coupling and the second for gamma and ksi coupling. The
aim of these models was to identify leading indicators in these bivariate systems.
Once again, dynamic coupling was present in the best-fitting models for most
scores, but only a few were statistically significant.
Lectical score and taking salience. Fit statistics for bivariate models fit to
data for Lectical score and perspective-taking salience are presented in Table L-11.
The dynamics between Lectical score and taking salience were best represented by
model 3b, which specified ksi coupling from perspective-taking salience to Lectical
score (Δχ² = 9.37, Δdf = 1, p < .05; ΔAIC = 2). Neither unidirectional or bidirectional
gamma coupling improved fit in series 1 models, so series 2 models were specified
without gamma coupling relations.
Parameter estimates and robust standard errors are contained in Table 21.
The change equations for the best fitting models were estimated as
ΔL = -4.25 + 1.32 • L[t - 1]n + -.74 • ΔL[t - 1]n + -.218 • ΔTS[t - 1]n
ΔTS = 3.20 + -1.17 • TS[t - 1]n + -.46 • ΔTS[t - 1]n
where L represents Lectical score, ΔL represents change in Lectical score, TS
represents perspective-taking salience score, and ΔTS represents change in
perspective-taking salience score. Parameters shown in bold are significantly
different from 0 with p values less than .05. The change equations describe a
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dynamic system where changes in Lectical score were positively predicted by prior
Lectical score (β = 1.32, p > .05), negatively predicted by prior changes in Lectical
score (φ = -.74, p > .05), and negatively predicted by prior changes in taking
salience score (ξ = -.218, p > .05). Changes in perspective-taking salience score
were negatively predicted by both prior taking salience score (β = -1.17, p < .05) and
prior taking salience change (φ = -.46, p > .05). The ksi coupling parameter estimate
from taking salience to Lectical score was not statistically significant, suggesting that
neither variable acts as a leading indicator of change in the other variable. Fit indices
suggest an excellent fit of this model to sample data (RMSEA = .000 , CFI = 1.00 ,
SRMR = .055).
Table 21
Parameter Estimates for Best-Fitting Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to
Data for Lectical and Component Salience Scores
Best Model: 3b Y ⇾ X Ksi
L (X)

Best Model: 4a X ⟷ Y Gamma

TS (Y)

L (X)

SS (Y)

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Slope Mean

-4.25

8.13

3.20*

.69

-6.77

6.91

-5.4*

2.11

Slope Variance

2.56

3.8

.35

.16

3.0

4.11

1.41

.99

Intercept Mean

3.37*

.04

2.10*

.04

3.37*

.05

1.50*

.03

Intercept Variance

.54

.06

.17

.1

.54

.06

.16

.16

Beta

1.32

2.41

-1.17*

.31

2.05

2.03

-.2

.66

—

—

—

—

.01

.72

1.67*

.6

Phi

-.74

4.23

-.46

.24

-2.18

2.83

—

—

Ksi

-.218

.45

—

—

—

—

—

—

I - S Covariance

-.76

1.29

.148*

.06

-1.14

1.12

-.17

.1

Error 1

.46

.07

.51

.11

.44

.06

.3

.16

Univariate

Gamma
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Table 21 Continued
Best Model: 3b Y ⇾ X Ksi
L (X)

Best Model: 4a X ⟷ Y Gamma

TS (Y)

L (X)

SS (Y)

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Error 2

.44

.06

.66

.11

.46

.07

.98

.07

Error 3

.51

.07

.76

.06

.53

.1

.96

.09

Error 4

.33

.22

.56

.12

.29

.16

.48

.24

Bivariate

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Y Slope

-0.265

0.435

1.91

1.90

Y Intercept

-0.253

0.463

-.221

0.311

Y Slope

.172*

0.059

-.821*

0.303

Y Intercept

.183*

0.04

.105*

0.044

X Slope and …

X Intercept and …

Note: * = p < .05; L = Lectical Score, TS = Taking Salience, SS = Seeking Salience

Lectical score and seeking salience. Fit statistics for bivariate LDS models
fit to data for Lectical score and perspective-seeking salience are presented in Table
L-12. Within-construct dynamics for seeking salience were initially specified in terms
of the best-fitting univariate TCS model, but this led to difficulty with model
convergence. When seeking salience was respecified with in terms of the second
best-fitting univariate DCS model, the degree of model convergence improved. The
relationships between Lectical score and perspective-seeking salience were best
represented by model 4a, which specified bidirectional gamma coupling (Δχ² =
16.91, Δdf = 2, p < .05; ΔAIC = -4). Neither unidirectional or bidirectional ksi
couplings led to an improvement in fit.
Parameter estimates and robust standard errors were also presented in Table
21. The change equations for the best-fitting model were estimated as
(9)
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ΔL = -6.77 + 2.05 • L[t - 1]n + .01 • SS[t - 1]n + -2.18 • ΔL[t - 1]n
ΔSS = -5.4 + -.20 • SS[t - 1]n + 1.67 • L[t - 1]n
where L represents Lectical score, ΔL represents change in Lectical score, SS
represents perspective-seeking salience score, and ΔSS represents change in
perspective-seeking salience score. Parameters shown in bold are significantly
different from 0 with p values less than .05. The change equations describe a
dynamic system such that changes in Lectical score were positively predicted by
both prior Lectical score (β = 2.05, p > .05) and prior perspective-seeking salience
score (γ = .01, p > .05), and negatively predicted by prior change in Lectical score (φ
= -2.18, p > .05). Changes in perspective-seeking salience score were negatively
predicted by prior seeking salience score (β = -.20, p > .05) and positively predicted
by prior Lectical score (γ = 1.67, p < .05). The gamma coupling estimate from
Lectical score to perspective-seeking salience was the only statistically significant
coupling relationship. Thus, if prior Lectical score was higher, these equations
predict larger subsequent change in perspective-seeking salience score. Based on
these results, Lectical score acted as leading indicator in the bivariate dynamic
system. Fit indices suggest an excellent fit of this model to sample data (RMSEA = .
000 , CFI = 1.00 , SRMR = .047).
To illustrate this dynamic coupling, the interrelations between each variable’s
initial score and expected trajectory are depicted in Figure 14. The expected mean
for each variable is plotted as a function of three different initial values of itself (i.e.,
1.96 SD above the mean, the mean, and 1.96 SD below the mean). For each
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condition, three lines are plotted to represent the trajectory of the variable as a
function of different initial values for the other variable (i.e., the mean and 1.96 SD
above and below the mean).
These plots depict how initial scores contribute to expected trajectories as
determined by all parameters included in equation 5. In Figure 14a, it is apparent
that within-construct dynamic parameter estimates (β and φ) for Lectical score
generate a notable pattern. When initial Lectical score is above the mean, growth
tends to be steeper over time, despite the negative impact of the phi estimate. When
initial Lectical scores are below the mean, steeper decline is predicted. The
estimated gamma parameter from seeking salience to Lectical score is very small
and insignificant, leading to three Lectical trajectories per plot that are hard to
discern and which are ostensibly the same regardless of initial seeking salience
values.
In Figure 14b, both the within- and between-construct parameters (β and γ)
for seeking salience reveal an interesting pattern. Initial seeking salience scores
above the mean (top panel, Figure 14b) tend to inhibit growth (due to the negative
beta estimate), whereas prior Lectical scores above the mean (upper dashed curve)
tend to predict more rapid seeking salience growth and prior Lectical scores below
the mean (lower dotted curve) tend to predict more rapid seeking salience decline.
When initial seeking salience scores are below the mean (bottom panel, Figure 14b),
similar impacts of both prior seeking salience score and prior Lectical score are
apparent. Considered together, the size of prior Lectical score was a strong
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determinant of seeking salience trajectories regardless of the size of initial seeking
salience scores; such is the case for robust leading indicator relationships.

Figure 14. Expected latent trajectories for Lectical score and perspective-seeking
salience as a function of the Lectical-seeking salience system.
Lectical score and taking accessibility. Fit statistics for bivariate models fit
to data for Lectical score and perspective-taking accessibility are presented in Table
L-13. The dynamics between Lectical score and perspective-taking accessibility
were best represented by model 1a (χ² = 3.043, df = 13; AIC = 57190). Neither
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gamma or ksi couplings resulted in an improvement in fit for any of the models
tested.
Parameter estimates and robust standard errors are contained in Table 22.
The absence of dynamic relationships between subsequent change in one variable
and prior score or prior change in the other variable, lead to the following change
equations:
ΔL = -8.16 + 2.47 • L[t - 1]n + -2.7 • ΔL[t - 1]n
ΔTD = -6.14 + 3.89 • TD[t - 1]n + -3.96 • ΔTD[t - 1]n
where L represents Lectical score, ΔL represents change in Lectical score, TD
represents perspective-taking accessibility score, and ΔTD represents change in
perspective-taking accessibility score. Parameters shown in bold are significantly
different from 0 with p values less than .05. Change in Lectical score was positively
predicted by prior Lectical score (β = 2.47, p > .05) and negatively predicted by prior
changes in Lectical score (φ = -2.70, p > .05). Change in perspective-taking
accessibility score was positively predicted by prior taking accessibility score (β =
3.89, p < .05) and negatively predicted by prior change in taking accessibility score
(φ = -3.96, p < .05). Based on these results and the lack of any dynamic coupling
relationships, statistically significant or otherwise, neither variable appears to act as
a leading indicator of the other variable. Fit indices suggest an excellent fit of this
model to sample data (RMSEA = .000 , CFI = 1.00 , SRMR = .045).
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Table 22
Parameter Estimates for Best-Fitting Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to
Data for Lectical and Component Accessibility Scores
Model 1a: No coupling
L (X)

Model 1a: No Coupling

TA (Y)

L (X)

SA (Y)

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Slope Mean

-8.16

4.88

-6.14*

2.08

-8.47

6.28

-1.88*

.91

Slope Variance

3.91

4.92

1.53

1.16

4.82

7.89

.99

.62

Intercept Mean

3.37*

.04

1.65*

.04

3.38*

.05

.705*

.04

Intercept Variance

.54

.06

.09

.05

.54

.07

.12

.05

Beta

2.47

1.43

3.89*

1.16

2.55

1.83

2.79*

1.12

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Phi

-2.7

1.83

-3.96*

.99

-2.53

2.71

—

—

Ksi

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

-1.36

.72

-.36

.21

-1.4

.89

-.338*

.13

Error 1

.44

.06

.86

.07

.44

.07

.71

.07

Error 2

.46

.07

.84

.05

.46

.07

.97

.07

Error 3

.53

.09

.78

.08

.54

.09

.93

.07

Error 4

.25

.19

.69

.4

.27

.2

1.4

.44

Univariate

Gamma

I - S Covariance

Bivariate

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Y Slope

1.310

.862

1.043

.929

Y Intercept

-.336

.202

-.370

.269

Y Slope

-.510*

.193

-.394*

.202

Y Intercept

.129*

.038

.139*

.033

X Slope and …

X Intercept and …

Note: * = p < .05; L = Lectical Score, TA = Taking Accessibility, SA = Seeking Accessibility

Lectical score and seeking accessibility. Fit statistics for bivariate models
fit to data for Lectical score and perspective-seeking accessibility are presented in
Table L-14. The dynamics between Lectical score and seeking accessibility were
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best represented by model 2a (χ² = 6.525, df = 15; AIC = 48585). Neither gamma or
ksi couplings resulted in an improvement in fit for any of the models tested.
Parameter estimates and robust standard errors were also presented in Table
22. The absence of dynamic relationships between variables produced change
equations estimated as
ΔL = -8.47 + 2.55 • L[t - 1]n + -2.53 • ΔL[t - 1]n
ΔSD = -1.88 + 2.79 • SD[t - 1]n
where L represents Lectical score, ΔL represents change in Lectical score, SD
represents perspective-seeking accessibility score, and ΔSD represents change in
perspective-seeking accessibility score. Parameters shown in bold are significantly
different from 0 with p values less than .05. Changes in Lectical score were
positively predicted by prior Lectical score (β = 2.55, p > .05) and negatively
predicted by prior changes in Lectical score (φ = -2.53, p > .05). Changes in
perspective-seeking accessibility score were positively predicted by prior seeking
accessibility score (β = 2.79, p < .05). Based on the the absence of any dynamic
coupling relationships, statistically significant or otherwise, suggests that neither
variable acts as a leading indicator of change in the other variable. Fit indices
suggest an excellent fit of this model to sample data (RMSEA = .000, CFI = 1.00,
SRMR = .070).
Lectical score and taking sophistication. Fit statistics for bivariate models
fit to data for Lectical score and perspective-taking sophistication are presented in
Table L-15. Within-construct relations for perspective-taking sophistication were
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initially specified with TCS parameters, but this prevented the majority of the
bivariate models from converging. Once taking sophistication was re-specified with
second best-fitting CTC dynamics, it was apparent that the relationship between
Lectical score and taking sophistication were best represented by model 2a (Δχ² =
3.22, Δdf = 1, p < .05; ΔAIC = 2). This model specified a gamma coupling
relationship from Lectical score to taking sophistication. The addition of ksi couplings
in series 2 models did not result in an improvement in fit over the no-coupling
baseline.
Parameter estimates and robust standard errors are presented in Table 23.
The change equations for the best-fitting model were estimated as
ΔL = -9.04 + 2.74 • L[t - 1]n + -3.28 • ΔL[t - 1]n
ΔTN = 3.28 + -1.09 • TN[t - 1]n + -.04 • L[t - 1]n + -.17 • ΔTN[t - 1]n
where L represents Lectical score, ΔL represents change in Lectical score, TN
represents perspective-taking sophistication score, and ΔTN represents change in
taking sophistication score. Parameters shown in bold are significantly different from
0 with p values less than .05. The change equations describe a dynamic system
such that changes in Lectical score were positively predicted by prior Lectical score
(β = 2.74, p < .05) and negatively predicted by prior changes in Lectical score (φ =
-3.28, p < .05). Changes in perspective-taking sophistication score were negatively
predicted by prior taking sophistication score (β = -1.09, p > .05), prior Lectical score
(γ = -.04, p > .05), and prior change in taking-sophistication score (φ = -.17, p > .05).
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Table 23
Parameter estimates for best-fitting bivariate latent difference scores models fit to
data for Lectical component sophistication scores
Model 2a: X ⇾ Y Gamma
L (X)

Model 2a: X ⇾ Y Gamma

TN (Y)

L (X)

SN (Y)

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

-9.04*

.07

3.28

10.4

-8.07*

3.99

-.24

5.93

Slope Variance

4.31

4.46

.89

5.65

3.58

3.42

.89

2.51

Intercept Mean

3.37*

.04

3.48*

.05

3.37*

.04

1.71*

.05

.53

.06

.55

.62

.53

.06

.24

.41

2.74*

1.42

-1.09

.7

2.45*

1.16

-1.13

.63

—

—

-.04

2.39

—

—

.47

1.47

Phi

-3.28*

1.16

-.17

.14

-2.81*

1.3

—

—

Ksi

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

-1.45*

.68

-.04

.11

-1.33*

.6

.02

.26

Error 1

.46

.07

.87

.61

.44

.07

1.03

.41

Error 2

.45

.06

.81

.11

.47

.07

.95

.1

Error 3

.51

.06

.72

.1

.54

.08

1.14

.12

Error 4

.27

.23

.43

.11

.27

.21

.77

.14

Univariate
Slope Mean

Intercept Variance
Beta
Gamma

I - S Covariance

Bivariate

Est.

SE

Est.

SE

Y Slope

-.214

3.46

0.189

2.27

Y Intercept

-.205

.23

-0.437

0.296

Y Slope

.028

1.16

-0.139

0.791

Y Intercept

.078

.08

0.176*

0.067

X Slope and …

X Intercept and …

Note: * = p < .05; L = Lectical Score, TN = Taking Sophistication, SN = Seeking Sophistication.

None of the dynamic parameter estimates for perspective-taking
sophistication, including the gamma coupling estimate from prior Lectical score,
were statistically significant. These results suggest that neither variable acts as a
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leading indicator of change in the other variable. Fit indices suggest an excellent fit
of this model to sample data (RMSEA = .000 , CFI = 1.00 , SRMR = .049).
Lectical score and seeking sophistication. Fit statistics for bivariate
models fit to Lectical score and perspective-seeking sophistication scores are
presented in Table L-16. Most bivariate models would not converge with seeking
sophistication specified in terms of the best fitting univariate CTC model. When
specified in terms of the second best fitting univariate DCS model, enough series 1
models converged to make fit comparisons. The dynamics between Lectical score
and seeking sophistication were best represented by model 2a, which specified
gamma coupling from Lectical score to seeking sophistication score (Δχ² = 21.58,
Δdf = 1, p < .05; ΔAIC = 2). The addition of ksi coupling relationships in series 2
resulted in across-the-board nonconvergence.
Parameter estimates and robust standard errors were also presented in Table
23. Change equations for the best-fitting model were estimated as
ΔL = -8.07 + 2.45 • L[t - 1]n + -2.81 • ΔL[t - 1]n
ΔSN = -.24 + -1.13 • SN[t - 1]n + .47 • L[t - 1]n
where L represents Lectical score, ΔL represents change in Lectical score, SN
represents perspective-seeking sophistication score, and ΔSN represents change in
seeking sophistication score. Parameters shown in bold are significantly different
from 0 with p values less than .05. The change equations describe a dynamic
system such that changes in Lectical score were positively predicted by prior
Lectical score (β = 2.45, p < .05) and negatively predicted by prior changes in
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Lectical score (φ = -2.81, p < .05). Changes in perspective-seeking sophistication
score were negatively predicted by prior seeking sophistication score (β = -1.13, p
> .05) and positively predicted by prior Lectical score (γ = .47, p < .05). Once again,
the gamma coupling estimate from Lectical score to seeking sophistication was not
statistically significant, suggesting that neither variable appears to have acted as a
leading indicator of change in the other variable. Fit indices suggest an excellent fit
of this model to sample data (RMSEA = .000 , CFI = 1.00, SRMR = .050).
Bivariate LDS Summary
Bivariate LDS models were fit to data for Lectical score paired with every
other primary and component score. Model fit was excellent for all accepted models,
suggesting that identified statistically significant relationships are good
representations of dynamic patterns in sample data. Table 24 presents a summary of
the identified dynamic coupling relationships, along with a brief description of the
impact that significant leading indicators (in bold in the last column) have on
subsequent change in dynamically related variables. Figure 15 visualizes these
results.
A total of nine coupling relationships were identified. Six of these relationships
were gamma couplings, and prior Lectical score was the most frequent predictor of
subsequent change in perspective-related variables. The remaining three instances
were ksi couplings, where prior change in a perspective-related variable was the
most frequent predictor of subsequent Lectical change. For the bivariate systems
describing Lectical score and both perspective-taking accessibility and perspectiveseeking accessibility, the absence of any coupling relationships was the trend.
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Table 24
Bivariate LDS Model Results Summary for Primary and Component Scores
Best
Model

Fit

Coupling

Coupling
Estimate

Impact of leading indicators

L / PT

3a

excellent

Y ⇾ X Gamma

.626

—

5.27*

excellent

Larger ΔL ⇾ More Rapid ΔPS

4b

X ⇾ Y Ksi
L / PS

Y ⇾ X Ksi

.177

—

X/Y

L / PC

2a

excellent

X ⇾ Y Gamma

.440

—

L / TS

3b

excellent

Y ⇾ X Ksi

-.218

—

1.67*

excellent

Higher L ⇾ More Rapid ΔSS

4a

X ⇾ Y Gamma
L / SS

Y ⇾ X Gamma

.010

—

L / TA

1a

excellent

none

—

—

L / SA

1a

excellent

none

—

—

L / TN

2a

excellent

X ⇾ Y Gamma

-.040

—

L /SN

2a

excellent

X ⇾ Y Gamma

.470

—

Note: * = p < .05; Significant leading indicators are in bold; L = Lectical Score, TS = Taking Salience, SS =
Seeking Salience, TA = Taking Accessibility, SA = Seeking Accessibility, TN = Taking Sophistication, SN =
Seeking Sophistication.

The most notable pattern in these results is that only 2 out of 9 coupling
estimates (22%) were statistically significant, and in both instances, Lectical score
was the leading indicator. In the first, prior Lectical change positively impacted
subsequent change in perspective-seeking score; the larger recent Lectical change,
the more rapidly perspective-seeking score would change. In the second, prior
Lectical score positively impacted subsequent change in perspective-seeking
salience score; the higher Lectical score, the more rapidly seeking salience would
change.
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Figure 15. Visualization of bivariate LDS estimates and statistically significant
dynamic couplings.
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In Table 25 and Figure 16, these results are summarized in terms of the
predictions made by hypotheses 3a and 3b. Hypothesis 3a predicted that Lectical
level would predict subsequent change in perspective coordination and the
sophistication components of taking and seeking. This hypothesis was not
confirmed. Even though gamma couplings were present in the bivariate models
containing perspective coordination, taking sophistication, and seeking
sophistication, gamma estimates were not statistically significant. Thus, Lectical
score was not a leading indicator of change in any of these variables.
Table 25
Hypothesis 3a and 3b Predictions and Confirmations
Hypothesis

3a

Variables
(X ⇾ Y)

Prediction

Coupling
relationship

Statistically
significant?

Confirmed?

L ⇾ PC

present

Gamma

N

N

L ⇾ TN

present

Gamma

N

N

L ⇾ SN

present

Gamma

N

N

L ⇾ PT

not present

None

—

Y

L ⇾ PS

not present

Ksi

Y

N

L ⇾ TS

not present

None

—

Y

L ⇾ SS

not present

Gamma

Y

N

L ⇾ TA

not present

None

—

Y

L ⇾ SA

not present

None

—

Y

3b

Note: p < .05; L = Lectical Score, PT = Perspective taking, PS = Perspective seeking, PC = Perspective
Coordination, TS = Taking Salience, SS = Seeking Salience, TA = Taking Accessibility, SA = Seeking
Accessibility, TN = Taking Sophistication, SN = Seeking Sophistication, Y = Yes, N = No.

Hypothesis 3b predicted that Lectical level would not predict subsequent
change in perspective taking and seeking, along with the salience and accessibility
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components of taking and seeking. This hypothesis was partially confirmed. Four out
of six predictions (66.6%) were substantiated. Lectical score was not dynamically
coupled with perspective taking, taking salience, and both taking or seeking
accessibility. The two predictions that were not confirmed happened to be the only
two statistically significant couplings estimated in these bivariate LDS models. In the
next chapter, I discuss these findings along with their implications.
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Figure 16. Visualization of hypothesis 3 predictions and confirmations.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION
In the most general sense, this study has examined two constructs—
hierarchical complexity and perspectival capacity—with single inquiry: How do these
two constructs change together over time? Its over-arching purpose has been to
generate usable knowledge about these interconnections; knowledge that informs
the design, execution, assessment, and calibration of leader development initiatives
while encouraging the future study of the dynamic relationships between these and
other developmental constructs.
Hierarchical complexity has been used here in a neo-Piagetian sense. It
describes a unidirectional series of hierarchical integrations of reasoning or thought
processes. Every next developmental step constitutes a new level of hierarchical
complexity, where more complex articulations emerge as the operations of the prior
stages are operated upon by the actions of the subsequent stage (Commons,
Trudeau, Stein, Richards, and Krause, 1998; Dawson-Tunik, 2004). Hierarchical
complexity has been operationalized as a dynamic skill (Fischer, 1980). It was
measured with the Computerized Lectical Assessment System (CLAS; Dawson,
2015), which awards Lectical scores that correspond to Fischer’s skill levels. Lectical
scores capture the degree of hierarchical complexity evidenced in written
performances.
Perspectival capacity has not been treated as a single construct in this study;
rather, the term has been used as a stand-in for three interrelated skills. Perspective
taking is the ability to infer, anticipate, visualize, or predict the perceptions, thoughts,
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feelings, intentions, or viewpoints of another person (Gehlbach, 2004; Selman, 1980;
Flavell et al., 1968). Perspective seeking is the behavioral act of seeking out or
clarifying evidence concerning a person or group’s thoughts, feelings, intentions, and
so forth. (Dawson & Stein, 2011; Fuhs, 2013a; Jarvela & Hakkinen, 2002).
Perspective coordination is the capacity to integrate the insight gleaned from taking
and seeking such that it informs personal action (Dawson & Stein, 2011; Feffer,
1959; Martin et al., 2008; Selman, 2008). Taking, seeking, and coordination scores
indicated the degree of perspectival capacity as demonstrated in reasoning about
common workplace dilemmas as opposed to behavior in actual workplace situations.
How do hierarchical complexity and perspectival capacity change together
over time? A review of the relevant literature revealed that answers to this question
have more or less adhered to two general narratives, involving either synchronous or
asynchronous change. The first tells the story of how these constructs change
together, and the second tells the story of how they do not. Structural approaches to
perspectival capacity have typically advanced one of two prominent themes, both of
which are examples of synchronous change: Perspectival capacity develops through
its own set of stages (e.g. Selman, 1980; Flavell et al., 1968; Feffer, 1959; DeVries,
1970; Chandler et al., 1973), or it both defines and is defined by stage sequences in
related domains (e.g., Mead, 1934; Piaget, 1926, 1932, 1945; Kohlberg, 1969;
Kegan,1982; Cook-Greuter, 1990).
The asynchronous change narrative is advanced by both the structural and
process approaches to perspectival capacity. Some researchers have argued that
because perspectival capacity exhibits quantitative as compared to qualitative
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change it does not develop through stages and should not be investigated with stage
sequence analyses (e.g. Turiel, 1983b). Others have not engaged a structural
developmental perspective, but instead explored a range of antecedent and
moderating factors that may or may not change with hierarchical complexity (e.g.,
Axtell et al., 2007; Parker et al., 2008; Hoever et al., 2012).
Which narrative—synchronous or asynchronous—most adequately captures
the relationship between developmental level and perspectival capacity? Individually,
these narratives advance relatively simple relationships, but taken together, they
suggest the possibility of a more complex story. A central motivating assumption of
this research has been that both narratives are correct, in that each offers a
perspective that is both true and partial.
The relationship between hierarchical complexity and perspectival capacity
was explored in a longitudinal data set with four repeated measurements for Lectical
level, perspective taking, perspective seeking, and perspective coordination. Data
were gathered with the Lectical Decision Making Assessment (LDMA), which asked
participants to furnish short essay responses to five standard probes concerning an
ill-structured workplace dilemma. The sample consisted of 598 adult managers and
leaders who took part in a 9-month leadership development program as part of their
work with a large North American city.
Primary scores for perspective taking and seeking were disaggregated into
component scores for salience, accessibility, and sophistication. Salience scores
were derived from the quantity of perspective engaged, accessibility scores from the
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extent of broader and more difficult perspectives engaged, and sophistication scores
from the depth and thoroughness of that engagement.
In total, three primary perspective scores and six component perspective
scores were subjected to four types of latent growth analyses21. Univariate latent
growth curve (LGC) models were fit to determine the shape of change. Parallel
process models were fit to determine the associations of change. Univariate and
bivariate latent difference scores (LDS) models were fit to determine the dynamics of
change.
As the previous chapter illustrated, the results from this analysis are
extensive. I will briefly summarize the main findings before discussing the results of
each analysis in greater detail. I will start with the most general findings and
conclude with some of the specifics. A total of 45 distinct predictions were made
across three hypotheses. Just over one-third of them were not supported by results.
This rate of nonconfirmation illustrates the challenge inherent in bringing together
multiple literatures to inform predictions, which, in some instances, had little
precedent in the existing literature. It also demonstrates the complexity with which
these constructs are related.
A close reading of the structural and process literature suggested that
patterns of synchronous and asynchronous change would be present in these data.
The balance of synchronous to asynchronous change was 61% to 39% in initial
cross-construct predictions. Results revealed a balance of 28% to 72%, indicating
the patterns of asynchronous change were most prominent. The primary finding here

21

The 10 variables analyzed in this study are summarized in Appendix G for easy reference.
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is that hierarchical complexity and perspectival capacity appear to be less related
than typically portrayed and initially believed. Importantly, however, both narratives
were substantiated by this study’s results; indeed, notions of synchronous and
asynchronous change are required to explain the relationships between these
constructs.
The results of each analysis further illustrate these general trends. Univariate
LGC results revealed that change trajectories were mostly nonlinear, characterized
by dips and spurts, mirroring patterns reported in other studies. Perspective-taking
and perspective-seeking salience scores were best described by linear trajectories,
which stemmed from curricular priming. By increasing the salience of perspective
taking and seeking, the curriculum reinforced existing skills and led them to be more
consistently engaged in subsequent assessments.
Parallel process results yielded patterns of mostly asynchronous change,
although both types of change were present. Rates of change in both primary and
component perspective scores were unrelated to rate of change in Lectical score.
The same was true for rates of change and initial Lectical score. Dispositional and
situational factors are likely led to Increased variability in perspective-related scores,
which made neither growth nor decline in perspectival capacity more or less likely
regardless of initial Lectical score or rate of change. The only evidence of
synchronous change came from the associations between initial scores. As Lectical
score increased so did most primary and component perspective scores, indicating
that some aspects of perspectival capacity appear to develop hierarchically.
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Univariate and bivariate LDS analyses revealed a variety of within- and crossconstruct dynamics. Again, evidence of asynchronous change was most common.
Univariate LDS results indicated that some scores were impacted by prior score
alone, whereas change in other scores was impacted by both prior score and prior
change. Subsequent change in seeking score was most likely to be predicted by
prior score, suggesting that if latent skill was expressed, future change was more
likely. Change in taking scores, Lectical score, and coordination were positively
impacted by prior score and negatively impacted by prior change, suggesting that a
ceiling effect minimizes future change if scores recently increased.
Bivariate LDS results indicated that taking and seeking were differently
related to Lectical score, contrary to initial predictions. If the degree of prior Lectical
growth was larger, subsequent perspective-seeking growth was also larger. And, if
prior Lectical score was larger, subsequent change in seeking salience score was
also larger. None of the perspective-taking scores were dynamically coupled with
Lectical score. Accessibility scores were the only constructs that had no dynamic
couplings estimated in the best-fitting LDS models. These findings are without
specific precedent in the existing literature, suggesting that this might be a
productive area of future research.
Considered together, these results were sufficiently different across variables.
This suggests that using taking, seeking, and coordination to operationalize
perspectival capacity has contributed to a greater understanding of the
interrelationship between perspectival capacity and hierarchical complexity.
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Moreover, the decision to disaggregate perspective taking and seeking scores into
component salience, accessibility, and sophistication scores is justified.
Throughout the remainder of this chapter, I discuss the results of the latent
growth analyses in terms of this study’s hypotheses and the previously reviewed
literature. I follow this by reflecting on how the partial confirmation of each
hypothesis contributes to a preliminary outline of the integrative narrative mentioned
earlier. Then, I discuss the theoretical, methodological, and pedagogical implications
of this research, along with its limitations. I conclude by considering directions for
future research.
Discussion of Findings
Results of four latent growth analyses provided partial support for this study’s
three hypotheses. Univariate latent growth curves (LGC) models, used to test a
hypothesis about the shape of change, revealed consistent variation in the patterns
of change but not for every score. Multivariate parallel process models, used to test
hypotheses about the associations of change, revealed significant relationships
between initial scores and nonsignificant relationships between slopes. Univariate
and bivariate latent difference score (LDS) models, used to test hypotheses about
the dynamics of change, revealed that Lectical score was a leading indicator of
subsequent change only in primary perspective-seeking score and component
seeking salience score.
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Shape of Change: Univariate Latent Growth Curve Analysis
Univariate latent growth curve models were fit to data for each primary and
component score in order to determine the shape of change trajectories and to test
hypothesis 1.
Hypothesis 1. Hypothesis 1 predicted non-linear change in scores for all
variables. This prediction was partially confirmed. The univariate LGC analysis
revealed that change in primary perspective-taking score and component seeking
salience scores was best described as linear. Table 11 and Figure 9 summarize
these findings.
Change in all other primary and component scores was nonlinear. Results
revealed a notable degree of inter-individual variability in both initial scores and rates
of change. Mean trajectories for these scores were characterized by dips and spurts,
with the largest amount of change between test times 3 and 4. Non-linear growth
over a 9- to 11-month time span is consistent with findings reported elsewhere (e.g.,
Fischer & Rose, 1999; Grannot, 2002; Thelen & Smith, 1994). Growth patterns like
these are commonly found in learning and development over short time frames
(Grannot, 2002).
The observed linear growth in primary perspective-taking score and
component perspective-seeking salience score is more challenging to explain. I
suspect that these linear trajectories result from priming. The LEI curriculum was
designed, in part, to raise the salience of perspectives in leaders’ decision making,
encouraging participants to place a greater emphasis on perspective taking and
seeking in subsequent LDMAs. The linear trajectories for these two scores suggest
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that raising the salience of taking and seeking played a large role in driving
consistent rates of change.
If priming worked by raising the salience of taking and seeking, why did it lead
to linear trajectories for primary taking score (but not seeking score) and component
seeking salience score (but not taking salience score)? The answer lies in the
difference between how perspective taking and seeking were engaged. Primary
perspective-taking scores for each participant were, on average, 29% higher than
primary perspective-seeking scores at test time 1. In comparison to seeking scores,
taking scores reflected the engagement of a larger number of less-accessible
perspectives (e.g., group and implicit target), which were considered in a more
sophisticated manner (e.g., used as part of a decision-making process vs. briefly
mentioned in a more superficial fashion).
All that was required to get a substantially higher perspective-taking score
was to take more perspectives of the same degree of accessibility and sophistication
as at time 1. Given this, increasing the primary perspective-taking score required
little more than drawing participants’ attention to the importance to perspective
taking. In other words, participants already had the skill but did not see the need to
use it extensively until its importance was reinforced. On the other hand, lower time
1 perspective-seeking scores reflected lesser degrees of sophistication and the
engagement of fewer less-accessible perspectives. This meant that simply
increasing the salience of perspective seeking would do little to increase overall
primary perspective-seeking scores. Instead, it was seeking salience scores
themselves that were most directly impacted.
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Simply raising the salience of perspective taking has been shown to produce
growth in perspective-taking behavior—in both the structural and process literature.
As discussed in Chapter 2, a range of studies provided evidence suggesting that
educational interventions aimed at increasing what I have called salience have either
increased or stabilized perspective taking in preschool to adolescent children
(Chandler, 1973; Chandler, Greenspan & Barenboim, 1973; Marsh, Serafica, &
Barenboim, 1980). Moreover, the impact of priming was demonstrated by Hoever et
al. (2012), who reported that providing instructions to take team member
perspectives increased the rate of perspective taking in university students.
The partial confirmation of hypothesis 1 does not directly inform an integrative
narrative about the dynamic relations between hierarchical complexity and
perspectival capacity, simply because these results concern within-construct (not
cross-construct) patterns. However, best-fitting univariate LGC models were relied
upon to specify the parallel process used to test the cross-construct predictions
made in associations of change hypotheses, which are discussed next.
Associations of Change: Multivariate Parallel Process Analysis
Multivariate parallel process models were used to determine the relationships
between the latent intercepts and slopes characterizing change trajectories. Three
different models were fit: (a) Lectical score and primary perspective scores, (b)
Lectical score and taking component scores, and (c) Lectical score and seeking
component scores. These models tested the predictions made in two associations of
change hypotheses.
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Hypothesis 2a. Hypothesis 2a made predictions about three sets of
associations: intercept-to-slope, slope-to-slope, and intercept-to-intercept. In other
words, it was predicted that initial Lectical scores and primary perspective scores
would be positively correlated, that these skills would change together, and that
higher initial Lectical scores would be negatively related to the growth of primary
perspective scores. As presented earlier in Table 16 and Figure 11, only the
intercept-to-intercept predictions were confirmed, suggesting that hypothesis 2a was
largely unsupported by parallel process results.
Intercept-to-slope associations. The hypothesized intercept-to-slope
associations predicted that higher initial Lectical scores would be associated with
lower rates of change in primary perspective scores. These predictions, which were
not confirmed, stemmed from two assumptions. First, I expected, based on prior
research, that Lectical slope would be negatively related to Lectical intercept. As
anticipated, this relationship was statistically significant and negative (r = -.314, p < .
05), a result that is unsurprising in the context of developmental psychology, where
similar relationships have been reported (Armon, 1984a, 1984b; Armon & Dawson,
2000, 2002). Second, I predicted that this pattern—commonly called the law of initial
values (LIV; Wilder, 1957) in other disciplines—would extend into cross-construct
relations; that is, Lectical intercept would also be negatively related to taking,
seeking, and coordination slopes.
Estimated intercept-to-slope correlation coefficients were not statistically
significant, suggesting that the second assumption was inaccurate. Primary taking,
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seeking, and coordination scores appear neither more likely to grow nor to decline
based on initial Lectical score.
Slope-to-slope associations. The hypothesized slope-to-slope associations
predicted that Lectical scores and primary perspective scores would grow together.
These predictions were predicated on the general relationship implied by the
synchronous change narrative and much of the structural approach literature. They
also stemmed from an assumption that the previously reported positive relationship
between Lectical score and both perspective taking and seeking scores (Dawson &
Stein, 2011) would carry over to longitudinal observations of change.
Although results did not support these slope-to-slope predictions, they may
provide indirect support for the idea that some aspects of perspectival capacity
change with Lectical level while others do not. Primary taking, seeking, and
coordination scores each capture multiple aspects of perspectival skill. Perhaps the
lack of slope-to-slope relations are due to this multidimensionality. If some of these
aspects change in a quantitative rather than qualitative manner, as argued by Turiel
(1983b), their growth may not be in the form of the kind of qualitative change
represented in Lectical scores.
Which aspects of perspectival capacity might change in a more quantitative
manner? Salience and accessibility are the most likely candidates, one of which has
already been shown to grow in a linear fashion that is consistent with quantitative
change. With respect to perspective coordination, the most likely candidate might be
related to perspectival motivation—the kind of situation-dependent antecedent factor
discussed in the literature review.
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Intercept-to-intercept associations. The hypothesized intercept-to-intercept
associations predicted that higher initial Lectical scores would tend to occur with
higher initial primary perspective scores. These predictions were confirmed. Lectical
intercept was positively related to the initial scores for taking, seeking, and
coordination. Because intercepts constitute scores at a single test time, these
associations are directly comparable to the results of prior cross-sectional studies,
including the positive relationship between Lectical score and both taking and
seeking scores reported by Dawson and Stein (2011). They are also consistent with
results reported by Hale and Delia (1976) and Delia and Clark (1977).
Assuming that the correlations are not spurious, initial Lectical and
perspective-related scores are related to the extent that they capture the same skill.
These results suggest that some aspects of perspectival skill captured by the
primary taking, seeking, and coordination scores share a common underlying
dimension with Lectical score. Since Lectical score is a measure of hierarchical
complexity, as discussed in Chapter 2, the simplest explanation is that aspects of
taking, seeking, and coordination also develop hierarchically. The correlations are
only moderately strong for two reasons. First, some aspects of perspectival skill
captured by primary scores do not develop hierarchically. Second, hierarchical
complexity is manifested differently in perspectival tasks than it is in reasoning tasks.
Hypothesis 2b. Hypothesis 2b made predictions about the same three sets
of associations: intercept-to-slope, slope-to-slope, and intercept-to-intercept. In this
instance, however, predictions were made between Lectical score and component
taking and seeking scores (salience, accessibility, and sophistication). It was
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predicted that initial scores would be positively correlated, that Lectical score and
sophistication scores would be the only scores that changed together, and that initial
Lectical score would be unrelated to growth in component perspectival skills.
As reflected in Table 16 and Figure 11, this hypothesis was partially
confirmed. Intercept-to-intercept predictions for salience, accessibility, and seeking
sophistication were confirmed, whereas the prediction for taking sophistication was
not confirmed. Slope-to-slope predictions were confirmed for salience and
accessibility but not for sophistication, and all intercept-to-slope to predictions were
also confirmed.
Intercept-to-slope associations. The hypothesized intercept-to-slope
associations predicted that the rate of change in component scores did not tend to
vary with initial Lectical score. These predictions were confirmed. Despite the
difference in initial predictions, these findings are consistent with the intercept-toslope associations for primary scores. Change in salience, accessibility, and
sophistication scores does not appear to be enabled or hindered by the degree of
hierarchical complexity demonstrated at the initial test time.
What explains the lack of intercept-to-slope relation between these scores?
These findings have no precedent in the existing literature, so once again, a bit of
extrapolation is required. First, these results provide further evidence that an LIVtype relationship does not extend to cross-construct relations, even when aspects of
a common underlying dimension in those constructs are captured at a single
measurement occasion.
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Second, situational and dispositional factors overcome the impact of that
common dimension on over-time relationships. The impact of priming likely drives
positive change in salience and accessibility scores, independent of initial Lectical
score. Perspectival motivation, target characteristics, and perspectival information—
all of which shifts with changing perceptions of LDMA dilemmas—induce enough
variability in component accessibility and sophistication scores to diminish
relationships between change in those scores and initial Lectical score.
Finally, as noted by Dawson and Stein (2011) and Selman (1969), the skills
driving growth in these dimensions of perspectival capacity likely emerged earlier in
the lifespan. If participants indeed had the capacity to engage a greater number
(salience) of more difficult (accessibility) perspectives in a more complex or thorough
manner (sophistication), the situational and dispositional factors would likely have a
stronger influence on the variation in these scores over time.
Slope-to-slope associations. The hypothesized slope-to-slope associations
predicted that higher rates of change in Lectical score would tend to occur with
higher rates of change in sophistication scores but not salience or accessibility
scores. If salience and accessibility are indeed adequate corollaries for what Turiel
(1983b) called quantity and scope, both component scores likely change in a
quantitative or incremental manner. Incremental change is quite varied, impacted by
a range of dispositional and situational factors. Therefore, it was reasonable to
believe that change in these scores was not systematically related to the qualitative
change undergone by Lectical score.
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The finding that Lectical score and sophistication did not grow together is
more difficult to interpret. A positive relationship between slopes was anticipated
because higher sophistication scores involve an increasingly complex engagement
of taken or sought perspectives. This prediction was not confirmed. Sophistication
scores showed the smallest degree of mean change of all component scores.
Perhaps sophistication scores did not change enough during the period of the study
to provide the power needed to detect a relationship. They were also the only scores
to show a net decline over four test times. Perhaps the decline in mean scores
obscured a relationship with Lectical level.
Alternately, unforeseen antecedent and moderating factors may have led to
incremental change in sophistication scores, increasing the degree of variability and
obscuring a relationship with change in Lectical score. Two factors seem feasible.
First, perspectival motivation may have increased sophistication score variability.
Flavell et al. (1968) described perspectival motivation as being fueled by
instrumental needs. Depth of perspectival engagement may have varied as a
function of how participants perceived the need and tensions in LDMA dilemmas.
Different needs and tensions may have motivated different degrees of engagement,
differentially impacting sophistication scores at each test time.
Second, target characteristics may have also impacted sophistication scores.
Parker et al. (2008) described accessible perspectives as requiring less inference,
making them generally easier to engage. Variability in sophistication score may have
stemmed from participants having felt that more accessible targets warranted less
thorough engagement. Or, for less-accessible targets—like implicit and/or group
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perspectives—perhaps more thorough engagement was viewed as too difficult or
complex. Even though sophistication scores were adjusted to reduce collinearity with
salience scores, these antecedents and moderating factors would likely increase the
degree of incremental change.
Intercept-to-intercept associations. The hypothesized intercept-to-intercept
associations predicted that higher initial Lectical scores would tend to occur with
higher initial component scores. All predictions were confirmed with the exception of
taking sophistication, which was found to be unrelated to initial Lectical score.
These findings are consistent with the previously discussed studies reporting a
positive association between hierarchical complexity and perspectival capacity
(Dawson & Stein, 2011; Van Rossum, 2013), but it is important to note that these
studies did not disaggregate perspectival capacity into component subskills.
They did, however, use LDMA results that were coded using procedures and rubrics
identical to those employed here.
Connections to the Wernerian-based studies are more challenging to
decipher due to methodological differences. Hale and Delia (1976) used a
perspective coding scheme that closely resembled the sophistication coding criteria
employed here. This suggests that the lack of an association between taking
sophistication and Lectical score is inconsistent with their results. Ritter’s (1979)
perspective coding scheme also most closely resembled the sophistication criteria
used here. The lack of a relationship between taking sophistication and initial
Lectical score is consistent with Ritter’s findings. Delia and Clark (1977) used a
coding scheme that captured aspects of perspective taking similar to salience and
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accessibility. The positive associations confirmed for taking salience and
accessibility suggest that these results, despite the difference in participant age, are
consistent with their findings.
These findings are also mostly consistent with the intercept-to-intercept
associations for primary scores, providing additional evidence that aspects of
perspectival capacity develop hierarchically. It appears that each component score,
with the exception of taking sophistication, partially captures the same underlying
dimension as Lectical score. However, two patterns in these results suggest that
component taking and seeking scores are differently related to Lectical level.
First, all three seeking scores, compared to only two taking scores, are
associated with initial Lectical score. Higher Lectical levels appear to more broadly
or uniformly relate to perspective seeking. Second, seeking sophistication is
differently related to Lectical score than taking sophistication. The simplest
explanation for this difference is the within-construct relationship between quantity
and quality. When the quantity of taken perspectives increases, the average quality
or depth of engagement decreases somewhat. This is reflected in negative
correlations between the observed taking salience and taking sophistication scores
at each test time. The same relationship does not hold for seeking salience and
seeking sophistication scores, allowing initial seeking sophistication score to relate
positively to initial Lectical score. Together, these two patterns suggest that aspects
of perspective seeking capture the hierarchical complexity dimension reflected in
Lectical score more fully or completely than aspects of perspective taking. Also,
perspective seeking is more arduous than perspective taking. This would make it
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more likely that individuals with a more developed understanding of the value of
seeking perspectives would be more likely to engage in seeking behavior, resulting
in more advanced perspective-seeking skills.
Dynamics of Change: Univariate and Bivariate LDS Analyses
Univariate latent difference scores (LDS) models were used to determine the
within-construct patterns of change for all primary and component scores. Bivariate
LDS models were used to investigate the dynamically coupled, cross-construct
relationships between prior level or prior change in one variable and subsequent
change in another variable. The bivariate models were fit to Lectical score paired
with each primary and component score, and were used to test two dynamics of
change hypotheses.
Univariate dynamics. Univariate LDS models were not used to test a
specific hypothesis. Instead, they helped to determine the ideal starting
specifications for the bivariate LDS models. Nonetheless, the results are interesting
and will be briefly discussed. The most intriguing pattern in these results is that
change in some scores was impacted by prior score alone and change in other
scores was impacted by both prior score and prior change. The existing literature
offers little guidance in interpreting these results. To my knowledge, change in these
constructs have not been investigated using this approach.
As presented in Table 19, subsequent change in four scores—perspective
seeking, seeking salience, seeking accessibility, and taking sophistication—was
predicted by prior score alone. These relationships may be explained as the process
of implicit knowledge becoming explicit. If latent skill in these capacities is expressed
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in any assessment, there appears to be a greater tendency for these skills to be
more deeply explicated on subsequent assessments, resulting in higher rates of
change.
Subsequent change in the other five scores—Lectical score, perspective
coordination, taking salience, taking accessibility, and seeking sophistication—was
predicted by both prior score and prior change. The impact of prior change on
seeking sophistication was positive but negligible due to the size of the coupling
estimate. The impact of prior change on the other scores was negative and likely
attributable to a type of ceiling effect. For example, recent Lectical growth makes
subsequent growth, particularly over the short-term, less probable and smaller in
magnitude. A similar pattern is reported in longitudinal research on other structural
developmental constructs (Armon, 1984a, 1984b; King, Kitchener, Davison, Parker,
& Wood, 1983; Armon & Dawson, 2000, 2002). Although speculative, similar logic
may also apply to the other scores. Recent growth in taking, seeking, and
coordination, makes subsequent increases in those same scores less probable.
Additional taking and seeking or more extensive coordination was likely perceived by
participants as more difficult or less relevant.
Bivariate dynamics. Bivariate LDS models were used to identify which
variables were leading indicators of subsequent change in other variables. These
models, specified in terms of the first or second best-fitting univariate LDS models,
tested the predictions made in two dynamics of change hypotheses. Only Lectical
score was found to be a leading indicator of change in other scores.
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Hypothesis 3a. Hypothesis 3a predicted that Lectical score was a leading
indicator of subsequent change in perspective coordination and the component
taking and seeking sophistication scores. As presented earlier in Table 25 and
Figure 16, none of these predictions were confirmed, suggesting that hypothesis 3a
was not supported by bivariate LDS results.
These predications stemmed from the assumption that increasing hierarchical
complexity would promote the skills driving perspective coordination and
sophistication capacities. This followed from the idea that change in these capacities
reflects increasingly complex coordinations on the part of test takers. The former
involves the coordination of taken and sought perspectives to inform goal-directed
actions, and the latter concerns the coordinated engagement of information relating
to specific perspectives. Results suggest that this reasoning was incorrect.
Perspective coordination. Change in coordination was neither predicted by
prior Lectical score or prior Lectical change. It is interesting to note that these
findings parallel earlier results. Perspective coordination slope was also unrelated to
both Lectical slope and Lectical intercept. Latent slopes and intercepts are not the
same as prior change and prior score, so these results are not directly comparable 22.
However, the lack of relationships may stem from similar dynamics.

As explained earlier, latent intercept and slopes describe change trajectories. In the
models specified here, the intercept was located at the first test time and the slope
described rates of change from time 1 to time 4. In the context of univariate and bivariate
LDS models, prior score refers to the score at the preceding test time; either time 1, 2, or 3.
Prior change is the degree of change between the given test time and the immediately
preceding test time (e.g., time 1 to 2, 2 to 3, or 3 to 4). Prior change, because it is a function
of latent difference scores, also accounts for measurement error.
22
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As presented in Tables F-3 to F-5, the LDMA perspective coordination codes
capture aspects of what the process literature called perspectival motivation (Parker
et. al, 2008; Ross, Greene, & House, 1977). These code selections capture
motivation as related to the instrumental actions that coordination aims to inform
(e.g., Selman, 1980; Flavell et al., 1968); not the motivation of individual taken and
sought perspectives. Such motivations are likely to change based on dispositional,
situational, and dilemma-related factors. Consistent with the views of Turiel (1983b),
each of these factors likely led to incremental growth or decline in coordination
scores, increasing the variability of coordination scores. Greater variability in scores
led to a greater variability in the amount of change at every next test time, obscuring
a coupling relationship with Lectical score.
Taking and seeking sophistication. The lack of dynamic relationships between
sophistication scores and Lectical score can be explained in reference to topics
discussed in Chapter 2 and in the discussion of hypothesis 2. Component
sophistication scores also appear to be influenced by dispositional and situational
factors. If such factors are indeed operating here, sophistication scores are more
likely to change in an incremental rather than qualitative manner.
Different interpretations of the tensions and needs in LDMA dilemmas are a
plausible source of variability in sophistication change. Both the structural and
process literature (e.g., Flavell et al., 1968; Parker, Atkins, & Axtell, 2008) have
noted that perspectival motivation is a function of desired outcomes and situational
needs; both impact how perspective taking and seeking are engaged to address
perceived tensions.
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How does interpretation of core needs and tensions impact change? Consider
the office re-organization dilemma presented in Appendix B. Some participants
appeared to view the core need as fixing a problem and the core tension as a
leadership struggle between themselves and their new supervisor. Other participants
appeared to interpret the core need as a sustainable solution for building long-term
collaborative capacity and the core tension as concerning the use of a top-down,
unilateral directive to increase employee collaboration.
In the first instance, perspectival motivation might aim to reduce relationship
intensity and conflict (Steins & Wicklund, 1996) or to evoke empathetic concern
(Batson et al., 2007). Guided by these motivations, deeper perspectival engagement
is more likely for the immediate players (e.g., team and supervisor). In the second
instance, motivation and engagement are notably broader, involving primarily otherand organization-focused motives (Parker, Atkins, & Axtel, 2008) and a wider range
of more thoroughly engaged perspectives (e.g., senior leadership, management
colleagues, other departments, team, and supervisor).
Although the interpretation of needs and tensions might relate to Lectical
score, needs and tensions vary by dilemma and interpretation of them is also a
function of other dispositional factors (e.g., test taker effort). The impact of motivation
on perspectival engagement (and therefore sophistication score) leads to variability
in the incremental change of sophistication scores, obscuring a dynamic relationship
with Lectical score.
Hypothesis 3b. Hypothesis 3b predicted that Lectical score was not a
leading indicator of subsequent change in primary perspective-taking and seeking
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scores, and both the component accessibility and salience scores for taking and
seeking. As presented earlier in Table 25 and Figure 16, four of these predictions
were confirmed, while two were not. Lectical score was not a leading indicator of
change in perspective taking, taking salience, taking accessibility, and seeking
accessibility scores. Lectical score was a leading indicator of change in perspective
seeking and seeking salience scores. These findings suggest that hypothesis 3b
was partially supported by bivariate LDS results. Both the confirmed and
unconfirmed predictions are addressed in this section.
Perspective taking and seeking. The predicted lack of dynamic relationships
between Lectical score and primary taking and seeking scores followed from the
predictions made about component scores. Two out of three component scores were
predicted to be unrelated to Lectical score. Even though component scores do not
represent a perfect decomposition of primary scores, I believed that a sizable portion
of the variability in component scores would also be captured in primary scores,
preventing a relationship with Lectical score. Results indicate that this appears to be
the case for perspective-taking score but not for perspective seeking.
As discussed earlier, perspective-taking score was one of only two variables
that were best described by a linear trajectory. The consistent rate of change in
perspective-taking score was attributed to a priming effect brought about by the LEI
curriculum (e.g., Chandler, 1973; Marsh, Serafica, & Barenboim, 1980). In addition
to the variability in taking component scores, priming helps to explain why the
dynamics of change predications for perspective taking were confirmed.
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These results indicate that taking and seeking are differently related to
Lectical score, contrary to initial predictions. As depicted in Figure 13, if the degree
of prior Lectical growth was larger, subsequent perspective-seeking growth was also
larger. These findings are without specific precedent in the existing literature, on
account of the fact that seeking is so rarely acknowledged or explored. However, to
the extent that they can be compared with cross-sectional findings, they are
generally consistent with Dawson and Stein (2011) who reported a positive
relationship between Lectical score and seeking score and a meaningful difference
between perspective taking and seeking.
Why is Lectical change a leading indicator of perspective-seeking change?
Increases in the hierarchical complexity of reasoning involve the expansion and reorganization of existing knowledge networks. As this process unfolds, I suspect it
has several impacts on perspective-seeking skill. Participants may have become
more sensitized or receptive to the novel elements of the LEI curriculum such as
perspective seeking. Their increased receptivity to learning the skill of perspective
seeking—specifically in the presence of recent growth in reasoning complexity—may
have evoked growth in three additional areas. First, an increased awareness of and
regard for the value of seeking. Second, recognition that perspective taking alone is
not sufficient for understanding workplace problems. Third, a heightened
commitment to engaging this newly learned skill. Each of these impacts, operating
alone or in some combination, would increase the likelihood of positive change in
seeking scores.
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Taking and seeking salience. Change in component taking and seeking
salience scores was predicted to be unrelated to Lectical score. The prediction about
taking salience was confirmed, while the prediction about seeking salience was not.
These predictions stemmed from the presumption that the previously discussed
impact of priming would most directly influence salience scores. Prior research found
a generally positive effect of perspective-taking training programs on several aspects
of perspective-taking ability (e.g., Chandler, 1973; Marsh, Serafica, & Barenboim,
1980). Common amongst these findings was an increase in perspectival awareness,
which was captured by component salience scores.
Increased perspectival awareness manifested most prominently as an
increased frequency of perspective taking, resulting in higher taking salience scores.
The lack of a dynamic relationship between taking salience and Lectical score
suggests that expanded perspectival awareness is most likely a function of curricular
efficacy and participant engagement; not of prior Lectical score or prior Lectical
change.
The same explanation does not account for the dynamic coupling between
Lectical score and seeking salience. As depicted in Figure 14, if prior Lectical score
was higher, subsequent change in seeking salience score would occur more rapidly.
Lectical score was found to be a leading indicator of primary seeking score and
component seeking salience score. Coupling estimates in both instances were
positive, but the type of dynamic relationship was different. Seeking change was
predicted by prior Lectical change, whereas seeking salience change was predicted
by prior Lectical score.
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Why does Lectical score, but not Lectical change, predict change in seeking
salience? The LEI curriculum aimed to increase perspectival awareness for taking
and seeking, but the impact of priming did not preclude a coupling relationship
between Lectical score and seeking salience change. Rather, more potent factors
appear to overcome the variability introduced by incremental change in the
frequency of perspective seeking.
Two explanations seem feasible. First, higher Lectical scores led to an
increased regard for the value of perspective seeking. Increased regard for seeking
may help participants more efficaciously integrate new learnings, or it may simply
lead to an increased emphasis on seeking multiple perspectives, resulting in larger
subsequent change. Second, higher Lectical scores may associate with a set of
underlying skills that enhance participants’ ability to engage more frequent targeted
seeking behavior. Seeking is more complex than taking. It requires a sense of
situational needs and coordinated actions. At least implicitly, it also requires a
determination of which perspectives are best to take and which are best to seek—a
pre-coordination of perspectival information, if you will. Perhaps such determinations
are enabled by greater degrees of hierarchical complexity.
Taking and seeking accessibility. Change in component taking and seeking
accessibility scores was predicted to be unrelated to Lectical score. Both predictions
were confirmed. The tendency for participants to engage less-accessible
perspectival targets did not appear to be related to Lectical score or degree of
Lectical change. Rather, change in accessibility score—which concerns the degree
of inference (taking) or clarification (seeking) required to engage selected
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perspectival targets (Parker, et al., 2008)—is likely a function of other individual and
situational factors.
These factors likely led to increased variability and incremental change in
accessibility scores. First, assumed familiarity with perspectival targets, as
discussed by Parker et al. (2008), likely influenced scores in a way that varied
dilemma-by-dilemma. Dilemma descriptions often include information about several
explicit targets, potentially demotivating the taking and seeking of these more
accessible perspectives.
Second, perceived similarity with a given target may have also influenced the
taking and seeking of perspectives across a range of accessibility. Fletcher (2007)
reported that similarity, even if only perceived, between the perspective taker and a
potential target may prevent perspectival engagement. Such an impact is a function
of participants’ past experiences. For example, if a participant had experienced
workplace situations similar to those described in LDMA dilemmas, he often
appeared to act as if he understood certain perspectives. In some instances,
participants directly reported such understandings based on having dealt with similar
dilemmas in real life. Perceived similarity demotivated perspective taking, but it
appeared to more strongly impact perspective seeking, since there is little need to
clarify a perspective which one believes one already understands.
Third, the LEI curriculum priming of taking and seeking may have increased
the probability that participants engaged implicit or group perspectives. Even though
accessibility scores were adjusted to reduce collinearity with salience scores,
increased taking and seeking was more likely to involve a greater number of less-
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accessible perspectives. This would have increased accessibility scores and may
very well account for the large average gains between test time 3 and 4. These three
factors are unrelated to hierarchical complexity; the impact of any combination of
them explains the lack of dynamic coupling between accessibility score and Lectical
score.
An Integrative Narrative
Which narrative—synchronous or asynchronous—most adequately captures
the relationship between hierarchical complexity and perspectival capacity? In this
section, I review the findings that pertain to this question. Then, I discuss how
elements of both synchronous and asynchronous change are required to best depict
the complex relationships between these constructs. I focus on the cross-construct
findings revealed through tests of the associations and dynamics of change
hypotheses.
Associations of Change
The partial confirmations of hypotheses 2a and 2b make several contributions
to an integrative narrative, some anticipated and some not. Parallel process models
were used to investigate three types of associations: intercept-to-slope, slope-toslope, and intercept-to-intercept. Results of these analyses reveal elements of both
synchronous and asynchronous change, but the latter turned out to be most
prominent.
Intercept-to-slope associations for primary and component scores exhibited a
consistent pattern of asynchronous change. Initial Lectical scores were unrelated to
the rates of change for all perspective-related scores. Neither growth nor decline in
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perspective scores appeared more or less likely across a range of common adult
Lectical levels. Slope-to-slope associations for both primary and component scores
also exhibited a pattern of asynchronous change. The rate of change in Lectical
score did not tend to increase or decrease with the rate of change in any perspective
score. Intercept-to-intercept associations provided the only evidence of synchronous
change. As predicted, each initial primary and component score was positively
related to initial Lectical score. The only exception was initial taking sophistication
score, which was unrelated. Results indicated that initial scores tended to increase
together, a pattern of synchronous change that suggests these scores capture, to
some degree, the dimension of hierarchical complexity.
Out of the 27 distinct predictions made by the associations of change
hypotheses, findings for 70% substantiated the asynchronous change narrative,
while the remaining 30% substantiated the synchronous change narrative. Based on
these results, it appears that these constructs change more independently of each
other than originally predicted. However, as anticipated, features of both narratives
apply.
Dynamics of Change
The rejection of hypothesis 3a and the partial confirmation of hypothesis 3b
also make critical contributions to an integrative narrative describing the relations
between these constructs. Bivariate LDS models were used to investigate the
dynamic relationships between Lectical score and each perspective-related score.
Although these dynamic relationships do not capture concurrent change, they
provide a rich dynamic systems view of how these constructs influence change in
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each other over time. Results supported both the synchronous and asynchronous
change narratives; once again, however, the asynchronous narrative best described
patterns in these data.
Dynamic coupling estimates for Lectical score paired with most primary and
component scores exhibited a consistent pattern of asynchronous change.
Subsequent change in sophistication scores, accessibility scores, taking salience,
perspective taking, and perspective coordination was not predicted by prior Lectical
score or prior Lectical change. Affected primarily by dispositional and situational
factors, these scores were neither more likely to grow or decline based on the
degree of hierarchical complexity present in performances at prior test times.
Dynamic coupling estimates for Lectical score paired with both primary
perspective-seeking scores and component seeking salience scores indicated
patterns of synchronous change. Subsequent change in seeking score was
predicted by prior Lectical change, whereas subsequent change in seeking salience
score was predicted by prior Lectical score. Coupling estimates indicated that
greater degrees of hierarchical complexity in recent LDMA performances tended to
predict larger increases in seeking capacities at the very next test time.
Out of the nine predictions made by the dynamics of change hypotheses,
findings for 78% substantiated the asynchronous change narrative, while the
remaining 22% substantiated the synchronous change narrative. This finding runs
counter to prevailing assumptions. Synchronous change is commonly reported in
studies investigating developmental level and perspectival capacity in children. In
adulthood, however, it appears that these constructs change more independent of
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each other than initially predicted and typically believed, suggesting that the
relationships between these constructs change over the lifespan.
Synchronous and Asynchronous Change
Two assumptions about the synchronous and asynchronous change
narratives guided this research from the outset. First, I believed that neither
narrative, if considered alone, would capture the complex relationship between
hierarchical complexity and perspectival capacity. The results discussed throughout
this chapter have demonstrated that this assumption was warranted.
These constructs appear to be related in a more complex way than typically
portrayed in either the structural or process literatures. Taking, seeking, and
coordination results differed enough to suggest that breaking down perspectival
capacity into these related skills was worthwhile. Change trajectories were almost
universally nonlinear, characterized by dips and spurts. Rates of change in Lectical
and perspective scores were generally unassociated, while initial levels generally
were. Only seeking capacities were dynamically related to Lectical score. Finally, just
over one-third of the predictions made about these constructs were not supported by
results, highlighting a notable degree of uncertainty inherent in initial predictions.
Second, I believed that both the synchronous and asynchronous narratives
advanced valid and useful perspectives on how these constructs were related. This
assumption also appears warranted as both narratives were substantiated by this
study’s findings.
In total, 72% of all cross-construct findings supported the asynchronous
change narrative, while 28% supported the synchronous change narrative. It
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appears that hierarchical complexity and perspectival capacity change more
independently of each other than initially believed. And, these constructs appear
markedly less related than typically portrayed by constructive developmental
approaches to leader development, which often extrapolate from perspective-taking
research conducted with much younger populations. Even though evidence for
synchronous change was uncovered, the relationship between hierarchical capacity
and perspective seeking appears most adequately described as one of
asynchronous change.
By engaging both the structural and process literatures, I inevitably came
across competing notions concerning the nature of perspective taking as a
construct. In the face of such competing notions, this study could have focused
solely on one conception of perspectival capacity over the other. It also could have
sought to confirm or disconfirm a simpler notion of how perspectival capacity was
related to developmental level. Instead, a more complex interpretation of
perspectival capacity was engaged, and it led to a set of analyses that captured
dynamic relationships showing patterns of both related and unrelated change in
these constructs. The implications of this research are discussed next.
Implications
This research has a number of specific implications for how we define,
measure, and investigate these constructs, along with how educational initiatives
might be informed by their interrelations. Implications for theory, method, and
pedagogy are explored in this section.
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Theory
As discussed in Chapter 2, discourse concerning perspective taking is
present across a diverse range of literature. Competing and often incompatible
definitions abound and very few examples of a cross-disciplinary coordination in
concepts exist. This study is one of the first to intentionally harness the seeming
contradictions in different perspective-related literatures. It highlights the affordances
of leveraging competing theoretical models, and it makes a meaningful contribution
to the literature by demonstrating how research questions and hypotheses can be
both informed by and grounded in such cross-disciplinary commitments.
This study’s results also demonstrate the importance of taking a holistic view
of adult perspectival capacity. By articulating an ecosystem of interrelated skills—
perspective taking, seeking, and coordination—the contributions of past
theoreticians from Flavell et al. (1968) to Selman (2003) to Parker et al. (2008) are
more directly incorporated and the skills involved in engaging the perspectives of
others are expanded beyond those of simple inference. By investigating three
interrelated primary constructs, this study has demonstrated how the complex
relationships between perspectival capacity and hierarchical complexity can be
investigated. Such an analysis would likely be impossible if only perspective taking
was considered.
Finally, this study has contributed to the literature on leader development,
specifically as it relates to interventions that target the expansion of social cognitive
skills. Its findings are the first to reveal the dynamic relationships between change in
adult reasoning complexity and perspectival skill over time. The findings themselves
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can be used to inform curriculum design and execution, and the methods employed
to arrive at them offer an effective solution to the problems present in existing
studies on perspective taking and leader development.
Method
Most constructive developmental approaches to leader development and
perspective taking rely upon developmental models which define levels in terms of
specific content. In this sense, perspective-taking capacity is seen as both defining
and defined by the complexity of meaning making (e.g., Russell & Kuhnert, 1992).
Developmental maieutics (Dawson & Stein, 2008)—relying upon domain general
models and metrics like skill theory and the LAS—avoid this problematic circularity.
This study is one of several recent investigations that have clearly demonstrated the
power of the maieutic approach. By measuring Lectical level independent of the
specific type of perspective taking, seeking, or coordination, it was possible to
uncover aspects of perspectival capacity which were not systematically related to
change in Lectical level. This methodological implication enables a type of research
that directly overcomes the limitations of many current approaches to leader
development and perspective taking.
Next, if perspectival capacities are defined more precisely, they can be
measured more adequately. And, they can be more confidently disaggregated into
related component skills such as salience, accessibility, and sophistication. The
ability to define and measure these components skills largely enabled the selected
analyses. It made possible testing of hypotheses about the relationship between
Lectical level and perspectival capacity, and it justified engaging in the rigors of
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latent difference score modeling. Together these innovations have facilitated a
prominent methodological implication. To the best of my knowledge, this study is the
first to comprehensively investigate the dynamic longitudinal relationships between
these constructs. These results will hopefully encourage other researchers to
employ similar analytical techniques to explore dynamic change relationships in
multiple structural developmental constructs over time.
Pedagogy
The most intriguing implications of this research lie beyond the realms of
theory and method. The results presented herein can directly inform leader
development interventions designed to support the optimal growth of reasoning and
perspectival skill. They also inform the workplace learning such interventions aim to
enhance. Below, I highlight two pedagogical implications that are informed by this
study’s findings.
First, the role of initial score and recent change in dynamic relationships can
inform cohort design, formulation of learning goals, and dynamic curriculum
adaptation. In engagements with multiple assessments, the first assessment can be
used to assign participants into cohorts based on initial Lectical score. Both learning
objectives and initial teaching interventions can be targeted to the average skill level
for each cohort, pushing the growing edge of their demonstrated skill level. Higher
initial Lectical score is a strong positive predictor of change in perspective-seeking
salience. Perhaps participants with above the mean Lectical scores engage
perspectival activities that engage both taking and seeking, whereas participants
with lower Lectical scores focus first on perspective taking. Then, at each
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intermediate test time, the direction of Lectical change scores can be used to adapt
subsequent curriculum.
Findings revealed that larger changes in perspective seeking and higher
seeking salience scores may predict larger changes in Lectical score. Participants
whose scores meet these criteria move on to engage interventions that focus on
coordinating taken and sought perspectives, while participants with lower change
scores continue with extensions to the prior curriculum until growth is realized.
Finally, at the final test time, the degree of overall growth or decline can inform the
curricular focus of ongoing learning and mentoring, while also aiding in the
evaluation of curricular and cohort decisions made throughout the engagement.
Second, expanding someone’s reasoning capacity is oftentimes not a realistic
or appropriate primary goal of a short-term development program. However, the goal
of expanding dynamically related skills might bring about two benefits. The
development of perspective taking, seeking, or coordination skills are immediately
relevant to the daily tasks of leaders and managers. And, an initial expansion of
perspectival skill might prove to be a sound investment in the expansion of
reasoning skills down the road. Specifically, these preliminary findings indicate that
improvement in perspective-seeking scores might increase the rate of future Lectical
change. Thus, a smarter investment in expanded reasoning skill would be to focus
first on expanding perspective-seeking capacity.
In terms of workplace learning, these findings suggest that growth in
perspectival skill is possible across a range of common adult levels and in the
absence of recent growth in hierarchical complexity. Consequently, similar
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perspective skill-building practices can be deployed across levels of the
management hierarchy or within diverse teams, where differences in Lectical level
are common, without overly hindering individual motivation to learn. Moreover, the
sequencing of skill-building practices can be freely based on learner goals or
interests, further enhancing motivation and engagement.
Limitations
Several important limitations of this study’s design, sample, and analytical
strategy should be noted. First, although the LDS framework represents a special
case of SEM and therefore shares the strengths of SEM, it also shares in the
limitations of SEM. These include concerns with modeling non-normally distributed
data, the challenge of interpreting potentially competing fit indices, and issues of
model nonconvergence. Further, LDS modeling is relatively new and certain
extensions—such as change-to-change coupling and univariate triple change score
modeling—have not been utilized extensively. As such, the existing literature
provides little guidance for interpreting these complex models.
Another limitation of this study stems from its reliance on a convenience
sample, which limited the diversity of background, educational attainment, and range
of Lectical scores. A more diverse sample would improve the range of scores,
enabling an investigation of both transition effects and across-level differences. The
inclusion of participants who were not taking the LEI program would have likely
impacted the over-time expression of perspective taking and seeking, possibly
shifting the pattern of dynamic relationships. A more diverse sample would also help
to make these results more generalizable.
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This study was limited by the need for more careful control over dilemma
rotation. Because dilemmas featured different perspective lists, along with different
proportions and configurations of implicit and explicit perspectives, it is probable that
some dilemmas are more difficult than others. Although dilemma selection was not a
significant time-varying predictor of latent slope or intercept in the univariate LGC
models, I was unable to test for its impact on bivariate LDS model estimates.
Next, the inclusion of component scores for salience, accessibility, and
sophistication, leads to another important limitation. These scores have a
moderately strong theoretical basis derived from the relevant literature, but this is the
first time they have been distilled from primary LDMA scores and the first time these
(or similar) aspects of perspectival skill have been utilized in longitudinal analysis. As
such, the factor structure and factorial invariance of the items from which these
scores are derived have not yet been confirmed.
This study’s results appear to suggest that component scores represent
functionally distinct aspects of perspectival skill. However, they do not support the
premature reification of them as valid constructs. Bivariate LDS results for
component accessibility scores illustrate why this is an important concern.
Accessibility scores were the only constructs that had no dynamic couplings
estimated in the best-fitting LDS models. Although many variables had nonsignificant
coupling estimates, accessibility models did not even demonstrate an improvement
in fit when gamma or ksi relationships were added to the baseline no-coupling
models. This might mean one of two things. First, the lack of a relationship between
accessibility scores and Lectical scores accurately represented the patterns in these
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data. Second, accessibility scores, as calculated here, are multidimensional. They
may have captured aspects that changed with Lectical score and aspects that did
not. The difference between individual vs. group and implicit vs. explicit target
distinctions are substantial enough to warrant enthusiastic consideration of this
second option in future research. Moreover, such research should broadly examine
validity and reliability of all component scores.
A final limitation of this study concerns its reliance on a single instrument to
measure perspectival capacity. This limits the generalizability of results and requires
that the dynamic relationships be interpreted in alignment with how perspective
taking, seeking, and coordination were measured and how related component
scores were calculated. The LDMA operationalizes perspectival capacity differently
than most instruments employed by both structural and process studies making
comparison of results more difficult.
Future Research
This study has been innovative in several respects. It investigated taking,
seeking, and coordination; disaggregated taking and seeking into related subskills;
and utilized latent growth modeling techniques. However, this merely marks the
beginning of more targeted, more complex investigations of the relationship between
change in hierarchical complexity and change in perspectival capacity. Although
multiple avenues exist for extending this research, only a handful of the more
intriguing options are considered here.
The research design and analytical techniques used in this study do not allow
for strong causal inferences about the relationships between Lectical score and
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primary or components scores for perspectival skill. Future studies might test
whether the dynamic relationships hold when the influence of unmeasured third
variables is accounted for. Factors that account for the spuriousness of these
relationships might be located in the curriculum, participant engagement of the
curriculum, or other skills that develop in a stage-like manner. Relatedly, future
studies might investigate possible mediators or moderators of these dynamic
relationships. Perhaps the impact of perspective coordination score on subsequent
Lectical change is mediated by a participant’s capacity for self-reflection or on other
measurable aspects of intervention efficacy.
Similarly, perhaps primary or component perspective scores act as mediators
or moderators. Future research might also investigate the dynamic relationships
between component and primary scores or between one component and another
component score. Prior aspects of Lectical score were found to positively predict
change in both perspective-seeking and seeking salience scores. If future
investigations found that seeking salience score also predicted perspective-seeking
change, seeking salience could be investigated as a mediator of the impact of
Lectical score on perspective seeking. Furthermore, since Lectical score did not
predict change in either perspective coordination or component sophistication
scores, they could be investigated as predictors of one another.
The dynamic relationships discovered by this study represent patterns
present across a limited span of time and for a limited range of levels. Follow-up
studies might investigate if the relationships between Lectical score and perspectival
capacity remain constant over a period of several years or if they are more so a
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product of how changes in these skills interact over intensive periods of education
and assessment. These studies might also investigate increased time lags. Perhaps
a dynamic relationship between Lectical score and perspective coordination would
be uncovered if the impact of Lectical change on coordination change was
considered after two assessments rather than just one.
Next, the majority of Lectical scores in this study fell within the range of
abstract systems. Multi-group studies could compare the same bivariate LDS
models across groups of participants at abstract mappings and abstract systems or
abstract systems and single principles. Although this would pose challenges to data
collection, it is entirely feasible that the relationships discovered here would not hold
for other groups.
For example, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the degree of hierarchical
complexity that characterizes abstract systems thinking is what facilitates the impact
of Lectical change on subsequent change in perspective-seeking score. Earlier
Lectical levels might not facilitate such a transference of skill, and later Lectical
levels might facilitate a different transference of skills altogether. Relatedly, groups
could be used to compare relationships for a group of subjects navigating a Lectical
transition and another group which scored in the consolidated phases of a level.
The validity and robustness of the dynamic relationships uncovered by this
study ought to be verified across multiple domains. Future studies could test the
same bivariate LDS models with scores on other Lectical assessments. Because the
Lectical Assessment System is a domain-general metric (Dawson, 2001) and
because perspective skills are called up in domains such as ethical reasoning and
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reflective judgment, follow-up investigations could test similar relationships between
perspective scores and Lectical scores on both the Lectical Ethical Reasoning
Assessment and the Lectical Reflective Judgment Assessment. Confirmed
relationships would make these results more generalizable and they may inspire
additional or alternate curricular changes informed by the discovered relationships.
Perspective taking is a widely referenced but often poorly defined construct.
Caution is warranted when interpreting these findings as applying to “perspective
taking” writ large. Rather, they concern perspective taking, seeking, and coordination
as they have been defined—and, specifically, as they are measured by the LDMA.
Our understanding of the dynamic relationships between Lectical score and
perspectival skill would benefit from multiple measures of perspective taking. In
addition to modeling perspective scores from the LDMA, future studies could employ
Davis’ (1983) Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI) and Selman’s (1980) scoring
system.
In this configuration, perspective taking as a construct would be well
triangulated. The IRI is a self-report instrument which operationalizes perspective
taking as related to empathy. Selman’s system scores responses to perspective
taking tasks and is hypothesized to measure the same underlying dimension of
development as Lectical assessments (Heikkinen, 2011, 2014). And, as we have
seen here, the LDMA generates perspective scores by coding written responses to
questions about workplace dilemmas. In a study utilizing three different measures of
perspective taking, it is probable that dynamic relationships with Lectical level would
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vary based on the measure. Alternately, dynamic relationships that held across
measures might be more valid approximations of a more generalizable relationship
between Lectical level and perspective skill.
Finally, the growth in perspectival capacity assessed in this study was
assumed to be related to the workplace situations leaders encounter in their daily
lives, although this was not an empirical question addressed in this study. The
degree to which change in perspectival capacity as measured by the LDMA relates
to change in perspectival capacities demonstrated in other contexts depends on the
overlap of tasks and contexts (Fischer & Farrar, 1987), another empirical question
not addressed in this study. Therefore the degree to which the developmental
relations uncovered in this study relate to “real-life” perspective taking, seeking, and
coordination is an important topic for future research.
Such investigations might expand upon a preliminary exploration of the
relationships between change in LDMA scores and change in workplace perspectival
behavior in a small subsample of participants from this study. Initial evidence
indicates that growth in perspectival capacity correlates with positive change in
workplace behavior (Stein, Dawson, Van Rossum, Hill, & Rothaizer, 2013; Dawson,
Thornton, Rothaizer, & Hill, 2015)
Participants were invited to complete 360-degree surveys before and after the
LEI program. They rated self, peers, direct reports, and supervisors across several
categories including two related to perspectives: frequency of seeking perspectives
and frequency of asking questions that invited others to think and reflect.
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Participants also rated themselves in terms of the frequency with which they took the
perspectives of others.
Small and inconsistent sample sizes make these results far from definitive.
Additional research is needed to confirm if there is indeed a relationship between
growth in perspective scores and positive change in workplace perspective-taking
and seeking behavior. Ideally, such a study would administer 360 assessments after
a greater amount of time had elapsed following program completion. If participants
had more time to integrate their learning and demonstrate behavior change, the
ratings of peers, superiors, and direct reports may relate positively to change in
many of the capacities assessed by the LDMA. If not, such research would have
intriguing implications for how perspective skill development was included in similar
leadership programs, along with how transference of skill from the classroom to the
boardroom was supported.
By more carefully investigating these critical relationships, along with the
other ideas discussed here, future research can refine and extend this study’s
findings, contextualizing its contributions in an ongoing steam of investigations
targeting the relationship between developmental level and perspectival capacities.
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APPENDIX B
Sample LDMA Dilemma (Office Re-organization)
You have been a manager in one of the most technically savvy and productive
Branches in the City government for the last three years. Almost 80% of the
employees have at least Masters degrees and many have doctoral degrees in
engineering or computer science. This has been much easier than your last
management position, because here you have such great respect for the ability and
drive of your employees. When your supervisor retired 3 months ago, the senior
leadership team decided to replace her with an executive hired from the private
sector as part of a new initiative to change the culture of the City government. The
individual who was finally selected after a lengthy interview process has only been
on the job for 1 week and is already stirring things up. After his first walk-through of
the spaces, essentially a large cubicle farm, he announced that he was going to
redesign the space to "open things up" and encourage greater collaboration and
exchange of ideas among members of the group. You have been presented with a
drawing of how the space will be reconfigured and a very aggressive time-line for the
work, both of which you share with your employees. This normally quiet, reserved
group is visibly outraged. How can they be expected to do highly technical work
without the quiet and privacy of their cubicles? What's wrong with using a
conference room when collaboration is called for? They are looking to you to stand
up for them.
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APPENDIX C
LDMA Standard Probes
1. What are the important things to consider in this situation? In one or two
paragraphs, explain what they are and why they are important. (In your
response, feel free to include considerations that go beyond the immediate
situation.)
2. Are some of the consideration you discussed in your response to question
one more important than others? If so, what are they and why are the
important?
3. What do you think is an appropriate response to this kind of situation? Please
explain why this response is appropriate.
4. Describe another reasonable response to this kind of situation. Compare the
potential risks and benefits of this response with those of your original
response.
5. What process would you recommend for deciding how to respond to
situations of this kind? Please describe his decision-making process in
general terms, in a way that would allow other persons to use the process in a
similar workplace situation, and explain why you would recommend each step
in this process.
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APPENDIX D
Sample LDMA Response
1. What are the important things to consider in this situation? In one or two
paragraphs, explain what they are and why they are important. (In your
response, feel free to include considerations that go beyond the immediate
situation.)
Three important things to considerations in this situation are: 1) the impact of
this directive from the new supervisor on the moral of the team and team
members; 2) the impact of a move to a new office layout on the production of
the team; and 3) impact of a very directive action on the implementation of a
new culture that encourages greater collaboration and exchange of ideas. It is
obvious that the employees are very upset now. Their status and autonomy
are being challenged. What seems to have been a very certain work place is
now going to be very uncertain and relationships will be stressed. They likely
do not see this change as very fair. Their ability to maintain a highly
productive team is in jeopardy. I would expect increased staff turnover and
conflicts would eventually occur. They will likely not produce at the level or
quality that they have been producing. I would want to talk to the group and
ask them what ideas and suggestions they have to talk with the new
supervisor to have him reconsider or amend his decision. And, if he is
unwilling to change that decision, what ideas they have for working within the
directive. Even if the employees were to accept the change, there will be time
spent to implement the new floor layout, and it is likely that current or future
projects be delayed or altered. There will also be an impact on the
stakeholders for who this group does its work (residents, Council, other
Administration, etc.). There needs to be a consultation and communication to
others about expected impacts on the production. Also I would want to have a
discussion with the team on how best to not ensure deadlines or met and
projects are not compromised during the change. Another important
consideration is the impact that this change will have on the ability to make a
cultural change in this work unit and elsewhere in the City. Change is most
effectively implemented with a clear vision and direction. The directive actions
of the new supervisor do not demonstrate the new vision of a more
collaborative or open work environment. I would consider asking the new
supervisor to slow down, communicate the new vision for a culture,
collaborate with the team, and seek their opinions of ideas on how to be more
collaborative and open.
2. Are some of the consideration you discussed in your response to question one
more important than others? If so, what are they and why are the important?
The most important consideration is the impact on the staff. No doubt this
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change is seen as very unfair. When individuals feel their status and
autonomy challenged, they will act in very selfish and less collaborative ways.
The impact on the individuals will be long lasting and difficult to repair. This
action of the new supervisor destroyed any trust or possible trust that the
team my have had of him or his position. A team that is afraid is not gong to
produce at the level that this team had done in the past. My challenge will be
to support the new supervisor and the vision that the new supervisor has for
this cultural change. It will be important to discuss with the supervisor the
current impact on the team and the potential future impact if something is not
done quickly to make amends. I would want to understand the supervisor’s
decision to make this dramatic and directive move now and how he sees his
actions fitting with the new culture. I would want to make sure he was fully
aware of the impact on the team and that I would suggest the team be
involved in the plans. If he is of the view that a dramatic action will create an
environment where people will come up with new solutions, I would like to
discuss how he would like to involve all the staff to talk about what is a more
collaborative and open work environment. If he is sit on proceeding in this
fashion, I would focus my efforts on the team. I would talk about my vision of
a collaborative open culture and than talk about what we had done well and
how we could use our past experience to work within this new situation. It will
be important to allow the team to be part of a solution and develop a plan
where they have more certainty about where it is going. Since he as already
developed the floor plan and the layout, I would want to talk to them about
what it means to work more collaboratively and how they might adjust to
directive. If they have to accept the floor plan, then how they live in it and
remain as productive as they did in the past.
3. What do you think is an appropriate response to this kind of situation? Please
explain why this response is appropriate.
I am assuming the question asks what is an appropriate response for me as
the Manager. The appropriate response is to listen, hear all aspects of the
change and not to make immediate statements in favour or opposed to the
directive of the supervisor. As a middle manager, I have a duty to implement
decisions of my supervisors. However, I also have a duty to ensure that those
who work for me have the tools and environment to do their jobs to the best of
their abilities. My job is to ensure I fully understand the directions of my
supervisor and the corporate vision and then to translate those instructions in
a way that I can help the staff achieve the greatest success that they can. I
would first want to be seen as impartial to the supervisor decision, even if I
disagree with it, so that I could create a safe environment where the staff can
tell me their fears and concerns about the directive. need to ensure that I
maintain the trust of the staff so that we can continue to work together in a
healthy environment. It is not just my job to support my supervisor but I need
to ensure he is aware of the impact of this directive. Since this individual was
chosen after a long hiring process, I am lead to believe that he and his
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behaviours may be supported and encouraged by senior managers. I need to
communicate the concerns that the action did not see to "walk the talk" of
what I and the staff see as the new cultural direction. I would like to ask if
there is room to reconsider or amend the directive. Is there an opportunity for
us to work with the staff to consider how they might think it best to change
their work spaces so that they could be more collaborative and open. I would
want to suggest a meeting where he could listen to their concerns and then
talk about the what he expects of a cultural change. Then together develop
ways to change the work environment to be more collaborative and open. My
response must be calm and reasoned. I need to be able to project confidence
in the organization and the corporate vision. At the same time I need to bring
the supervisor and staff together to develop relationships and understandings
of each others points of views and objectives.
4. Describe another reasonable response to this kind of situation. Compare the
potential risks and benefits of this response with those of your original response.
Another possible response is to agree with the staff and to tell them that I
think the decision of the supervisor is wrong. I would want to listen to all of
their concerns and I would ask them to develop an alternate plan for making
their work environment more collaborative and open. Given that he has a very
aggressive time line on the change, their plan development may have to me
even more aggressive. I would communicate to them my understanding of the
corporate vision and cultural change and discuss with them what they
understand it to be. I would work with them to develop an alternate plan.
When a plan was developed, I would go to the supervisor and tell him that I
disagreed with his directive and ask him to consider another plan. I would
present the plan the staff had prepared. Depending on the supervisory, I may
have two or three staff members attend and present the plan. The risks in this
situation is that I might undermine the authority of the supervisor my taking
the position of the staff. If I have not yet taken steps to build a relationship
with he, he may not accept the staff plan very favourably. It will also be harder
for him to develop trust and a relationship with the staff in the future. By
becoming the defender of the staff, they have less autonomy and need to
count on me to stand between them and the supervisor. A benefit is that by
demonstrating to my staff that I don't blindly follow direction is also a positive
action. It allows them to know that they can challenge my decisions but that
they must come to me with alternate solutions. If we want a culture that is
more open this is a good example of keeping an open mind and allowing for
an alternate plan. A benefit of the original response is that it allows the
supervisor to rethink the directive and to be part of a new solution. It allows
the supervisor to start to develop trust more quickly by working with the staff
to find a solution. The risk in the first solution is that the supervisor my
absolutely believe that the directive is
the best way to go and will tell me to simply implement it. The trust the staff
might have for me might be slightly eroded as I did not side with them at the
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start. I would still try to work with them to develop an alternate solution or an
implementation plan that is their plan. I will try to recreate an environment in
which they have decision-making and status.
5. What process would you recommend for deciding how to respond to situations of
this kind? Please describe his decision-making process in general terms, in a
way that would allow other persons to use the process in a similar workplace
situation, and explain why you would recommend each step in this process.
I would first suggest that you need to fully understand the situation. There
needs to be a full understanding of the direction that the supervisor's gave. I
would want to clarify exactly what he wants done and what outcome he
expects. Then, I would want to know the reasoning behind the directive. I
would want ask questions to make sure I understood his rational for making
the decision and for giving the directive. I would want to ask if there is any
opportunity for rescission or revisions of his decision. I would ask if he is open
to hearing other options. I would also want to fully understand the concerns of
the staff. I would want to meet individually with each of them and collectively
as a group to listen. and to ask questions to ensure I understand their
feelings. I would try to remain as neutral as possible. Since the new
supervisory has only been on the job for one week, I likely have not had the
opportunity to develop a relationship with that individual. I would not want to
make any comments positive or negative about him to the staff, rather treat
my questions an inquiry and seeking to understand. After trying to understand
both sides, I would want to convey to the supervisor a summary of the
concerns of the staff and then I would want tell him my concerns or
recommendations to achieve what he wants to achieve. I would tell him that I
know and understand the staff and that I believe that are alternate ways to
handle the siltation. I would recommend that he either allow an extension of
time or that he reconsideration his decision. I would ask him to come and
meet with the staff to either convey his vision of where this change will take
them and to talk to them about their alternate ideas. I would talk to him about
my understanding of the vision and suggest an alternate way of implementing
cultural change to be more collaborative and open. If he believes this is the
best way to affect cultural change, I would ask for his ideas on how to deal
with staff concerns. I would want to be positive and open with the staff and
work with them to ensure productivity is maintained and that the office is a
good place to work. Regardless, I would want them to take some ownership
in the implementation of the new floor plan.
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APPENDIX E
Distributions of Sample Demographics
Table E-1
Distribution of Age
Age range

N

Percent

20 to 29 years 9

1.5

30 to 39 years 95

15.9

40 to 49 years 160

26.8

50 to 59 years 248

41.5

60 to 69 years 48

8.0

No data

38

6.4

Total

598

100.0

Table E-2
Distribution of Ethnic Background
Ethnicity

N

Percent

458

78.2

Latin

3

.5

African

3

.5

Indigenous

2

.3

Arabic

3

.5

East Asian

14

2.4

Eurasian

5

0.9

East Indian

14

2.4

Other

49

8.4

No data

35

5.0

Total

598

100.0

Caucasian
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Table E-3
Distribution of Educational Level
Educational level

N

Percent

High school

60

10.0

1 to 3 years college

153

25.6

BA or equivalent

213

35.6

Masters or equivalent

123

20.6

More than 1 year doctoral study

14

2.3

No data

35

5.9

Total

598

100.0

Table E-4
Distribution of Management Level
Management level

N

Percent

Not a Manager

25

4.2

Pre-manager

2

.3

Supervisor

387

64.7

Mid-Level Manager

105

17.6

Upper-Level Manager

44

7.4

No data

35

5.9

Total

598

100.0
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Table E-5
Distribution of City Department
City department

N

Percent

Community services

87

14.5

Corporate services

134

22.4

Financial services

68

11.4

Infrastructure services

71

11.9

Office of the city auditor

2

.3

Office of the city manager

15

2.5

Sustainable development

56

9.4

Transportation services

130

21.7

No data

35

5.9

Total

229

100.0
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APPENDIX F

Code Criteria for Perspective Taking, Seeking, and Coordination
Table F-1
Codes for Perspective Taking
Option

Criteria

1

demonstrates awareness of the perspective

2

takes the perspective into account

3

mentions one or more aspects of the perspective

4

incorporates the perspective in his/her decision-making process

Table F-2
Codes for Perspective Seeking
Option

Criteria

1

suggests seeking or clarifying the perspective

2

describes how he/she would go about seeking or clarifying the perspective

3

suggests seeking or clarifying the perspective to aid in the decision-making
process (less collaborative)

4

suggests seeking or clarifying the perspective as part of decision-making
process (more collaborative)

5

suggests seeking or clarifying the perspective as part of a sophisticated/shared/
distributive decision-making process
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Table F-3
Deliberation Codes for Taking and Seeking
Option

Taking Criteria

Seeking Criteria

1

dismiss them

get or verify the facts or information

2

help you figure out how to change
people’s minds or get them to do what
you want

improve your understanding of other
perspectives

3

help you solve/fix a problem

improve your understanding of the situation

4

help you get “buy-in” or get people “on
board” with a solution

check your own assumptions

5

help you figure out how to deal with the
situation

understand the tension between perspectives

6

help you make a better decision

resolve the tensions between perspectives

7

help you make a fair, equitable, or ethical
decision

make a more “integrated” decision

Table F-4
Understanding Self and Others Codes for Taking and Seeking
Option

Taking Criteria

Seeking Criteria

1

understand how other people feel or think understand how others think or feel

2

understand people’s reasons (or
motivations) for their actions

find out how others understand the situation

3

understand what others are concerned
about, what is important to them, or their
expectations

understand people’s reasons (or motivations)
for their actions

4

understand the various relationships in
the situation

understand what others are concerned about,
what is important to them, or their
expectations

5

understand your own role, responsibility,
contribution, motivations, values,
assumptions or biases

understand the various relationships involved
in the situation

6

understand how others might view your
get feedback in order to better understand
contribution, motivations, assumptions, or your own role in the development of the
biases
situation.
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Table F-5
Tension and Limits Codes
Option

Tensions Criteria

Limits Criteria

1

you are aware of some of the tensions
between stakeholder perspectives

you appear to primarily rely upon your own
perspective

2

you describe some of the tensions
between stakeholder perspectives

you demonstrate that you may be beginning to
appreciate the limits of your own perspective

3

you provide an in-depth description of
tensions between stakeholder
perpsectives

you demonstrate that you have some
appreciation of the limits of your own
perspective

4

you describe an approach to resolving
tensions between stakeholder
perspectives

you demonstrate that you have an
appreciation of the limits of your own
perspective

5

you describe an in-depth approach to
resolving the tensions between
stakeholder perspectives

you demonstrate that you have a deep
appreciation of the limits of your own
perspective
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APPENDIX G
Summary of Primary and Component Scores
Table G-1
Summary of Primary and Component Scores
Score

Abbreviation

Type

Description

L

P

Captures degree of hierarchical complexity present in an LDMA
performance

Perspective
Taking

PT

P

Generated from LDMA coding selections. Captures multiple
aspects of demonstrated perspective taking

Taking
Salience

TS

C

Ratio of number of perspectives taken to the number available
in a LDMA dilemma. Higher scores earned by taking a greater
quantity of perspectives.

Taking
Accessibility

TA

C

Ratio of accessibility points earned for perspectives taken to
sum of points for all perspectives available in a LDMA dilemma.
Higher scores earned by taking a greater number of lessaccessible perspectives.

Taking
Sophistication

TN

C

Ratio of sophistication points earned for each perspective taken
to total possible points for perspectives taken. Higher scores
earned by more deeply or thoroughly engaging perspectives
taken.

Perspective
Seeking

PS

P

Generated from LDMA coding selections. Captures multiple
aspects of demonstrated perspective seeking

Seeking
Salience

SS

C

Ratio of number of perspectives sought to the number available
in a LDMA dilemma. Higher scores earned by seeking a greater
quantity of perspectives.

Seeking
Accessibility

SA

C

Ratio of accessibility points earned for perspectives sought to
sum of points for all perspectives available in a LDMA dilemma.
Higher scores earned by seeking a greater number of lessaccessible perspectives.

Seeking
Sophistication

SN

C

Ratio of sophistication points earned for each perspective
sought to total possible points for perspectives sought. Higher
scores earned by more deeply or thoroughly engaging
perspectives sought.

PC

P

Generated from LDMA coding selections. Captures multiple
aspects of how demonstrated taking and seeking are used to
inform recommended actions/solutions.

Lectical
Score

Perspective
Coordination

Note: P = Primary score, C = Component score.
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APPENDIX H

Normality Assessment and Transformation Results

Table H-2
Assessment of Multivariate Normality for Component Scores
test
time

Skew

Kurtosis

Shaprio
-Wilks
Test

Extreme
Case
Percent

test
time

Skew

Kurtosis

Shaprio
-Wilks
Test

Extreme
Case
Percent

TS1

1.20

3.55

Failed

1.0

SS1

1.13

8.23

Failed

0.17

TS2

0.73

0.59

Failed

0.24

SS2

0.81

0.53

Failed

0.24

TS3

0.96

0.71

Failed

0.42

SS3

0.85

0.14

Failed

0.0

TS4

0.36

0.23

Passed

0.0

SS4

0.59

0.49

Failed

0.74

TA1

-1.56

2.48

Failed

0.0

SA1

0.38

-1.63

Failed

0.0

TA2

-0.75

0.18

Failed

3.58

SA2

0.39

-1.70

Failed

0.0

TA3

-0.79

0.08

Passed

1.69

SA3

-0.05

-1.82

Failed

0.0

TA4

-2.55

7.74

Failed

0.74

SA4

-2.31

3.82

Failed

0.0

TN1

0.60

0.04

Passed

0.0

SN1

-0.15

-0.75

Passed

0.0

TN2

0.71

2.00

Failed

0.72

SN2

0.35

-0.87

Failed

0.0

TN3

0.19

0.62

Passed

0.0

SN3

0.43

-0.55

Passed

0.0

TN4

0.03

0.09

Passed

0.0

SN4

0.01

-0.65

Passed

0.0

Note: TS = Taking Salience, TA = Taking Accessibility, TN = Taking Sophistication, SS = Seeking Salience, SA
= Seeking Accessibility, SN = Seeking Sophistication.
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Table H-1
Assessment of Multivariate Normality for Primary Scores
test time

Skew

Kurtosis

ShaprioWilks Test

Extreme Case
Percent

L1

-0.92

1.77

Failed

0.17

L2

-0.74

2.41

Failed

1.43

L3

-0.82

2.07

Failed

1.27

L4

-1.15

4.95

Failed

2.6

PT1

0.68

1.12

Failed

0.33

PT2

0.36

-0.44

Failed

0.24

PT3

0.23

0.13

Passed

0.00

PT4

-0.05

0.89

Passed

0.37

PS1

-0.02

-0.06

Failed

0.17

PS2

0.06

-0.87

Failed

0.0

PS3

0.25

-0.64

Failed

0.0

PS4

-0.26

-0.31

Failed

0.0

PC1

-0.02

-0.06

Passed

0.0

PC2

0.06

-0.87

Passed

0.0

PC3

0.25

-0.64

Passed

0.0

PC4

-0.26

-0.31

Passed

0.0

Note: L = Lectical Score, PT = Perspective Taking, PS = Perspective
Seeking, PC = Perspective Coordination
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Table H-3
Box-Cox Transformation Details and Results
Variable

Box Cox
Lamda

Average
Skew

Average
Kurtosis

Variance
Adjustment
Constant

Lectical Score

2.18

-.22

2

3

Perspective Taking

.55

.03

-.22

2

Perspective Seeking

.55

.01

-.05

2

Perspective Coordination

.25

-.27

-.47

2

Taking Salience

-2.78

.08

-.35

18

Seeking Salience

-2.68

.02

-.14

18

Taking Accessibility

7.65

.23

-.4

.6

Seeking Accessibility

6

.78

-.46

.8

Taking Sophistication

-.33

.22

.12

12

Seeking Sophistication

1.98

.45

-.38

5
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APPENDIX I

Summary Statistics for Lectical and Perspective-Related Scores

Table I-1
Summary Statistics for Lectical Score and Perspective Taking, Seeking and Coordination
Across Four Cccasions
L1

L2

L3

PT4

PS1

PS2

PS3

PS4 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4

M

3.36 3.56 3.61 4.27 2.51 3.03 3.41 3.89

1.78

1.61

2.28

2.78 2.68 2.57 2.52 3.05

SA

.985 .982 .987 .835 .935 1.24 1.09 .983
6
1

.774

1.25
5

1.46
1

1.18 .740 .864 .817 .741
8

L1

1

L2

.539

L3

.580 .598

L4

.436 .469 .568

L4

PT1

PT2 PT3

1
1
1

PT1

.289 .239 .196 .158

1

PT2

.196 .357 .276 .113

.102

PT3

.144 .278 .313 .207 .208 .203

PT4

.140 .147 .208 .241 .174 .216 .314

1

PS1

.178 .163 .120 .182 .269 .118 .077

-.
062

PS2

.191 .211 .205 .084 .112 .446 .251 .118

.209

1

PS3

.183 .237 .307 .267 .272 .169 .490 .310

.077

.170

1

PS4

.150 .092 .296 .286 .133 .216 .252 .515

.102

.197

.399

1

PC1

.328 .310 .316 .334 .328 .183 .157 .027

.550

.225

.190

.195

PC2

.285 .340 .305 .253 .209 .407 .346 .201

.207

.675

.236

.353 .356

PC3

.320 .376 .396 .335 .284 .340 .446 .324

.117

.349

.644

.402

PC4

.386 .324 .449 .482 .310 .375 .276 .496

.143

.250

.432

.614 .298 .439 .486

1
1

1

1
1

.311 .433

1

Note: N = 598, L = Lectical Score. PT = Perspective Taking, PS = Perspective Seeking, PC = Perspective
Coordination

1

TS1

TS2

TS3

TS4

SS1

SS3

SS4

TA1

TA2

TA3

TA4

SA1

SA2

SA3

SA4

TN1

TN2

TN3

TN4

SN1

SN2

SN3

SN4

.119 .069 .055 .057 .063 .133 .025 .133 -.055 .131 .161 .135 .014 .149 -.012 .057 .048 .169 .183 .070 .070 -.106 .292 -.058 .151 .024

.100 .038 .124 .060 .016 .099 .069 .068 .005

SN3

SN4

1

Note: N = 598, L = Lectical Score, TS = Taking Salience, SS = Seeking Salience, TA = Taking Accessibility, SA = Seeking Accessibility, TN = Taking Sophistication, SN = Seeking Sophistication.

.073 .024 .094 -.023 .151 .150 .152 -.027 .132 .108 .340 .059 .043 .125 .247 .048 .206 .063

.294 .138 .264 .044 .124 .049 .003 .016 .193 .101 .130 .079 .259 .038 .190 .109

1

.114 .022 .054 .072 .059 .000 .212 .140 .062

SN2

.144 .231 .175 -.017 .124 .114 .094 .051 .152 .133 .071 .398 .035 .064 .059

1

.124 .136 .213 .180 .003 .179 .158 .025 .270

SN1

1

.077 .006 .020 .043 .015 -.006 -.002 -.221 .026 -.005 .050 .093 .059 .040 .031 -.127 -.053 .083 .091 .011 .041 .219 -.006

TN4

1

.010 -.036 -.015 .115 .020 .138 -.273 .091 .075 -.018 -.119 .070 -.055 .121 -.184 .103 .059 -.025 .030 .116 .085 -.100

TN3

1

.033 .002 .093 .078 .078 -.166 .104 -.078 .054 -.008 -.032 .084 .040 -.170 .099 .050 .023 .005 -.005 .034 .062

TN2

.055 .015 .022 -.199 .132 -.044 .099 -.025 .135 -.028 .057

.094 .152 .399 -.028 .026 -.022 .595 .011 .130 .170

1

.047 .095 .048 .108 -.255 .089 -.013 -.117 .149

TN1

1

.090 .101 .088 .182 .030 .185 .097 .270 .010

SD4

.132 .691 .462 .026 .131 .462 .136 -.030 .186

.157 .127 .128 .492 .283 .155 .177

1

.197 .213 .334 .240 .186 .198 .409 .381 .017

SD3

.611

.109 -.055 .029 .570 .061 .055 .093

1

.193 .252 .172 .055 .118 .341 .247 .115 .150

SD2

1

.073 .096 .066 .097 .225 .041 -.059 .082 .351

SD1

.138 .174 .234 .014 -.020 .165

.249 .403 .201 .087 .143

1

.089 .106 .143 .277 .099 .200 .210 .339 .103

TA4

1

.122 .223 .297 .126 .224 .282 .621 .314 .023

TA3

.267 .153 .102 .101

.079 .149 .064
1

.122 .222 .187 .002 .118 .435 .177 .152 .115

TA2

1

.165 .162 .076 .088 .666 .038 .100 .088 .200

TA1

.195 .493

1

.168 .121 .305 .307 .144 .253 .382 .547 .047

SS4

1

.209 .254 .309 .249 .325 .221 .631 .371 .053

SS3

1

.193 .223 .184 .078 .103 .413 .283 .179 .166

SS2

.221

.166 .156 .068 .134 .313 .075 .027 -.091

SS1

1

.158 .180 .239 .278 .158 .353 .385

TS4

1

.184 .315 .330 .223 .287 .275

TS3

1

.178 .327 .287 .108 .039

TS2

1

.292 .248 .192 .172

TS1

1

.436 .469 .568

L4

1

.580 .598

L3

1

.539

L2

1

1

L1

1

1.49 1.62 2.14 1.65 2.01 2.15 3.81 0.70 0.85 0.95 2.65 3.48 2.86 3.10 2.91 1.72 1.17 1.18 1.38

SS2

.985 .982 .987 .835 .823 .958 .964 .877 .672 1.081 1.072 1.027 .972 .940 .862 .817 .896 1.070 .973 1.052 1.193 .916 .854 .673 1.127 1.039 1.002 .892

L4

3.36 3.56 3.61 4.27 2.10 2.90 2.44 3.16 1.50

L3

M

L2

SD

L1

Summary statistics for transformed Lectical, taking and seeking salience, taking and seeking accessibility, and taking and seeking sophistication scores across four occasions

Table I-2
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APPENDIX J
Introduction to Latent Growth Modeling
Longitudinal data has been traditionally approached using the concept of
change or difference scores—simply subtract pretest scores from posttest scores
and you arrive at a change score representing the amount of growth. Because my
research concerns the relationship between growth in four capacities—Lectical
score and perspective taking, seeking, and coordination—an initial quantitative
analytical step might be to regress the change scores on, and correlate them with,
other variables, including other change scores. However, the reliability of change
scores—particularly when used as dependent variables in regression analysis—has
been debated for decades (Bereiter, 1963; Overall & Woodward, 1975; Allison,
1990). Both when and how to use them in longitudinal analysis is not as
straightforward as it might first appear.
In this appendix, I discuss the limitations of using change scores as
dependent variables in uni- or multivariate investigations where change scores
themselves might also be covariates (predictors). I argue instead that change score
component measures are better utilized in the framework of latent growth modeling
(Raykov, 1999). I explain the major features of latent growth modeling and justify it
as the appropriate analytical framework for this study.
Limitations of Change Scores
The measurement of a dependent variable, Y, at two or more points in time
(Y1 and Y2) is central to investigating the effect of an independent variable, X, on Y.
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Even though the change score calculation appears simple (Y2 - Y1), the betweenperson comparison of changes scores requires an examination of the relationship
between X and Y2 while controlling for the effects of Y1. The historical debate over
the appropriate use of change scores has vacillated between two options for
achieving this—the change score method and the regressor variable method
(Allison, 1990).
In the change score method, the change score itself, Y2 - Y1, is regressed on
X. In the regressor variable method, Y2 is regressed on both Y1 and X. Both methods
share a similar aim—to rule out the rival hypothesis that Y effects X—but they go
about achieving this aim differently. Some believe that this debate has
problematically focused on the differential reliability of these methods, rather than on
developing practical approaches for using change scores (or the component
measures of change scores) to separately evaluating intraindividual change and
interindividual differences in intraindividual change (Collins, 1996).
Latent growth modeling (LGM) is such an approach. Some LGM techniques
utilize latent change scores as compared to observed change scores. Other LGM
techniques utilize the component measures of change scores (instead of the change
score itself), allowing for the computation of latent change scores during model
estimation. Regardless of technique, LGM approaches account for measurement
error in Y1 and Y2. This is critical because correlations between observed change
scores and other variables often underestimate the strength of linear relationships
(Raykov, 1999). The estimation of measurement error in latent change scores (or
their components) counters this issue, resulting in more adequate modeling of the
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relationship between change along latent dimensions and other variables of interest.
LGM’s reliance on latent change scores also allows for the use of change scores (or
their components) as both dependent and independent variables (McArdle, 1989).
This unique affordance of LGM approaches overcomes several limitations of using
observed change scores as dependent variables in longitudinal analyses. I will only
highlight the four limitations that I deem most relevant to the present study, and most
significant in justifying a LGM approach.
(a) When the component measures (Y1 and Y2) of observed change scores
are positively correlated (as is often the case in this study), reliability is higher when
the component measures are used as separate dependent variables (Johns, 1981;
Zimmerman, 1981). (b) Using observed change scores (as compared to observed
component scores or latent scores) as dependent variables results in an increase in
standard error and a decrease in statistical power (Pedhazur, 1982). (c) Using
observed change scores as dependent variables confounds the effects of
independent variables on the component scores. This leads to ambiguous results
and potentially misleading interpretations of regression coefficients, which could
represent equal but opposite effects on the component scores (Edwards, 1995). (d)
The variance of an observed change score is a function of the variances and
covariances of its component measures. Because the components are implicitly
assigned an equal weight in the observed change score calculation, it appears that
component scores equally contribute to the variance of the observed score. This is
not always the case with real data. In a latent change score estimation, however, the
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relative contribution of component scores to the variance of the change score can be
parsed out (Edwards, 1994).
The ability of LGM approaches to circumvent these limitations is important to
the present study for three reasons. First, my primary research question concerns
change scores in four dependent variables—Lectical score and perspective taking/
seeking/coordination scores—compounding the aforementioned issues with
observed change scores, particularly in regards to unaccounted for measurement
error. Second, because the relationships between growth in each skill is unclear,
each change score (or its components) will ideally be investigated as both
independent and dependent variables in relation to both other change scores and
exogenous predictors. Third, if considered together, the central aim of this research
could be summarized as attempting to determine how developmental level and
perspectival skill both change together and do not change together. What is their
covariance (tendency to change together) in relation to their variance (tendency to
spread out around the sample mean)? In the context of this study, this could be
construed as a second-order requirement (one that exists between dependent
variables), built on a first-order requirement (described in limitation 4, above, and
which exists within variables). An LGM approach, described in detail in the next
section, can meet both requirements (Hertzog, Lindenberger, Ghisletta, & Oertzen,
2006).
History of Latent Growth Modeling
Despite their limitations, change scores offer valuable information about the
magnitude of change between two points in time. However, as the number of
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repeated observations increases, longitudinal designs can support a range of
interesting hypotheses, many of which go well beyond predictions concerning the
amount of change. With more extensive data and more rigorous statistical methods,
researchers can discern not only the shape and direction of change—called the
trajectory—but also the predictors and outcomes of change, along with the
relationship between two variables that change together (hierarchical complexity and
perspective-taking, for example; Preacher, Wichman, MacCallum, & Briggs, 2008).
Many statistical techniques have been developed to capitalize on the rich
data generated by longitudinal designs. Latent growth modeling (LGM) refers to a
broad class of statistical methods that enable better hypothesis articulation,
enhanced statistical power, and a greater correspondence between statistical
models and the theoretical frameworks operative in a given study. Importantly, LGM
techniques allow for the direct and simultaneous study of the differences between
people and the changes within people (McArdle, 2009). This often summarized as
the “between-person differences in within-person changes” (Nesselroade & Baltes,
1979), or as an investigation of intraindividual change plus interindividual differences
in intraindividual change (Collins, 1996). LGM allows for the articulation and testing
of a wide range of important questions about change: (a) What is the shape of the
mean trend over time?; (b) does the initial level predict rate of change?; (c) do two or
more groups differ in the trajectories?; (d) does rate of change or degree of
curvature in the mean trend predict key outcomes?; (e) is change over time in one
variable related to change over time in another variable? This list is by no means
exhaustive; see Preacher, et al. (2008) for a summary.
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Over the last several decades, growth curve models have been used to
model data generated by repeated measurements of an observed outcome variable
across a number of occasions (Potthoff & Roy, 1964). The LGM approach relies on
measures of observed variables to indicate growth in latent, or unobserved, factors.
The approach is rooted in the formative work of Baker (1954), Tucker (1958) and
Rao (1958), who independently used exploratory factor analysis techniques to model
the covariances among repeated measures (see Bollen & Curran, 2006). Meredith
and Tisak (1990) sidestepped a range of limitations in these exploratory factor
analysis techniques by applying confirmatory factor analysis in their place. Their
latent curve analysis (LCA) allows researchers to specify factor loadings, which in
turn allows for the testing of specific hypothesized trends in longitudinal data.
Latent curve analysis (LCA) is equivalent to LGM as it is described here. Both
LCA and LGM are equivalent to latent variable modeling (Raykov, 1999), latent
trajectory modeling (Curran & Willoughby, 2003), and latent variable growth curve
modeling (Duncan, Duncan, & Strycker, 2006), along with other differently named,
but similarly conceived, techniques (see McArdle, 2009). All LGM approaches share
at least three common features. (a) They rely upon estimation and testing
procedures used in structural equation modeling (SEM). (b) They share a
fundamental assumption that change is systematically related to the passage of time
(Burchinal & Appelbaum, 1991). (c) They can be viewed as “…residing at an
intersection between variable-centered and person-centered analysis” (Curran &
Willoughby, 2003, p. 603). This intersection is of particular normative importance to
this study. I intend to quantitatively explore relationships between growth in order to
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generate usable knowledge that has pedagogical implications for leader
development programs—programs that are concerned ultimately with supporting the
growth of individual leaders.
In the next section, I explain how LGM is used to model longitudinal change.
This discussion will be kept as simple as possible, but it is quite detailed, given the
technical nature of LGM. I include this overview for three reasons. First, the models
required to investigate change in more than one dependent variable are complex. If
simpler examples are not provided, I fear that even readers with some statistical
background might not follow my analysis. Second, while these models are depicted
with standard SEM path diagram notation, the difficulty of deciphering these
diagrams increases with the complexity of the models they represent. Third, as far
as I am aware, LGM analysis has not yet been employed on longitudinal data
generated from repeated Lectical assessments. As such, I am interested in making
the forthcoming analysis and presentation of results as accessible as possible to my
colleagues, along with any reader interested in utilizing Lectical assessments in
longitudinal studies.
Overview of Latent Growth Modeling
To understand how LGM investigates change over time, it is best to start with
a conceptually simple example and build from there. At it’s most pared down, LGM
begins with repeated measures of a single individual on a single variable. In Figure
J-1, a plot of measures of a hypothetical leader’s Lectical scores on three
developmental assessments completed over a span of 12 months (T1, T2, T3) show
an irregular but generally clear pattern of growth. (Please note that while this
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example uses terms and concepts relevant to this study, it is does not present actual
results.)

Figure J-1. Plot of Lectical scores at three test times for a hypothetical leader.
This leader’s data can be summarized with a fitted linear growth trajectory, as
shown in Figure J-2. The regression equation shown summarizes the relation
between this leader’s Lectical complexity and time.

Figure J-2. Fitted linear trajectory for a hypothetical leader’s Lectical growth.
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Fitting this straight-line growth curve provides information on two important
parameters: (a) this leader’s initial status, or intercept parameter, a, which indicates
their Lectical score at T1; and (b) their rate of change, or slope parameter, b, which
indicates how slowly or rapidly this leader’s score changed from T1 to T3.
LGM involves the analysis of multiple individual growth curves. Figure J-3
shows the original leader’s growth curve (in bold), along with the growth curves for
many other hypothetical leaders in this fabricated sample.

Figure J-3. Fitted linear growth trajectories hypothetical leaders.
Figure J-3 indicates three important patterns in the growth curves from this
hypothetical study. First, each individual has unique intercept and slope parameters
describing their own unique growth trajectory. Second, individuals have very different
initial Lectical levels—that is, there is substantial variability in leader intercept
parameters. Third, individuals’ growth curves show very different rates of change—
some slopes are steep and positive, some relatively flat, and some slightly negative
—that is, there is also substantial variability in the slope parameters.
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Traditional analyses use means for the a and b parameters to characterize
the average intercept and slope across the sample. LGM, however, tests models
built from all three of these patterns: (a) individual growth curves, which are taken as
the basic unit of analysis, (b) estimated mean intercepts and slopes for the sample,
and (c) estimated variance of the intercepts and slopes for the sample.
The next step in this LGM overview is to represent these parameters in a
standard structural equation modeling (SEM) path diagram. However, before adding
another layer of complexity to this discussion, I will compare LGM to a more
common statistical test that is also used to analyze longitudinal data. This
comparison is made in regard to two parameters just referenced—means and
variances.
LGM vs. ANOVA
Repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) is one of the most
common statistical analyses of change involving a single, continuous dependent
variable (e.g. Lectical score). Specifically, it involves the comparison of means at two
or more points in time in order to assess whether the dependent variable has
significantly changed over time. Repeated measures ANOVA construes multiple
measures as multiple levels of a single within-subjects factor, time (Newsom, 2012).
LGM and repeated measures ANOVA are similar in this regard. They both model the
means structure over time (Rovine & Liu, 2012)—a commonality that leads Meredith
and Tisak (1990) to describe repeated measures ANOVA as a special, restricted
case of LGM.
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The two techniques are also quite different. LGM accounts for both means
and variances by estimating them as “shared parameters” (Duncan et al., 2006;
McArdle, 2009). Repeated measures ANOVA, however, assumes both equal
variance and equal covariance over time (McCall & Appelbaum, 1973). This is
problematic for two reasons—particularly when working with real longitudinal data,
where satisfying such assumptions is highly improbable (McArdle, 2009). First,
violations of the variance assumption is often ignored by researchers. Second,
repeated measures ANOVA is not robust to violations of the covariance assumption
(McCall & Appelbaum, 1973). Box (1954) and Kogan (1948) demonstrated that
violations of either assumption produce overstated F values, which are used to
determine if means are significantly different. This bias results in researcher’s
believing that the dependent variable has significantly changed over time far more
often than should be the case for stated significance levels. Because the present
study tracks growth over relatively short periods of time, mean differences are
expected to be small, exacerbating this issue of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis.
Path Diagrams
Latent growth modeling is implemented using confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA; Bollen, 1998) and carried out using structural equation modeling (SEM)
methodologies (Singer & Willett, 2003). SEM path diagrams are used to translate
specific hypotheses into the structural expectations, which are then compared with a
real set of longitudinal data (McArdle, 2009). For latent growth models, these
expectations should minimally concern the mean, variance, and covariance
parameters discussed earlier, along with parameters for measurement error. The
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total number of parameters included in a latent growth model grows quickly,
depending on the nature of the hypotheses being tested and the number of
dependent variables and test times. I will keep things as simple as possible by
crafting a path diagram that can test a simple hypothesis from the leader study
example: Lectical scores increase in a linear fashion over time.
The components in Figure J-4 use the simplified SEM notations of Bentler
and Wu (2005). Circles represent latent factors (or constructs). This model includes
two latent factors: (1) an intercept factor (F1), which presents information about the
mean (Mi) and the variance (Di) of the collection of intercepts that characterized
individual growth curves; and (2) a slope factor (F2), which also has a mean (Ms)
and variance (Ds) across the whole sample. The means and variances for both
factors are estimated from the data. The intercept and slope factors are allowed to
covary (Cov). This is represented by the double headed curved arrow connecting the
factors.

Figure J-4. Linear latent growth model for one variable measured three times.
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The squares represent the same observed variables (or indicators) measured
at each test time (V1 thru V3). In this example, these would be the three Lectical
scores of each leader. The E term for each observed variable represents
measurement error. The error (or disturbance) of an observed value is the deviation
of the observed value from the unobservable true value. In LGM, if the E terms are
not assumed to be zero (as they are here, for the sake of simplicity), they also have
variances and covariances, which represent the portion of the variance in the data
not associated with the hypothesized latent curve, as defined by F1 and F2
(Preacher et al., 2008).
The single-headed arrows connecting F1 and F2 to the observed Vs
represent factor loadings of the Vs on the latent intercept and slope factors. LGM
differs in this regard from CFA in that the factor loadings can be fixed rather than just
estimated parameters. Loadings link observed V measures to the latent intercepts
and slopes for each individual—and, fixed loading are permissible because LGM
factors are considered chronometric factors (McArdle & Epstein, 1987) rather than
psychometric factors. In CFA, psychometric factors are accorded substantive
meaning (such as the latent construct job satisfaction), and they are investigated in
regards to how well they are measured by observed variables. In LGM, the slope
and intercept factors work together to model growth curves associated with our
primary dependent variable, Lectical score.
By fixing factor loadings from each intercept and slope to each observed Y
variable, the model becomes identified and can be used to test a hypothesis about
linear growth in Lectical score over time. To test a linear curve, factor loadings
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associated with a linear curve are what get fixed. The intercept factor in this model
has the same meaning as the intercept of a straight line on a two-dimensional
coordinate system (see Figure J-2). This intercept is constant for each individual
over time, so the intercept loadings are fixed at a value of 1 for each observed
variable. The slope factor loadings for a linear curve are 0, 1, and 2, for each
observed variable, V1, V2, V3, respectively. Why? Fixing the slope factor loading of
V1 at 0 has the effect of locating the test time 1 score at the intercept—again, as
seen in Figure J-2. Fixing the the slope factor loading of V2 at 1 tells the model to
test a linear relationship—as time increases by 1 unit (test time 1 to test time 2),
Lectical score increases by 1 unit. Similarly, the slope factor loading of V3 is fixed at
2 because two units of time have elapsed, and a linear relation would suggest that
the Lectical score will have also increased by 2 units, hence the loading of 2. The
choice of loadings is somewhat arbitrary and depend on the hypotheses being
tested (see Duncan et al., 2006 for a more complete discussion).
Once the model is identified, it is fit to real data and a range of fit statistics are
used to gauge how well the model corresponds to the data. If the fit is poor, the
model is adjusted and tested again. If fit is good, the model is then compared to an
alternate model to determine which model fits more adequately. This standard LGM
procedure is aimed at testing the hypothesis in question. At this point, a savvy
reader might wonder: Why not just fit a simple regression equation and check the
slope coefficient p value, the coefficient of determination value (R2), and a plot of
residuals to see if the line is a good fit? Would this not avoid all lot of unnecessary
diagrams, symbols, and factor loadings? Although a LGM approach might be
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needlessly complex in situations such as this, remember, this example is
intentionally simplified, and is meant only to illustrate how LGM procedures are
used to test a very simple hypothesis. The power of LGM, and the appropriateness
of it for the present study, is recognized when hypotheses increase in complexity.
What if we wanted to explore the effect of Lectical growth on perspective
coordination growth while controlling for the impact of management level on growth
in both capacities. This question has two dependent variables (one of which acts as
a predictor), multiple indicators, and one exogenous predictor. In the final section of
this appendix, I briefly describe an LGM extension that can model this this degree of
complexity.
Latent Growth Modeling Extensions
Several extensions to the basic LGM approach have been developed over the
past two decades. Each technique (or class of techniques) suits a particular study
design or hypothesized model of change. A sampling of these extensions include: (a)
three-factor polynomial LGMs (Biglan, Duncan, Ary, & Smolkowski, 1995), which can
fit higher order functions (e.g. quadratic) by including one additional latent factor for
each next higher order; (b) multi-group LGMs (Duncan et al., 2006), which fit growth
curves simultaneously for different groups (e.g. treatment vs. control, or supervisor
vs. supervisee); (c) latent growth mixture modeling (Muthen, 2001; Muthen &
Shedden, 1999), which utilizes a variant of latent class analysis to identify
unobserved groups (called classes) who share common growth trajectories but differ
from each other; and (d) cohort-sequential LGMs (McArdle et al., 2002), which link
adjacent segments of limited longitudinal data to determine common growth curves.
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Other extensions include missing data models, multilevel models, time series
models, and LGMs for categorical variables (see: Duncan et al., 2006).
Two final LGM extensions might be more adequately described as
modifications to the basic model described in this section. First, LGM models can fit
unspecified functions. In Figure J-4, the slope factor loading on V3 was fixed at 2.
This forces the model to fit a linear function. But, only two slope factor loadings
actually need to be fixed (for statistical reasons); the third can remain unspecified
(Duncan & Duncan, 1996). In effect, the model then freely estimates this final
loading, fitting a curve that best describes the type of change occurring in the
sample. Although I anticipate the data utilized in this study will fit linear curves,
unspecified LGMs can adequately model situations where growth is erratic (e.g. test
time 3 score is the same as test time 1).
Second, The basic LGM approach can be modified to include (1) multiple
indicators for every observed variable, (2) multiple observed variables, and (3)
multiple predictors of latent slope and intercept factors. In the basic LGM leader
study example, one Lectical score per test time was relied upon to indicate the each
latent factor, and only one dependent variable was investigated, Lectical growth. No
predictors (e.g. gender or management level) were included. In the present study,
multiple indicators are available, multiple dependent variables are of interest, and
any number of time-varying or time-invariant predictors can be investigated for their
influence on growth. LGMs that include these additional components have been
referred to as multivariate LGMs (Duncan et al., 2006; Duncan & Duncan, 1996),
curve-of-factors models (McArdle, 1998), multiple indicator LGMs (MLGM; Chan,
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1998), and second-order factor LGMs (Lance, Vandenberg, & Self, 2000). The
differences between these approaches are complex, and will not be examined here.
Information on the indicators, variables, and predictors utilized in my analysis
is provided in the main text. However, because the associated path diagrams will be
complex, Figure J-5 is included a primer and a preview. It shows how the basic
model might be extended to include a predictor, multiple indicators, and two
dependent variables—Lectical growth and perspective seeking growth. Such a
model could be used to test the following two hypotheses: (a) leaders at “lower”
management levels experience greater rates of Lectical and perspective seeking
growth and (b) leaders whose seeking growth increases more rapidly experience
Lectical growth that increases more rapidly.

Figure J-5. Multivariate LGM with time-varying and time-invariant predictors.
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The basic LGM (Figure J-4) representing Lectical growth is included on the
right of Figure J-5. It has been rotated 90 degrees but remains structurally the same.
Four new components are included in light of a more sophisticated set of
hypotheses. First, perspective seeking is included as a second dependent variable.
As with Lectical complexity, this model seeks to fit a growth trajectory for perspective
seeking growth over three test times.
Second, perspective seeking is indicated by three observed measures at
each test time—V1 thru V3 at test time 1; V4 thru V6 at test time 2, and V7 thru V9
at test time 3. These three measures indicate three common seeking factors (F1 thru
F3). Loadings for these common factors are fixed at 1 for one observed seeking
measure and are freely estimated for the other two (La and Lb). These three
common seeking factors indicate the seeking slope and intercept factors (F4 and
F5), just as the observed measures for Lectical score (V10 thru V12) indicate the
Lectical slope and intercept factors (F6 and F7). The slopes and intercepts for both
seeking and Lectical growth have fixed loadings representing linear curves (1s for
intercept loadings and 0, 1, and 2 for slope loadings).
Third, management level is included as a time-invariant predictor (or static
covariate). The hypothesis being tested is whether or not rate of change (slope) or
initial level (intercept) for either Lectical complexity or perspective seeking is
influenced by a leader’s management level. This predictor is time-invariant because
the value for each leader does not shift at each test time. The addition of a predictor
changes the interpretation of the Ms and Ds parameters. Previously, these
parameters were means and variances for the slope factor across the sample. In this
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model, the Ms parameters represent the regression intercept, or the part of the
dependent variable mean that is not explained by additional predictor variables, and
the Ds parameters represent deviation-from-predicted-value, which is the
unexplained or residual variation (Duncan et al., 2006). This is the case for any
slope factor that is connected to the predictor with an arrow—so, in Figure J-5, the
Ms and Ds parameters for both seeking and Lectical complexity are interpreted in
this manner. The addition of management level as a predictor adds four new
parameters, the coefficients of regression of the latent slope and intercept factor on
management level. The effects of management level on initial level and the effects of
management level on rate of growth are hypothesized to be equal. This is why B1
leads to both intercepts and B2 to both slopes. If it were believed that management
level effected initial level but not rate of growth, these coefficients could have
different numbers.
Fourth, perspective seeking is included as a time-varying predictor. Unlike
management level, perspective seeking values change at each test time, which is
only natural for a predictor that is also a continuous dependent variable measured
across three test times. The single-headed arrows connecting the seeking intercept
and slope to Lectical intercept and slope, intend to test two relationships: (1) that
increases in initial seeking level effect either initial Lectical level or rate of Lectical
growth, and (2) that increases in seeking rate of growth effect either the rate of
Lectical growth or initial Lectical level. The B coefficients for these effects (B3 thru
B6) are not assumed to be equal. Many relationships can be tested here. These are
included for illustrative purposes, and not because they are hypotheses this study is
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making. Alternately, this model could be structured to test only one effect—that initial
seeking score (intercept factor, F5) effects rate of Lectical change (slope factor, F6).
Or, initial seeking score could singularly be tested for effect on initial Lectical level
and rate of growth. If the effects were assumed equal (as they are for management
level), the B coefficients would be the same for both Lectical intercept and slope.
As I alluded to earlier, the complexity of LGM path diagrams covaries with the
complexity of the relationships being investigated. Because this study is not short on
complex latent variable models, it felt important to provide a thorough overview of
latent growth modeling, which serves as the analytical foundation of the present
study.
Advantages
The advantages of LGM over alternate statistical approaches to longitudinal
data are numerous (Duncan et al., 2006; McArdle, 2009). First, LGM describes
individual developmental trajectories, while capturing differences in those trajectories
over time. It can address questions about predictor variables that impact the rate of
growth or the initial level in these trajectories. LGM also captures group-level
statistics, which, when coupled with individual estimations, allow researchers to
investigate the between-person differences in within-person growth. Second, LGM
can study predictors of change separately from correlates of initial level. By allowing
for flexible parameterization of models, LGM allows such relationships to be
investigated using the same model. Third, LGM can incorporate time-varying
predictors. Such predictors, unlike their static counterparts, are utilized to examine
relation between change in an independent variable and change in a dependent
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variable. Fourth, LGM can incorporate multiple dependent variables into a single
model. With multivariate LGM extensions, the development trajectory of one skill is
estimated simultaneously with the trajectory of another. This is employed to examine
covariation in two or more developing skills. If the second skill is modeled as a timevarying predictor (e.g. Figure J-5), multivariate LGMs can be used to determine the
effect that development in one skill has on development in another — a growth-ongrowth analysis that is very promising for the present study.
For these reasons, I believe latent growth modeling is the ideal statistical tool
for exploring the relationship between hierarchical complexity and perspectival
capacities. Its flexibility and power with repeated-measures data are complemented
by a consistent set of implementation procedures across hypotheses. The ability to
quickly adjust the parameter estimates of a given model, along with the ease of
comparing fit between models, allow for robust hypothesis testing. Although LGM
has not been used extensively to model development as it is understood in a neoPiagetian sense, it either (a) more adequately handles the statistical tests that have
been used (ANOVA, MANOVA, multiple regression), or (b) it produces results
consistent with those produced by modeling techniques that might otherwise be
employed (multilevel models, random coefficient models, hierarchical linear models;
see Singer & Willet, 2003). Latent growth modeling is ideally suited for this study
because it circumvents an otherwise required piecewise analysis with independent
statistical tests.
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APPENDIX K
R Scripts for Latent Growth Analyses

R version 3.012 and lavaan version 5.17 were used to conduct the analyses for this
study. All R scripts, containing only model syntax, can be downloaded from the
following links. These files are provided as is. Adjustments will need to be made in
order to run them from the provided correlation matrices. Please note that the
correlation matrices were generated prior to imputation.
•

Univariate LGC models: http://goo.gl/4jBshq

•

Parallel Process models: http://goo.gl/5u7Agz

•

Univariate LDS models: http://goo.gl/lm1ajh

•

Bivariate LDS models: http://goo.gl/Ie3zEC

•

Correlation matrices: http://goo.gl/cPRFhD
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APPENDIX L
Fit Statistics for Latent Growth Analyses
Univariate Latent Growth Models

Table L-1
Fit Statistics for Univariate Latent Growth Curve Models Fit to Data for Primary
Scores
(A) Lectical Scores
Model 1a:
No Change

Model 2a:
Fixed Slope

Model 3a:
Linear

Model 4a:
Unspecified

482.08

104.68

8.96

1.01

df

12

7

5

3

Δχ²

—

289.69*

386.48*

389.73*

AIC

77708

77718

25917

38179

—

-10

51791

38989

CFI

.016

.792

.992

1.000

RMSEA

.236

.150

.033

.000

lower

.219

.127

.000

.000

upper

.254

.176

.069

.048

.380

.189

.099

.040

robust χ²

ΔAIC

SRMR

(B) Perspective Taking Scores
Model 1b:
No Change

Model 2b:
Fixed Slope

Model 3b:
Linear

Model 4b:
Unspecified

291.90

1.88

0.00

1.17

df

12

7

5

3

Δχ²

—

318.21*

325.94*

316.57*

AIC

49068

49078

19060

26880

—

-10

30008

22188

CFI

0.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

0.206

0.000

0.000

0.000

robust χ²

ΔAIC
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Table L-1 Continued
(B) Perspective Taking Scores
Model 1b:
No Change

Model 2b:
Fixed Slope

Model 3b:
Linear

Model 4b:
Unspecified

lower

0.186

0.000

0.000

0.000

upper

0.226

0.000

0.000

0.048

0.363

0.043

0.034

0.036

SRMR

(C) Perspective Seeking Scores
Model 1c:
No Change

Model 2c:
Fixed Slope

Model 3c:
Linear

Model 4c:
Unspecified

330.97

61.75

56.65

9.48

df

12

7

5

3

Δχ²

—

263.7*

272.6*

287.2*

AIC

23902

23912

14591

18314

—

-10

9311

5588

CFI

0.000

0.828

0.838

0.980

RMSEA

0.205

0.114

0.126

0.080

lower

0.185

0.089

0.098

0.039

upper

0.225

0.141

0.158

0.128

0.544

0.138

0.126

0.087

robust χ²

ΔAIC

SRMR

(D) Perspective Coordination Scores
Model 1d:
No Change

Model 2d:
Fixed Slope

Model 3d:
Linear

Model 4d:
Unspecified

Model 5d:
Quadratic

170.14

40.74

28.29

3.26

0.83

df

12

7

5

3

1

Δχ²

—

158.66*

156.08*

146.76*

231.85*

AIC

63741

63751

23168

30548

25750

—

-10

40574

33193

37991

CFI

0.366

0.802

0.853

0.998

1.000

RMSEA

0.154

0.090

0.087

0.092

0.000

0.134

0.065

0.058

0.039

0.000

robust χ²

ΔAIC

lower
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Table L-1 Continued
(D) Perspective Coordination Scores
Model 1d:
No Change

Model 2d:
Fixed Slope

Model 3d:
Linear

Model 4d:
Unspecified

Model 5d:
Quadratic

0.174

0.117

0.119

0.158

0.047

0.268

0.141

0.116

0.066

0.048

upper
SRMR

Note: * = p < .05

Table L-2
Fit Statistics for Univariate Latent Growth Curve Models Fit to Data for
Component Scores
(A) Taking Salience Scores
Model 1e: No
Change

Model 2e:
Fixed Slope

Model 3e:
Linear

Model 4e:
Unspecified

170.10

54.49

9.38

2.87

df

12

7

5

3

Δχ²

—

130.44*

178.14*

173.68*

AIC

45055

45065

17746

24166

—

-10

27309

20889

CFI

0.000

0.700

0.972

1.000

RMSEA

0.150

0.106

0.041

0.000

lower

0.131

0.081

0.000

0.000

upper

0.171

0.133

0.076

0.069

0.301

0.160

0.165

0.066

robust χ²

ΔAIC

SRMR

(B) Seeking Salience Scores
Model 1f: No
Change

Model 2f:
Fixed Slope

Model 3f:
Linear

Model 4f:
Unspecified

220.43

32.62

15.87

18.30

df

12

7

5

3

Δχ²

—

228.82*

251.27*

230.97*

AIC

23073

23083

12839

16661

—

-10

10235

6412

robust χ²

ΔAIC
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Table L-2 Continued
(B) Seeking Salience Scores
Model 1f: No
Change

Model 2f:
Fixed Slope

Model 3f:
Linear

Model 4f:
Unspecified

CFI

0.000

0.877

0.948

0.927

RMSEA

0.182

0.079

0.057

0.089

lower

0.162

0.054

0.026

0.050

upper

0.202

0.107

0.091

0.133

0.417

0.118

0.085

0.072

SRMR

(C) Taking Accessibility Scores
Model 1g: No
Change

Model 2g:
Fixed Slope

Model 3g:
Linear

Model 4g:
Unspecified

362.35

38.72

76.98

0.96

df

12

7

5

3

Δχ²

—

183.89*

157.81*

227.89*

AIC

39564

39574

12683

17633

—

-10

26882

21931

CFI

0.000

0.909

0.795

1.000

RMSEA

0.174

0.089

0.149

0.000

lower

0.156

0.063

0.120

0.000

upper

0.194

0.116

0.180

0.042

0.553

0.204

0.205

0.028

robust χ²

ΔAIC

SRMR

(D) Seeking Accessibility Scores
Model 1h: No
Change

Model 2h:
Fixed Slope

Model 3h:
Linear

Model 4h:
Unspecified

371.75

42.83

36.96

5.82

df

12

7

5

3

Δχ²

—

280.59*

271.51*

297.73*

AIC

14703

14713

9240

9951

—

-10

5463

4752

CFI

0.000

0.900

0.911

0.992

RMSEA

0.200

0.091

0.105

0.041

robust χ²

ΔAIC
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Table L-2 Continued
(D) Seeking Accessibility Scores
Model 1h: No
Change

Model 2h:
Fixed Slope

Model 3h:
Linear

Model 4h:
Unspecified

lower

0.181

0.066

0.077

0.000

upper

0.220

0.117

0.137

0.088

0.454

0.170

0.164

0.085

SRMR

(E) Taking Sophistication Scores
Model 1i: No
Change

Model 2i:
Fixed Slope

Model 3i:
Linear

Model 4i:
Unspecified

266.99

76.49

79.95

18.18

df

12

7

8

3

Δχ²

—

190.496

208.99*

247.8*

AIC

60373

60383

22981

32120

—

-10

37392

28253

CFI

0.000

0.727

0.718

0.940

RMSEA

0.189

0.127

0.121

0.092

lower

0.170

0.102

0.098

0.053

upper

0.209

0.153

0.146

0.136

0.305

0.132

0.192

0.070

robust χ²

ΔAIC

SRMR

(F) Seeking Sophistication Scores
Model 1j: No
Change

Model 2j:
Fixed Slope

Model 3j:
Linear

Model 4j:
Unspecified

113.11

73.52

103.25

3.76

df

12

7

5

3

Δχ²

—

44.36*

-4.410

100.76*

AIC

15690

15700

11490

12675

—

-10

4200

3015

CFI

0.000

0.342

0.028

0.992

RMSEA

0.122

0.125

0.184

0.068

lower

0.101

0.100

0.155

0.022

upper

0.143

0.152

0.215

0.122

robust χ²

ΔAIC
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Table L-2 Continued
(F) Seeking Sophistication Scores

SRMR

Model 1j: No
Change

Model 2j:
Fixed Slope

Model 3j:
Linear

Model 4j:
Unspecified

0.192

0.133

0.131

0.055

Note: * = p < .05

Parallel Process Models

Table L-3
Fit Statistics for Parallel Process Models Fit to Data for Lectical and
Primary Taking, Seeking, and Coordination Scores
L, PT, PS, and PC (50 imputations)
Model 1a: No
Associations

Model 2a: Linear
Curves

Model 3a: Best
Fitting Curves

χ²

838.01

84.32

11.44

df

132

68

62

Δχ²

—

744.19*

753.06*

AIC

82477

82605

109000

—

-128

-26523

CFI

0.709

0.993

1.000

RMSEA

0.096

0.023

0.015

lower

0.090

0.004

0.000

upper

0.102

0.035

0.030

0.229

0.076

0.066

ΔAIC

SRMR

Note: L = Lectical Score, PT = Perspective Taking, PS = Perspective Seeking, PC =
Perspective Coordination
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Table L-4
Fit Statistics for Parallel Process Models Fit to Data for Lectical and
Component Taking Scores
L, TS, TA, and TN (20 imputations)
Model 1b: No
Associations

Model 2b: Linear
Curves

Model 3b: Best
Fitting Curves

χ²

298.629

df

112

Δχ²

—

513.21*

AIC

113495

-112487

—

225982

CFI

0.90

0.968

RMSEA

0.093

0.053

lower

0.087

0.043

upper

0.100

0.063

0.137

0.065

ΔAIC

SRMR

113.058
Did not converge

60

Note: L = Lectical Score, TS = Taking Salience, TA = Taking Accessibility, TN = Taking
Sophistication

Table L-5
Fit Statistics for Parallel Process Models Fit to Data for Lectical and
Component Seeking Scores
L, SS, SA, and SN (50 imputations)
Model 1c: No
Associations

Model 2c: Linear
Curves

Model 3c: Best
Fitting Curves

χ²

164.277

0.000

0.000

df

114

68

62

Δχ²

—

149.64*

135.46*

AIC

72828

59322

72932

—

-13506

104

ΔAIC
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Table L-5 Continued
L, SS, SA, and SN (50 imputations)
Model 1c: No
Associations

Model 2c: Linear
Curves

Model 3c: Best
Fitting Curves

CFI

0.967

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

0.023

0.000

0.000

lower

0.012

0.000

0.000

upper

0.033

0.000

0.000

0.127

0.088

0.065

SRMR

Note: * = p < .001; L = Lectical Score, SS = Seeking Salience, SA = Seeking Accessibility,
SN = Seeking Sophistication.

Univariate Latent Difference Scores Models

Table L-6
Fit Statistics for Univariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to Data for Primary Scores
(A) Lectical Score
Model 1a:
NCS

Model 2a:
PCS

Model 3a:
CCS

Model 4a:
DCS

Model 5a:
TCS

Model 6a:
CTC

χ²

179.850

19.805

10.794

4.561

0.761

0.802

df

8

7

5

4

6

3

Δχ²

—

116.1*

159.5*

142.8*

141.8*

153.0*

AIC

56251

56253

37711

37713

48362

37715

—

-8

18534

18532

7883

18530

CFI

.640

.973

.988

.999

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

.186

.054

.041

.000

.000

.000

lower

.164

.027

.000

.000

.000

.000

upper

.209

.082

.076

.062

.000

.049

.270

.120

.104

.056

.052

.044

ΔAIC

SRMR
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Table L-6 Continnued
(B) Perspective Taking Score
Model 1b:
NCS

Model 2b:
PCS

Model 3b:
CCS

Model 4b:
DCS

Model 5b:
TCS

Model 6b:
CTC

χ²

269.047

1.336

0.436

0.937

0.000

1.172

df

8

7

5

4

3

3

Δχ²

—

198.0*

250.3*

245.8*

240.7*

251.4*

AIC

38723

38725

27751

27753

33895

27755

—

-8

10966

10964

4822

10962

CFI

.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

.229

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

lower

.206

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

upper

.253

.000

.000

.030

.000

.048

.339

.040

.036

.033

.051

.036

Model 6c:
CTC

ΔAIC

SRMR

(C) Perspective Seeking Score
Model 1c:
NCS

Model 2c:
PCS

Model 3c:
CCS

Model 4c:
DCS

Model 5c:
TCS

χ²

113.477

56.440

56.399

36.412

8.096

df

8

7

5

4

3

Δχ²

—

34.1*

44.8*

69.5*

85.8*

AIC

19821

19823

17141

17143

18772

—

-8

2674

2672

1043

CFI

.230

.639

.625

.763

.963

RMSEA

.136

.110

.126

.108

.055

lower

.113

.085

.097

.077

.011

upper

.161

.137

.157

.141

.101

.204

.131

.126

.108

.076

ΔAIC

SRMR

would not
converge

(D) Perspective Coordination Score
Model 1d:
NCS

Model 2d:
PCS

Model 3d:
CCS

χ²

38.528

31.676

27.226

df

8

7

3

Model 4d:
DCS

would not
converge

Model 5d:
TCS

Model 6d:
CTC

8.765

12.877

3

3
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Table L-6 Continnued
(D) Perspective Coordination Score
Model 1d:
NCS

Model 2d:
PCS

Model 3d:
CCS

Δχ²

—

4.0*

AIC

37298

Model 5d:
TCS

Model 6d:
CTC

9.4*

28.2*

80.5*

37300

27386

32817

27390

—

-8

9906

4475

9902

CFI

.913

.930

.937

.984

.972

RMSEA

.079

.080

.089

.058

.060

lower

.054

.054

.059

.015

.033

upper

.104

.108

.122

.104

.089

.133

.126

.122

.079

.094

ΔAIC

SRMR

Model 4d:
DCS

Note: * = p < .05; NCS - No change score, CCS = Constant change score, PCS = Proportional change score,
DCS = Dual change score, TCS = Triple change score, CTC = Change-to-change.

Table L-7
Fit Statistics for Univariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to Data for Component
Scores
(A) Taking Salience Scores (50 imputations)
Model 1e:
NCS

Model 2e:
CCS

Model 3e:
PCS

χ²

200.453

64.164

80.929

df

8

7

5

Δχ²

-

105.24*

120.0*

AIC

34148

34150

24079

24083

-

-8

10063

10059

CFI

.000

.653

.539

.988

RMSEA

.194

.116

.145

.036

lower

.172

.091

.116

.000

upper

.218

.142

.175

.085

ΔAIC

Model 4e:
DCS

Model 5e:
TCS

Model 6e:
CTC
5.037

would not
converge

would not
converge

3
175.9*
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Table L-7 Continued
(B) Seeking Salience Scores
Model 1f:
NCS

Model 2f:
CCS

Model 3f:
PCS

.304

.171

.150

χ²

83.506

33.540

16.151

12.237

7.271

17.826

df

8

7

5

4

3

3

Δχ²

-

41.0*

72.2*

75.2*

77.2*

63.1*

AIC

17771

17773

14586

14588

16317

14590

-

-8

3179

3177

1448

3175

CFI

.429

.799

.916

.938

.968

.888

RMSEA

.125

.083

.058

.058

.049

.092

lower

.102

.057

.027

.023

.000

.052

upper

.150

.111

.092

.095

.095

.137

.194

.120

.087

.067

.069

.075

SRMR

ΔAIC

SRMR

Model 4f:
DCS

Model 5f:
TCS

Model 6f:
CTC
.075

(C) Taking Accessibility Scores (50 Imputations)
Model 1g:
NCS

Model 2g:
CCS

Model 3g:
PCS

Model 4g:
DCS

Model 5g:
TCS

Model 6g:
CTC

χ²

187.591

22.809

31.195

6.595

1.732

0.866

df

8

7

5

4

6

3

Δχ²

-

46.6*

77.3*

98.3*

80.2*

111.4*

AIC

27716

27718

18689

18691

23760

18693

-

-2

9027

9025

3956

9023

CFI

.000

.579

.302

.931

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

.151

.066

.096

.034

.000

.000

lower

.129

.039

.066

.000

.000

.000

upper

.175

.095

.128

.077

.000

.043

.592

.152

.182

.084

.083

.073

Model 6h:
CTC

ΔAIC

SRMR

(D) Seeking Accessibility Scores

χ²

Model 1h:
NCS

Model 2h:
CCS

Model 3h:
PCS

Model 4h:
DCS

Model 5h:
TCS

249.103

25.380

39.599

3.274

6.336
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Table L-7 Continued
(D) Seeking Accessibility Scores
Model 1h:
NCS

Model 2h:
CCS

Model 3h:
PCS

Model 4h:
DCS

Model 5h:
TCS

Model 6h:
CTC

df

8

7

5

4

3

would not
converge

Δχ²

-

80.4*

133.6*

153.5*

165.1*

AIC

13008

13010

10724

10726

11938

-

-2

2284

2282

1070

CFI

.000

.713

.459

1.000

.948

RMSEA

.191

.073

.109

.038

.042

lower

.169

.047

.081

.000

.000

upper

.214

.102

.140

.080

.090

.430

.131

.171

.079

.086

ΔAIC

SRMR

(E) Taking Sophistication Scores (50 Imputations)
Model 1i:
NCS

Model 2i:
CCS

Model 3i:
PCS

χ²

110.967

67.573

48.199

df

8

7

5

Δχ²

-

56.3*

74.2*

AIC

43321

43323

29146

36609

-

-8

14168

6706

CFI

.000

.000

.000

.915

RMSEA

.152

.121

.125

.028

lower

.128

.096

.096

.000

upper

.178

.149

.156

.078

.156

.125

.143

.080

ΔAIC

SRMR

Model 4i:
DCS

Model 5i:
TCS

Model 6i:
CTC

4.514
would not
converge

3
120.6*

would not
converge

(F) Seeking Sophistication Scores
Model 1j:
NCS

Model 2j:
CCS

Model 3j:
PCS

Model 4j:
DCS

Model 5j:
TCS

Model 6j:
CTC

χ²

78.506

66.809

101.651

7.125

7.821

1.624

df

8

7

5

4

3

3

Δχ²

-

11.9*

-32.9

55.9*

67.4*

62.2*
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Table L-7 Continued
(F) Seeking Sophistication Scores
Model 1j:
NCS

Model 2j:
CCS

Model 3j:
PCS

Model 4j:
DCS

Model 5j:
TCS

Model 6j:
CTC

13356

13358

11718

11720

12619

11722

-

-8

1632

1630

731

1628

CFI

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.945

0.914

1.000

RMSEA

0.121

0.119

0.183

0.062

0.056

0.029

lower

0.097

0.094

0.154

0.023

0.012

0.000

upper

0.146

0.145

0.214

0.105

0.102

0.091

0.145

0.126

0.131

0.070

0.088

0.064

AIC
ΔAIC

SRMR

Note: * = p < .05; NCS - No change score, CCS = Constant change score, PCS = Proportional change score,
DCS = Dual change score, TCS = Triple change score, CTC = Change-to-change.

Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models

Table L-8
Fit Statistics for Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to Data for Lectical and
Perspective Taking Scores
Series 1
Model 1a: No
Coupling

Model 2a:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3a:
Y to X Coupling

Model 4a:
Dual Coupling

χ²

4.235

9.705

0.000

6.972

df

16

15

15

14

Δχ²

—

-5.05

7.27*

-3.04

AIC

65483

65485

65485

65487

—

2

2

4

CFI

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

lower

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

upper

0.000

0.030

0.000

0.026

ΔAIC
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Table L-8 Continued
Series 1

SRMR

Model 1a: No
Coupling

Model 2a:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3a:
Y to X Coupling

Model 4a:
Dual Coupling

0.051

0.054

0.049

0.051

Model 4b:
Dual
Coupling

Series 2
Model 1b:
No Coupling

Model 2b:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3b:
Y to X Coupling

χ²

0.000

24.958

0.000

df

14

13

13

Δχ²

—

-19.02

2.96

AIC

65487

65489

65489

—

2

2

CFI

1.000

0.985

1.000

RMSEA

0.016

0.044

0.000

lower

0.000

0.021

0.000

upper

0.045

0.066

0.000

0.051

0.049

0.052

ΔAIC

SRMR

did not run

Note: * - p < .05

Table L-9
Fit Statistics for Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to Data for Lectical and
Perspective Seeking Scores
Series 1
Model 1a: No
Coupling

χ²

19.427

df

15

Model 2a:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3a:
Y to X Coupling

Model 4a:
Dual Coupling

22.152
did not run

14

Δχ²

-

-2.80

AIC

54874

54876

did not run
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Table L-9 Continued
Series 1
Model 1a: No
Coupling

ΔAIC

Model 2a:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3a:
Y to X Coupling

-

2

CFI

0.995

0.990

RMSEA

0.033

0.040

lower

0.000

0.020

upper

0.056

0.058

0.074

0.070

SRMR

Model 4a:
Dual Coupling

Series 2
Model 1b:
No Coupling

χ²

19.427

df

15

Model 2b:
X to Y Coupling

did not run

Model 3b:
Y to X Coupling

Model 4b:
Dual
Coupling

34.460

0.000

14

13

Δχ²

-

-12.880

9.05*

AIC

54874

54876

54878

-

2

4

CFI

0.995

0.975

1.000

RMSEA

0.033

0.063

0.000

lower

0.000

0.044

0.000

upper

0.056

0.082

0.000

0.074

0.071

0.060

ΔAIC

SRMR
Note: * - p < .05
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Table L-10
Fit Statistics for Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to Data for Lectical and
Perspective Coordination Scores
Series 1
Model 1a: No
Coupling

Model 2a:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3a:
Y to X Coupling

Model 4a:
Dual Coupling

χ²

11.779

4.096

df

14

13

Δχ²

—

7.68*

0.9

AIC

65121

65123

65125

—

2

4

CFI

1.000

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

0.029

0.000

0.000

lower

0.000

0.000

0.000

upper

0.050

0.000

0.000

0.067

0.059

0.054

ΔAIC

SRMR

9.887
did not run

12

Series 2
Model 1b:
No Coupling

Model 2b:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3b:
Y to X Coupling

Model 4b:
Dual
Coupling

χ²

4.096

0.000

0.000

10.407

df

13.000

12.000

12.000

11.000

Δχ²

—

-0.688

1.757

-3.135

AIC

65123

65125

65125

65127

—

2

2

4

CFI

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

0.000

0.028

0.000

0.038

lower

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.011

upper

0.000

0.057

0.000

0.062

0.059

0.057

0.055

0.057

ΔAIC

SRMR
Note: * - p < .05
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Table L-11
Fit Statistics for Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to Data for Lectical and
Perspective Taking Salience Scores
Series 1
Model 1a: No
Coupling

Model 2a:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3a:
Y to X Coupling

Model 4a:
Dual Coupling

14.169

8.359

13

12

χ²

11.101

df

14

Δχ²

—

-3.068

2.4

AIC

61001

61003

61005

—

2

4

CFI

1.000

0.999

1.000

RMSEA

0.000

0.000

0.000

lower

0.000

0.000

0.000

upper

0.039

0.037

0.040

0.058

0.056

0.054

ΔAIC

SRMR

did not run

Series 2
Model 1b:
No Coupling

Model 2b:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3b:
Y to X Coupling

Model 4b:
Dual Coupling

χ²

11.101

7.758

4.406

3.567

df

14.000

13.000

13.000

12.000

Δχ²

-

1.170

9.37*

3.348

AIC

61001

61003

61003

61005

—

2

2

4

CFI

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

lower

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

upper

0.039

0.039

0.017

0.000

0.058

0.054

0.055

0.055

ΔAIC

SRMR
Note: * - p < .05
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Table L-12
Fit Statistics for Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to Data for Lectical and
Perspective Seeking Salience Scores
Series 1
Model 1a: No
Coupling

Model 2a:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3a:
Y to X Coupling

Model 4a:
Dual Coupling

χ²

22.571

7.050

9.149

0.936

df

15

14

14

13

Δχ²

—

6.23*

5.39*

16.91*

AIC

52319

52321

52321

52323

—

2

2

4

CFI

0.991

1.000

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

0.033

0.000

0.016

0.000

lower

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

upper

0.055

0.010

0.045

0.000

0.060

0.048

0.060

0.047

Model 3b:
Y to X Coupling

Model 4b:
Dual Coupling

ΔAIC

SRMR

Series 2
Model 1b:
No Coupling

Model 2b:
X to Y Coupling

χ²

0.000

1.253

df

12.000

11.000

Δχ²

—

-1.651

-0.727

AIC

52325

52327

52329

—

2

4

CFI

1.000

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

0.000

0.000

0.000

lower

0.000

0.000

0.000

upper

0.000

0.000

0.016

0.053

0.054

0.045

ΔAIC

SRMR
Note: * - p < .05

0.000
did not run

10.000
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Table L-13
Fit Statistics for Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to Data for Lectical and
Perspective Taking Accessibility Scores
Series 1
Model 1a: No
Coupling

Model 2a:
X to Y Coupling

χ²

3.042

0.000

df

14

13

Δχ²

—

2.777

1.521

AIC

57190

57192

57194

—

-2

-4

CFI

1.000

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

0.000

0.000

0.000

lower

0.000

0.000

0.000

upper

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.045

0.047

0.038

ΔAIC

SRMR

Model 3a:
Y to X Coupling

Model 4a:
Dual Coupling

0.000
did not run

12

Series 2
Model 1b:
No Coupling

χ²

3.042

df

14.000

Model 2b:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3b:
Y to X Coupling

Model 4b:
Dual Coupling

0.000
did not run

did not run

12.000

Δχ²

—

2.109

AIC

57190

57193

—

-3

CFI

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

0.000

0.000

lower

0.000

0.000

upper

0.000

0.000

0.045

0.051

ΔAIC

SRMR
Note: * - p < .05
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Table L-14
Fit Statistics for Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to Data for Lectical and
Perspective Seeking Accessibility Scores
Series 1
Model 1a:
No Coupling

Model 2a:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3a:
Y to X Coupling

χ²

6.525

0.000

35.893

df

15

14

14

Δχ²

—

—1

—1

AIC

48585

48591

48591

—

5

5

CFI

1.000

1.000

.972

RMSEA

0.000

0.000

0.016

lower

0.000

0.000

0.000

upper

0.029

0.300

0.042

0.070

0.068

0.074

ΔAIC

SRMR

Model 4a:
Dual Coupling

would not run

Series 2
Model 1b:
No Coupling

χ²

0.000

df

14.000

Model 2b:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3b:
Y to X Coupling

0.109
would not run

13

Δχ²

—

0.997

AIC

48591

48597

—

6

CFI

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

0.000

0.048

lower

0.000

0.024

upper

0.030

0.074

0.068

0.072

ΔAIC

SRMR

Model 4b:
Dual Coupling

would not run

Note: 1 - χ² difference test for 2a vs. 1a or 3a vs. 1a would not run due to negative scaling factors.
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Table L-15
Fit Statistics for Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to Data for Lectical and
Perspective Taking Sophistication Scores
Series 1
Model 1a: No
Coupling

Model 2a:
X to Y Coupling

χ²

21.308

12.130

df

14

13

Δχ²

—

3.22*

AIC

66243

66245

—

2

CFI

0.998

1.000

RMSEA

0.036

0.000

lower

0.009

0.000

upper

0.059

0.044

0.047

0.049

ΔAIC

SRMR

Model 3a:
Y to X Coupling

Model 4a:
Dual Coupling

would not run

would not run

Series 2
Model 1b:
No Coupling

χ²

12.130

df

13.000

Model 2b:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3b:
Y to X Coupling

0.000
would not run

12

Δχ²

—

—1

AIC

66245

66247

—

2

CFI

1.000

1.000

RMSEA

0.000

0.000

lower

0.000

0.000

upper

0.044

0.016

0.049

0.055

ΔAIC

SRMR

Model 4b:
Dual Coupling

would not run

Note: * = p < .05;1 - χ² difference test would not run for 3b vs. 1b due to negative scaling factors.
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Table L-16
Fit Statistics for Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models Fit to Data for Lectical and
Perspective Seeking Sophistication Scores
Series 1
Model 1a: No
Coupling

Model 2a:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3a:
Y to X Coupling

χ²

7.748

0.000

18.228

df

15

14

14

Δχ²

—

21.58*

-10.48

AIC

49452

49454

49454

—

2

2

CFI

1.000

1.000

0.994

RMSEA

0.000

0.000

0.000

lower

0.000

0.000

0.000

upper

0.032

0.000

0.035

0.049

0.050

0.056

ΔAIC

SRMR

Model 4a:
Dual Coupling

would not run

Series 2

Note: * - p < .05

Model 1b:
No Coupling

Model 2b:
X to Y Coupling

Model 3b:
Y to X Coupling

Model 4b:
Dual Coupling

would not run

would not run

would not run

would not run
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APPENDIX M
Visualizations of Results and Hypotheses Confirmations
Univariate Latent Growth Models

Figure M-1. Visualization of hypothesis 1 predictions and univariate LGC results.

326
Parallel Process Models

Figure M-2. Visualization of statistically significant parallel process correlations.

327

Figure M-3. Visualization of hypothesis 2 predictions and confirmations.

328
Univariate Latent Difference Scores Models

Figure M-4. Visualization of univariate LDS estimates.

329
Bivariate Latent Difference Score Models

Figure M-5. Visualization of bivariate LDS estimates and statistically significant dynamic
couplings.

330

Figure M-6. Visualization of hypothesis 3 predictions and confirmations.

